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abstract
The large number of top-antitop pair events produced in pp collisions at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provides a unique source of b-quarks that can be
used to probe the CP violation in heavy-flavour mixing and decay.
The measurement presented in this thesis focuses on semi-leptonic top-antitop
events where one of the W-bosons decays hadronically and the other one decays
leptonically. The charge of the lepton (electron or muon) from the W-boson tags
the charge of the b-quark at production. In events where a muon is associated to
the semi-leptonic decay of the b-quark (either directly or after a b → c hadronic
transition), two charge asymmetries (CA) and several CP asymmetries, based on
the charges of the lepton from the W-boson and this muon, can be measured.
My contribution to the first measurement of the CA and CP asymmetries in heavy
flavour b- or c-decays from top-antitop lepton+jets events is presented, using the
data collected with the ATLAS detector during Run 1 of the LHC (20.3 fb−1) at a
centre of mass energy of
√
s = 8 TeV.
However, most of the thesis focuses on my (larger) contribution to this same mea-
surement, performed with data collected by the ATLAS experiment during Run 2,
2015-16 data taking periods, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1
at a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV.
Four CP asymmetries (one mixing and three direct) were measured, using Run 1
data, and they are found to be consistent with the Standard Model.
The Run 2 analysis results in the measurement of two charge asymmetries, both
compatible with zero and consistent with the Standard Model expectations. The
overall uncertainty on the Run 2 measurement is halved with respect to the Run 1
result.
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introduction
The main subject of this thesis is my contribution to the measurement of charge
asymmetries in b-hadron decays using top quark events collected by the ATLAS de-
tector in proton-proton collisions at a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV, using
the 2015 and 2016 datasets, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1
(from hereon this measurement will be referred to as Run 2 measurement).
This thesis also describes my contribution to the same measurement, performed at
a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 8 TeV, using the 2012 datasets, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 (from hereon this measurement will be referred
to as Run 1 measurement).
The underlying idea of this measurement is to exploit the large tt¯ production at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) as a source of b-quarks, to study CP violation
in heavy flavour mixing and decays. The measurement focuses on tt¯ events in the
lepton+jets channel, where one of the W-bosons decays hadronically and the other
one decays leptonically. The W-boson charge is related to the charge of the soft
muon from a b-decay (this muon is labelled as soft because its pT spectrum is softer
with respect to the prompt lepton from the W-boson, a precise definition of soft
muon will be given in Chapter 6).
Indeed, one of the peculiarities of the analysis presented in this thesis is the identi-
fication of a so f t muon from semi-leptonic b-hadron decays, performed with a Soft
Muon Tagging (SMT) method.
My contributions to the charge asymmetries measurement are:
1. Calibration of the mistag rate of the SMT algorithm for the Run 1 measure-
ment
2. Optimisation of the Kinematic Likelihood Fitter for the Run 2 measurement
3. Uncertainty evaluation for the Run 2 measurement
4. Unfolding procedure for the Run 2 measurement
Chapters 1-3 provide a general introduction to the theoretical and experimental
framework for the analysis presented in this thesis. Chapter 1 contains a brief de-
scription of the CP violation and the Top quark, in the context of the Standard
Model of Particle Physics and Chapter 2 highlights the physics motivations behind
the analysis. Chapter 3 includes an overview of the ATLAS detector at the LHC,
while Chapter 4 focuses on the ATLAS Level-1 Calorimeter based trigger, describ-
ing my contribution to the optimisation of the rates and efficiencies in view of
high-luminosity runs of the LHC.
Chapter 5 describes the reconstruction of the physics objects of interest for the mea-
surement presented in this thesis, using the ATLAS detector.
vii
During the Run 1 measurement, I was in charge of the calibration of the mistag
rate of the SMT algorithm, as described in Chapter 6. In Run 1, the soft muon tag-
ger algorithm was based on the fractional difference in momentum between muon
tracks, reconstructed in the inner detector and in the muon spectrometer (extrapo-
lated back to the primary vertex) of the ATLAS detector. This technique, known as
the momentum imbalance (MI) based SMT, was used to discriminate soft muons
from heavy-flavour decays from fakes of other sources. My contribution consisted
in the evaluation of the fake rate of the SMT, i.e. how many times the SMT mistak-
enly tags muons from light-flavour decays as muons from heavy-flavour decays.
Chapter 7 describes the event selection used for the charge asymmetry measure-
ment in Run 2: it is based on the tt¯ semi-leptonic event selection prescribed by the
ATLAS Top Group and alterations to this selections are justified in this Chapter.
Chapter 8 describes the implementation of a Kinematic Likelihood Fitter used to
reconstruct the tt¯ events, based on topology information. I worked on the imple-
mentation and optimisation of this technique for the measurement in Run 2.
A description of the systematic uncertainties affecting the measurement of charge
asymmetries is given in Chapter 9.
Chapter 10 includes the work I did to evaluate the systematic uncertainties and the
unfolding procedure used to extract the charge asymmetry results.
Finally Chapter 11 outlines the conclusions and the future perspectives for the
charge asymmetries measurement.
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Part I.
Theoretical and Experimental
Framework
1
C P V I O L AT I O N A N D T O P Q U A R K I N
T H E S TA N D A R D M O D E L
A brief overview of the Standard Model of Particle Physics is outlined in this Chapter, in
particular focussing on the theoretical aspects, like CP violation, which are relevant for the
analysis presented in this thesis. Moreover, an introduction to Top quark Physics is given
since it will be the core of the analysis.
1.1 the standard model of particle inter-
actions
The Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics describes the basic building blocks
of our (known) Universe and their interactions. Years of experimental results and
theory predictions, since the early 30’s, led to the formulation of a solid and nowa-
days well-tested model which describes our best understanding of the fundamental
structure of matter. According to the SM, there are 12 elementary particles (plus
their anti-particles) and four fundamental forces, carried by gauge bosons. The rel-
ative strength of these forces spread across wide range of orders of magnitude, as
described in Table 1, and the SM theory describes three of the four forces observed
in Nature: the electromagnetic, the weak and the strong forces.
Force Strength Propagator
Strong 1 Gluons (g)
Electromagnetic 10−3 Photon (γ)
Weak 10−8 W± and Z0 bosons
Gravity 10−37 Graviton
Table 1.: Relative strengths of the fundamental forces, considered for two particles at a
distance of 10−15 m [2].
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Figure 1.: Elementary particles in the SM. Each elementary particle is uniquely described
by its quantum numbers: mass, charge and spin. Information from [1].
Gravity is currently not included in the SM and the reason why it is so weak is
one of the open questions waiting for our answer.
The 12 point-like particles, summarised in Figure 1, have half-integer spin in units
of h¯ and they are classified as leptons (e, µ and τ with electric charge and νe, νµ and
ντ without electric charge) and quarks (u,d,c,s,t,b).
The SM describes only 4% of our Universe; moreover it does not explain the pre-
dominance of matter with respect to antimatter. At present, the observed CP vio-
lation (CPV) is not sufficient to explain the asymmetry of matter and anti-matter
in the Universe, as detailed in Section 1.8. The analysis presented in this thesis
shows a precise measurement of charge asymmetries which are related to funda-
mental CPV parameters to investigate deviations that might lead to the discovery
of beyond SM (BSM) physics.
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1.1.1 The Standard Model: a theoretical introduction
In the elementary particle physics scenario, the SM is a SU(3)C
⊗
SU(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y
gauge field theory of strong and electroweak interactions 1:
• SU(3)C is a representation of the Colour Symmetry and it provides massless
gluons as gauge fields (Gµ) mediating the strong interactions which are re-
sponsible for binding the quarks in neutron and proton, and the neutrons
and protons within nucleus.
• SU(2)L and U(1)Y are related to the electroweak interactions, and represent
Weak Isospin Symmetry and Weak Hypercharge Symmetry. They imply the
existence of massive bosons (W± and Z0) as propagators of ~Wµ and Bµ gauge
fields, after the spontaneous symmetry breaking (detailed in Section 1.3).
Electromagnetic interactions are responsible for most of the phenomena in
extranuclear physics and they are mediated by the photon (γ), while Weak
interactions are, for instance, responsible for neutron decays (the neutron life-
time τ is τn ∼ 900 s). This is the only interaction that involves neutrinos
and that can change the flavours of particles. In the mathematical framework
of the Standard Model, a Lagrangian equation describes the dynamics and
kinematics of the elementary particles. The SM Lagrangian is the sum of the
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and the Electroweak Lagrangians, as out-
lined in the next Sections and as described in formula 1.
LSM = LEW + LQCD (1)
1.2 strong interactions
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the gauge theory which describes the
strong interactions [4], mediated by eight massless particles called gluons.
The matter fields in this theory are quarks carrying a quantum number called
colour (and anticolour) which is conserved in strong interaction vertices and
is represented by three states, called red, green and blue, analogous to the
charge in electromagnetic interactions.
The gauge-invariant Lagrangian of QCD governs the dynamics of quarks and
gluons and it is described in formula 2:
1 A partial and short outline of the SM theory is presented, for a complete introduction refer to [2], [3].
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LQCD = −14 F
a
µνFaµν + ψ¯
(
iγµDµ −m
)
ψ (2)
where ψ is the Dirac spinor representing the fermion field and m is the
fermion mass. The first part of the equation governs the dynamics of the sys-
tem (quarks and gluons) and the second parts its kinematics. Because gluons
carry colour, they can interact among themselves, as shown in the Feynman
diagrams in Figure 2.
Figure 2.: Leading order QCD vertices, showing the interaction between a gluon and two
quarks and the three- and four-gluon self-interaction vertices.
Due to this peculiarity, isolated quarks cannot be observed and this effect
is called confinement: the strong force acting between two coloured quarks
prevent them from being pulled apart. If enough energy is invested in try-
ing to separate two coloured quarks, the energy in the gluon field can cre-
ate another quark pair meaning that quarks can be only in bound compos-
ite colourless states such as baryons and mesons. For example, the protons
which collide at the LHC are a bound state of quarks and gluons and it is
crucial to physics analyses to understand the production cross section for a
specific process that depends on the parton distribution function (PDF). Fig-
ure 3 shows the fraction of energy x carried by the parton, multiplied by the
parton distribution function f (x, Q2), where Q is the transferred momentum
and Q2 ∈ (10, 1002)GeV2 for protons.
The QCD structure, namely the self interaction of the gauge fields, also leads
to the behaviour of the strong coupling constant αs, pictured in Figure 4, as a
function of the transferred momentum Q of the interacting particles.
1.2 strong interactions 6
Figure 3.: Fraction of energy x carried by the parton, multiplied by the parton distribution
function f (x, Q2) for protons [2].
Figure 4.: αs distribution as a function of the momentum transferred Q2 [2].
As described in formula 3, as Q2 → ∞ quarks behave as free particles, while
as the distances increases, Q2 → 0, the coupling αs → ∞ and the quark
confinement becomes more energetically convenient with respect to the free
particles state.
The evolution of αs
(
Q2
)
is given by:
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αs
(
Q2
)
=
12pi(
33− 2n f
)
ln (Q2/ΛQCD)
, (3)
where ΛQCD is the energy scale of strong interactions (hundreds of MeVs)
and n f is the number of quarks with mass up to
√
Q2.
1.3 electroweak interactions
1.3.1 Electromagnetic Interactions
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is a theory which describes phenomena
involving charged particles and their interactions, mediated by the γ boson
propagating the electromagnetic force.
Figure 5 shows the interaction between a photon and two fermions where the
charge is always conserved in the vertex and the coupling is proportional to
the electron charge.
Figure 5.: Leading order vertex for QED: interaction between a photon and two generic
fermions f .
1.3.2 Weak Interactions
In the early 1930’, Fermi [5] provided a qualitative description of the theory of
β decays of the neutron as a contact interaction of two vector currents, whose
matrix element M is given in Equation 4.
M ∝ GF (n¯γµp)
(
ν¯eγµe
)
(4)
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where γµ are the Dirac γ matrices, GF = 1.1663787(6) × 10−5 GeV−2 is the
Fermi coupling constant [1] and n, p, e, ν are the fermion fields of the neutron,
proton, electron and neutrino respectively.
Weak interactions have a V − A (vector-axial) structure to account for the
parity-symmetry and charge-parity-symmetry violation, and this is achieved
using the γ5 Dirac matrix.
M ∝ GF
(
n¯γµ
(
1− γ5) p) (ν¯eγµ (1− γ5) e) (5)
A generic weak field ψ can be decomposed into the left-handed component
ψL =
1
2
(
1− γ5)ψ and into a right-handed component ψR = 12 (1+ γ5)ψ .
The L and R subscripts refer to the left and right chirality eigenstates: the
chirality is determined by whether the particle transforms in a right- or left-
handed representation of the Poincaré group.
Substituting in Equation 5, it can be seen that only the left components of the
fermion spinors enter into the weak interactions.
There are two types of weak interactions: charged-current interactions, medi-
ated by particles that carry an electric charge (W±µ bosons) and neutral-current
interactions, mediated by a neutral particle (the Z0µ boson).
1.3.3 Electroweak Interactions
In the 1960’ Weinberg, Salam and Glashow proposed a unified model of the
electroweak interactions [6], to do that it is necessary to define the minimal
symmetry group able to describe both the weak and electromagnetic currents
which is found to be SU(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y, where the SU(2)L group acts on the
left doublets of the weak isospin IW . Quarks and leptons are classified in three
generations and they are representations of SU(2)L, as schematically shown
in the following tables:
three left-handed doublets six right-handed singlets
Qα = (uLα , dLα) Uα = uRα Dα = dRα
Table 2.: Quarks as representations of SU(2)L.
α is a flavour index: uα = u, c, t and dα = d, s, b.
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three left-handed doublets three right-handed singlets
Li = (νLi , `Li) Ei = `Ri
Table 3.: Leptons as representation of SU(2)L.
i is a flavour index: i = e, µ, τ.
In the lepton sector, there is no experimental evidence of right-handed neu-
trinos. Therefore, leptons are grouped in three doublets and three singlets.
A gauge-invariant Lagrangian can be written exploiting the minimal coupling
and replacing in the kinetic term of the Lagrangian the ordinary derivative
∂µ with the covariant derivative Dµ, defined as:
Dµ = ∂µ + ig
~τ
2
~Wµ + ig
′ Y
2
Bµ (6)
where:
– ~τ, the Pauli matrices, and Y2 , the hypercharge, are the generators of the
subgroup SU(2)L
⊗
U(1)Y and
Q = τ3 +
Y
2
(7)
is the electric charge;
– g and g
′
are two parameters which determine the couplings of a vector
boson to a generic fermion. In terms of the electric charge the coupling
constants g and g
′
are defined as:
Q = g sin θW = g
′
cos θW (8)
where θW is the weak mixing angle.
The resulting SM electroweak Lagrangian density is different for the quark
(Q) and lepton sectors (LS):
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LQ =
3
∑
α,β=1
i
(
Q¯α /DQβ
)
δα,β
+ λUα,β
(
Q†βHUα +U
†
αH
†Qβ
)
+ λDα,β
(
Q†βHDα + D
†
αH
†Qβ
)
LLS =
3
∑
α,β=1
i
(
L¯α /DLβ
)
δα,β + λ
E
α,β
(
L†αHEβ + E
†
βH
†Lα
) (9)
where f is a mathematical objects called Dirac bispinor and f¯ = f †γ0 is its
conjugate. In both equations, the first terms are the kinematic+gauge terms
and they are diagonal, while the latter ones are the Yukawa terms. Since
the lagrangian density is gauge-invariant, λIα,β (I = U, D, E) is an hermitian
matrix that verifies the relation:
λIα,β = U
†λIdiagU (10)
where λIdiag are real diagonal matrices with non negative eigenvalues.
Replacing (10) in the lagrangian density, we notice that only in the lepton
sector a suitable redefinition of the `Ri ’s is possible in order to simultaneously
diagonalize the kinetic+gauge term and the Yukawa term. The result is:
LLS =
3
∑
α=1
i (L¯α /DLα) + λEα
(
L†αHEα + E
†
αH
†Lα
)
(11)
All terms are diagonal in flavour, so the individual family lepton numbers
Le, Lµ, Lτ are conserved in the Standard Model, neglecting neutrino masses.
In the quark sector it is not possible to redefine the matter fields in order
to simultaneously diagonalise both the kinetic+gauge term and the Yukawa
term in (9), because of the presence of the VCKMα,β , the Cabibbo, Kobayashi,
Maskawa matrix [11] [12]. Thus only the overall baryon number is conserved
because in the quark sector the interaction eigenstates d′α = VCKMα,β dβ are a
linear combination of flavour and mass eigenstates dα. A detailed description
of the CKM matrix is given in Section 1.4.
To introduce mass terms in Equations 9, a new SU(2) doublet scalar field is
required to activate the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
According to spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking of SU(2)L×U(1)Y
into U(1)em [13] [14], there is a non-null vacuum expectation value for the
Higgs SU(2)L doublet (H): v ' 246 GeV. The Higgs coupling to fermions re-
sults in their mass terms and also there are the massive bosons W±µ and Z0µ
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while the photon Aµ remains massless. Equation 12 shows how the physics
fields Aµ (photon field), Zµ (Z0 field) and Wµ (W±field) can be obtained from
a combination of gauge fields.
Aµ = Bµ cos θW +W3µ sin θW
Zµ = W3µ cos θW − Bµ sin θW
W±µ =
W1µ ∓ iW2µ√
2
(12)
The measured values of the vector bosons masses are [1]:
mW = 80.385± 0.015 GeV
mZ = 91.1876± 0.0021 GeV
mH = 125.7± 0.24 GeV
1.4 quark mixing
Quarks have mass eigenstates and weak interaction eigenstates; weak interaction
eigenstates are a linear combination of mass eigenstates. The CKM matrix is a
unitary matrix which acts on the down flavour eigenstates and rotates them into
the mass eigenstates as:

d′
s′
b′
 = VCKM

d
s
b
 =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb


d
s
b
 (13)
The CKM matrix describes the transition probability for a quark qi to change its
flavour into qj and it is proportional to
∣∣Vij∣∣2. The observed values of the VCKM that
measure the strength of the flavour-changing weak interaction are [1]:
VCKM =

0.97427± 0.00015 0.22534± 0.00065 0.00351+0.00015−0.00014
0.22520± 0.00065 0.97344± 0.00016 0.0412+0.0011−0.0005
0.00867+0.00029−0.00031 0.0404
+0.0011
−0.0005 0.999146
+0.000021
−0.000046
 (14)
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The elements of the CKM matrix are often parametrised using three rotation
angles and a complex phase:
VCKM =

c1 −s1c3 −s1s3
s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3eiδ c1c2s3 + s2c3eiδ
s1s2 c1s2c3 + c2s3eiδ c1s2s3 − c2c3eiδ
 (15)
where sij = sin θij, cij = cos θij and δ is a complex phase, necessary to account for
CP violation in weak interactions with three quark generations, as detailed in the
next Sections.
For completeness it is worth mentioning that the discovery of neutrino oscillations
has proven that neutrinos have mass [7], [8]; therefore an analogous matrix can
be defined in the lepton sector, i.e. the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS)
matrix [9], [10].
1.5 discrete symmetries : parity, charge con-
jugation and cp
The parity inversion (denoted as P), the charge conjugation (denoted as C), and
their combination CP are three important discrete symmetries in the Standard
Model.
Parity is a quantum mechanical operator whose effect on a single particle wave-
function φ(~r, t) is described in Equation 16.
Pˆφ(~r, t) = φ(−~r, t) (16)
The parity operation basically consists in a reflection through a mirror, followed by
a rotation of pi around an axis defined by the mirror plane, as schematically shown
in Figure 6.
Parity is a unitary operator: Pˆ2 = 1, meaning that two consecutive applications of
the parity operator result in the original state, as shown in Equation 17.
Pˆ2φ(~r, t) = φ(~r, t) (17)
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Figure 6.: Parity is equivalent to a reflection in an x, y mirror plus a rotation of 180° about
the z axis.
This means that there are two possible eigenvalues Pa for this operator: there are
objects which are even under parity, Pa = +1 (like scalars and axial vectors), the
other are odd Pa = −1 under parity (like vectors and pseudoscalars). Focusing on
Dirac particles, as the spin is not affected by a parity transformation, a left-handed
particle becomes a right-handed particle under parity.
Parity is violated in weak interactions, i.e. [P ,HW ] 6= 1, where HW is the Hamilto-
nian of weak interactions.
The charge conjugation, C, changes a quantum field φ into φ†, where φ† has oppo-
site U(1) charges like baryon number, electric charge, lepton number and flavour
quantum numbers. It changes a particle into its antiparticle, i.e. e− → e+, γ → γ
and it is an unitary operator: Cˆ2 = 1. In particular, a left(right)-handed particle
remains left(right)-handed after a charge conjugation transformation.
Also C is violated in weak interactions: [C,HW ] 6= 1.
Consider the combined action of the C and P transformations (known as CP): it
has the effect of transforming a particle into its own antiparticle while, at the same
time, changing its chirality. Also CP is an unitary operator: ˆCP2 = 1.
The CP symmetry was supposed to be conserved in weak interactions until the
observation of the K0L → pi+pi− decays [15], which was the evidence that the CP
symmetry is broken in the SM. Nowadays, CP violation has been observed in kaon
and B meson decays (an example Feynman diagram of CP violation mixing in
the neutral B meson system is given in Figure 7). The violation of CP translates
into the presence of an irreducible phase in the CKM matrix, which hence cannot
be transformed into a real matrix by a redefinition of the fields. Due to this addi-
tional phase, there are differences in the rates of processes involving particles and
antiparticles.
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Figure 7.: An example of CP violation mixing in neutral B-meson system.
1.6 cp violation
CP violation can happen in three ways:
1. Direct CP violation: the probability of a particle A to decay in a particle X
is different from the probability of its antiparticle A¯ to decay in the antipar-
ticle X¯, P (A→ X) 6= P (A¯→ X¯), leading to a difference in the amplitudes
Γ (A→ X) 6= Γ (A¯→ X¯);
2. Indirect, or CP violation in mixing: the probability of a particle A to oscillate
into its own antiparticle A¯ is different from the probability of A¯ to oscillate
into A, P (A→ A¯→ X¯) 6= P (A¯→ A→ X);
3. Interference of the two previous mechanisms.
Focussing on a neutral B meson system propagating in time, which is the most
useful example for the purposes of this thesis, each particle will propagate as the
mass eigenstate (either a heavy, BH or light, BL) which is a linear combination of
flavour eigenstates, governed by a time-dependent Schroedinger equation 18:
|BL〉 = p |B0〉+ q |B¯0〉
|BH〉 = p |B0〉 − q |B¯0〉
(18)
where p and q are complex coefficients and BL and BH have a mass difference
∆mB and a width difference ∆Γ ∼ 1τ , where τ is the particle lifetime. The product
∆mB × ∆Γ is a measure of the probability for a CP violating process to occur: for
example the B0 oscillation is more likely to happen with respect to the D0 oscil-
lation because in the first case the particle lifetime τ is longer than the oscillation
period.
The neutral B meson wavefunction oscillates between the states B0 and B¯0, as
shown in the box diagram in Figure 7. The complex coefficients p and q have
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phases which appear in the CKM matrix as CP violating terms. When evaluating a
decay amplitude, only phase differences between multiple terms are relevant. The
decay amplitude A f of a particle (A¯ f of an anti-particle) can be written as 19:
A f =∑
i
Aie(iδi+φi)
A¯ f = e(2iζi+ζ f )∑
i
Aie(iδi+φi)
(19)
where Ai is the magnitude, e(iδi) is the weak phase which violates CP , e(iφi) is the
strong phase which does not violate CP and finally ζi and ζ f are arbitrary phases,
related to the flavour content of the initial and final states.
1.6.1 Parameters of CP Violation in Decays
The decay amplitudes defined in Equation 19 imply that CP occurs if ∣∣A f /A¯ f ∣∣ 6=
1:
∣∣∣∣∣A fA¯ f
∣∣∣∣∣ = ∑i Aie(iδi+φi)e(2iζi+ζ f ) ∑i Aie(iδi+φi) 6= 1 (20)
It is possible to define a CP asymmetry using the magnitude of the difference in
amplitudes in Equation 21.
a f =
1− ∣∣A f /A¯ f ∣∣2
1+
∣∣A f /A¯ f ∣∣2 =
∣∣A f ∣∣2 − ∣∣A¯ f ∣∣2∣∣A f ∣∣2 + ∣∣A¯ f ∣∣2 (21)
Equation 21 can be re-written in terms of the decay width of a process, using
Fermi’s Golden Rule: the width of a process is proportional to the square of its
amplitude. Equation 22 shows CPV effects using asymmetries of differences in
rates, such as the direct CP asymmetries measured in the analysis [16].
a f =
Γ (B+ → f )− Γ (B− → f¯ )
Γ (B+ → f ) + Γ (B− → f¯ ) (22)
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1.6.2 Parameters of CP Violation in Mixing
In a similar way, CPV effects can be investigated in mixing using meaningful
parameters, such as in equation 23:
asl =
1−
∣∣∣ pq ∣∣∣4
1+
∣∣∣ pq ∣∣∣4 =
|p|4 − |q|4
|p|4 + |q|4 (23)
which translates in the amplitude relation 24:
asl =
Γ
(
B¯0 (t)→ `+νX)− Γ (B0 (t)→ `−ν¯X)
Γ (B¯0 (t)→ `+νX) + Γ (B0 (t)→ `−ν¯X) (24)
asl is the quantity measured to evaluate CP asymmetries in [16].
1.6.3 Parameters of CP Violation in Interference
To measure CPV in the interference between mixing and decays the meaningful
quantity is λ f , defined as in equation 25:
λ f =
q
p
A¯ f
A f
(25)
Asymmetries are measured in a time-dependent way, however the analysis pre-
sented in this thesis is a time-integrated analysis and it is not sensitive to this
parameter.
1.7 ckm matrix and CPV
The CKM matrix can be parametrised using unitarity triangles, as the one shown
in Figure 8, where the angles are related to
∣∣Vij∣∣ amplitudes and hence the CPV
parameters. For example, the angle φ3 = arg
(−VudV∗ub
VcdVbc
)
is sensitive to semi-leptonic
decays of B-mesons, involving either the b → u`ν process (related to |Vub|), or
b→ c`ν process (related to |Vcb|).
Moreover, the neutral B-meson mixing is sensitive to VtbV∗td and VtbV
∗
ts as shown in
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Figure 7. These amplitudes are used to determine the yellow and orange rings in
Figure 8 [1] which further constrain the CKM angles.
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Figure 8.: Constraints on the unitarity triangle angles, following a global CKM fit in the
(ρ¯, η¯) plane, using all modern experimental inputs. ρ¯ and η¯ are defined by the
relation:
√
ρ¯2 + η¯2 = |Vud/VusVcb| [17].
1.8 baryogenesis and its relation to CPV
The matter anti-matter asymmetry in the Universe (i.e. the excess of baryonic
matter) is evident in everyday life: we are all made of cells, made up by atoms,
containing protons and neutrons. Going from the common experience to more rig-
orous scientific observations: all the measurements performed by radioastronomy
and cosmic ray telescopes indicate that all known galaxies in the observed universe,
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are made of matter. Several astroparticle experiments (for instance, the PAMELA
experiment on the Resurs-DK1 satellite [18] or the AMS-02 experiment on the In-
ternational Space Station [19]) are currently looking for excess of anti-matter in the
flux of cosmic rays but no evidence has been claimed so far.
Assuming that in the early universe, shortly after the big bang, there were equal
numbers of baryons (NB) and anti-baryons (NB¯) in thermal equilibrium, the anni-
hilation processes in formula 26 would have happened at the same rate in both
directions.
p + p¯ 
 γ + γ (26)
Therefore, the baryon asymmetry can be defined by the rate η in Equation 27.
η =
NB − NB¯
NB + NB¯
∼ NB
Nγ
(27)
where η = 6.1+0.3−0.2 × 10−10 was measured by the WMAP experiment [20], proving
the the baryon number B is strictly positive for the observed Universe.
Thus, even if the baryon number was zero at the beginning, at some point after the
Big Bang, some dynamical process happened resulting in dBdt > 0 (baryogenesis).
CPV is one of the conditions necessary to give rise to baryognesis, as outlined in
the following.
In order to make the baryogenesis occur, Sakharov formulated three necessary con-
ditions to be satisfied [21]:
1. Baryon number violating interactions (at least one must exist): in these pro-
cesses a unequal number of baryons or anti-baryons can be produced (or
destroyed);
2. C and CP symmetries must be violated: assuming that the first condition is
satisfied, but C is conserved then the C conjugate of the above process would
balance again the total number of baryons and anti-baryons. Even if there is C
violation but not CPV , a hypothetical B-violating process X → q L q ′L could
be re-balanced as shown in Equation 28
Γ
(
X → q L q ′L
)
+ Γ
(
X → qR q ′R
)
= Γ
(
X¯ → q¯ L q¯ ′L
)
+ Γ
(
X¯ → q¯R q¯ ′R
)
(28)
and hence these processes must happen at a different rate and CP must be
violated as well.
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3. Departure from thermal equilibrium: even if the first two conditions hap-
pened, in thermal equilibrium every process would occur at an equal rate to
its inverse process and the baryon numbers would be balanced again.
At present, all the CPV observations are not sufficient [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] to
explain the matter anti-matter asymmetry in the Universe and, given the abun-
dance of top quark pair production at LHC, top physics could be a fertile field to
investigate CPV in the B sector.
1.9 top quark
Since the bottom quark was observed in 1977, the existence of another quark
with charge 2/3 was expected to complete the isospin doublet. It took 23 years
to discover the top quark at the FermiLab proton-antiproton collider, called Teva-
tron, at a centre of mass energy
√
s of 1.8 TeV. The top quark, discovered by the
CDF [28] and D0 experiments [29], has a short lifetime τt ∼ 0.5 × 10−24 s which is
shorter than the hadronization time scale ∼ 10−23 s [1] and even shorter than the
spin decorrelation time ∼ 10−21 s [1], providing the unique opportunity to study
the properties of a bare quark.
The top quark is the heaviest elementary particle known in the framework of the
SM, its large mass m t = 173.34± 0.27(stat.) ± 0.71(syst.) GeV (m t is the world
average value [1]) is one of the fundamental parameters of the SM. It is significantly
heavier than the bottom quark mass, which is the other third generation particle
in the quark sector. Figure 9 shows a summary of the ATLAS and CMS direct
m t measurements performed at LHC, compared with LHC and Tevatron+LHC m t
combinations.
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC), operating at a centre of mass energy
of 13 TeV, can be considered a top factory because of its high rate production: about
500 top quark-pairs per minute are produced in LHC proton-proton collisions. Top
quark physics is a fertile field to investigate New Physics (NP) thanks to its unique
properties and, due to its large mass, it has a large coupling with the Higgs bo-
son [31] and it may be the most likely particle to couple to NP at the TeV scale.
1.10 top quark production
The top quark pairs are mainly produced via strong interactions in gluon-gluon
fusion at the LHC. Figure 10 shows the diagrams for leading order (LO) produc-
tion of top quark pairs: gluon-gluon fusion and qq¯ annihilation. The first process
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Figure 9.: mt measurements performed with the ATLAS and CMS experiments at LHC,
compared with LHC and Tevatron+LHC results. Statistics and systematic uncer-
tainties are shown. [30]
occurs in ∼ 87% of the cases at the LHC because of the high √s value and be-
cause both the colliding beams are made of protons, whose structure is shown in
Figure 3. Since gluons dominate the parton distribution function of the proton up
to high x, the gluon gluon fusion is the dominating process. The theoretical cross-
section, calculated up to the next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO), for top-quark
pair production at the LHC at
√
s = 13 TeV is σtt¯ = 832
+40
−46 pb [30], as shown in
Figure 11.
Moreover, it is also possible to produce single top quarks through several processes,
shown in the diagrams in Figures 12, 13, 14. Single top quark can be produced in
electroweak processes, whereas the electroweak cross section production is less
likely than the strong one. Indeed, single top cross sections in pp collisions at√
s = 13 TeV are listed in Table 4.
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Figure 10.: LO Top quark pairs production Feynman diagrams. Top: gluon-gluon fusion
processes. Bottom: qq¯ annihilation process [32].
Process Total cross section pb Top cross section pb (%) AntiTop cross section pb (%)
t channel 216.99+9.04−7.71 136.02 (62.68%) 80.95 (37.31%)
s channel 10.32+0.40−0.36 6.35 (61.53%) 3.97 (38.47%)
Wt channel 71.7± 3.85 35.85 (50.00%) 35.85 (50.00%)
Table 4.: Single top production cross sections, in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV [30].
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Figure 11.: Measurements of the top-pair production cross-section at LHC and Tevatron, as
a function of the centre-of-mass energy compared to the NNLO QCD calcula-
tion [30].These measurements assume mt = 172.5 GeV.
1.11 top quark decay
Detectors can only measure top quark’s decay products because the top quark
decays before hadronizing and it can be studied as a bare quark.
The top quark predominantly decays into a W boson and a bottom quark (t→Wb)
because the CKM element |Vtb| is very close to unity. For this reason the top quark
decay amplitude Γ (t→Wb) can be evaluated using the formula in Equation 29.
Γ (t→Wb) = GFm
3
t
8pi
√
2
|Vtb|2 ∼ 1.74 GeV (29)
Figure 15 shows the Feynman diagram for the t→Wb process.
The final states for the leading pair-production process can be divided into three
classes. The decay signatures of the top quark or the anti-top quark are classified
according to the final states of the W boson and they are referred to as: hadronic,
semi-leptonic and di-leptonic decay modes (see Figures 16). The relative decay
probabilities are listed below [1] and summarised in Figure 17.
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Figure 12.: LO single top production Feynman diagram, s-channel [32].
Figure 13.: LO single top production Feynman diagram, t-channel [32].
Figure 14.: LO single top production Feynman diagrams, Wt-channel [32].
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Figure 15.: t→Wb Feynman diagram, showing the coupling proportional to |Vtb| [32].
Figure 16.: From left to right: all hadronic, semi-leptonic and di-leptonic top pair decay
Feynman diagram [32].
• All hadronic: tt¯→W+bW−b¯→ qq¯′bqq¯′b¯, 45.7%;
• Semi-leptonic: tt¯→W+bW−b¯→ qq¯′b`−ν¯b¯ + `+νbqq¯′b¯, 43.8%;
• Di-leptonic: tt¯→W+bW−b¯→ `+νb`−ν¯, 10.5%.
In all the listed cases, the quarks in the final state evolve into jets of hadrons and
` = e, µ, τ leptons, assuming universality for lepton interactions.
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Figure 17.: Top quark pairs branching ratios [32].
2
A N A LY S I S M O T I VAT I O N S A N D
O U T L I N E
Nowadays, all the existing CPV measurements in the heavy-flavour sector are not suffi-
cient to explain the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe (as outlined in
Section 1.8).
All these measurements are in good agreement with SM predictions but the inclusive like-
sign dimuon charge asymmetry measurement, performed by the D0 experiment [36], ob-
served a significant excess (3.8 σ) from the SM. This result has not been confirmed by
LHCb [33, 34] and BaBar [35] analysis, as discussed in Section 2.3.
The underlying idea of the measurement presented in this thesis is to exploit the large num-
ber of top-antitop pair events produced in pp collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
as a unique source of b-quarks that can be used to probe the CP violation in heavy-flavour
mixing and decay.
2.1 analysis overview and CPV observables
Evidence for CP violation in weak interactions is well established in Particle
Physics. Nevertheless, the most recent combination of all CP violation measure-
ments is found to be insufficient to explain the size of the matter anti-matter asym-
metry present in the Universe. The large number of top-antitop pair events pro-
duced in pp collisions at the Large Hadron Collider provides a unique source of
b-quarks that can be used to probe the CP violation in heavy-flavour mixing and
decay.
The measurement presented in this thesis focuses on semi-leptonic top-antitop
events where one of the W-bosons decays hadronically and the other one decays
leptonically, as shown in Figure 18. The charge of the lepton (electron or muon)
from the W-boson tags the charge of the b-quark at production. In events where
a muon is associated to the semi-leptonic decay of the b-quark (either directly or
after a b → c hadronic transition), two charge asymmetries (CA) and several CP
asymmetries, based on the charges of the lepton from the W-boson and this muon,
can be measured. In tt¯ semi-leptonic decays there are three classes of decay chains
which produce two leptons of the same sign, given by the following left-hand side
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Figure 18.: Illustration of semi-leptonic same-top tt¯ event.
Equations 30, and three classes of decay chains which produce two leptons of op-
posite sign in the final state, given by the right-hand side Equations 30 [39] 1:
Nb : t→ `+ν
(
b→ b¯)→ `+`+X N˜b : t→ `+νb→ `+`−X (30a)
Nc : t→ `+ν (b→ c)→ `+`+X N˜c : t→ `+ν
(
b→ b¯→ c¯)→ `+`−X
(30b)
Ncc¯ : t→ `+ν
(
b→ b¯→ cc¯)→ `+`+X N˜cc¯ : t→ `+ν (b→ cc¯)→ `+`−X
(30c)
These processes are sensitive to CP violation in Bd,s − B¯d,s mixing, semi-leptonic b
and c decays and b→ c transitions.
Experimentally, it is possible to form charge asymmetries from the charge of the
W-boson lepton and the muon from the semi-leptonic decay of the b quark, which
are sensitive to CP violation. The measurement focuses on determining relative
differences in the probabilities of an initial b or b¯ to decay to either a positive
or negative soft muon. These probabilities may be measured by considering the
number of soft muons observed, where Nab represents the number of soft muons
observed in conjunction with a W-boson lepton of charge a and a soft muon of
charge b. A total of four different probabilities are considered, as in Equations 31.
1 Note that cc¯ here does not refer to resonant states.
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P
(
b→ `+) = N (b→ `+)
N (b→ `−) + N (b→ `+) =
N++
N+− + N++
=
N++
N+
(31a)
P
(
b¯→ `−) = N (b¯→ `−)
N
(
b¯→ `−)+ N (b¯→ `+) = N−−N−− + N−+ = N−−N− (31b)
P
(
b→ `−) = N (b→ `−)
N (b→ `−) + N (b→ `+) =
N+−
N+− + N++
=
N+−
N+
(31c)
P
(
b¯→ `+) = N (b¯→ `+)
N
(
b¯→ `−)+ N (b¯→ `+) = N−+N−− + N−+ = N−+N− (31d)
A same sign (SS), and opposite sign (OS) asymmetry are formed from the prob-
abilities in Equations 32:
A ss =
P (b → `+ ) − P ( b¯ → `−)
P (b → `+ ) + P ( b¯ → `−) Aos = P (b → `− ) − P
(
b¯ → `+)
P (b → `− ) + P ( b¯ → `+)
(32a)
A ss =
(
N++
N+
− N
−−
N−
)
(
N++
N+
+
N−−
N−
) Aos =
(
N+−
N+
− N
−+
N−
)
(
N+−
N+
+
N−+
N−
) (32b)
The CAs formulation in Equation 32 is necessary to normalise the measurement
and not be affected by detector-related and other effects which could introduce
spurious asymmetries, not related to the measurement. The most relevant among
these absolute asymmetries are listed below:
• t t¯ pair production charge asymmetry: the top and the anti-top quarks have
different rapidity distributions because, in next-to-leading order (NLO) cal-
culations for p p collisions at the LHC experiment, there are interferences be-
tween the tree- and 1loop-diagrams for q q¯ → t t¯ production [38]. Even if the
t t¯ production at LHC is dominated by gluon-gluon fusion, this effect has been
measured to be AC = (0.9 ± 0.5) %, at a centre of mass energy of 8 TeV, in
ATLAS [38]. This effect has a (small) impact on the measurement presented in
this thesis because the analysis introduces selection requirements on the pseu-
dorapidity, η , and therefore the sampled data contain more anti-top quarks
than top quarks, meaning that there will be more initial negatively charged
W-boson leptons than positively charged.
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• b-jet reconstruction: the event selection might be affected by any charge-
dependency in the reconstruction of b-jets in ATLAS.
Asymmetries related to lepton reconstruction should, in principle be taken into
account since they would lead to a different initial number of positive and negative
W-boson leptons, but in ATLAS no such dependence has been observed.
The CP asymmetries are related to fundamental CP violation parameters [39] via
Equations 33:
A ss = rb Ab`mi x + r c
(
Abcdir − A c`dir
)
+ r c c¯
(
Abcmi x − A c`dir
)
(33a)
Aos = r˜b Ab`dir + r˜ c
(
Abcmi x + A
c`
dir
)
+ r˜ c c¯ A c`dir (33b)
where, in addition, rq is defined as rq ≡ N
++
q +N−−q
N+++N−− , with q = b , c , c c¯ and N
±±
q are
the corresponding numbers of events coming from same-sign equations and r˜q are
the corresponding fractions of events for the decay chains defined in different-sign
equations, respectively (see Equations 34).
rb =
Nb
Nb + Nc + Ncc
, r˜b =
N˜b
N˜b + N˜c + N˜cc
, (34a)
r c =
Nc
Nb + Nc + Ncc
, r˜ c =
N˜c
N˜b + N˜c + N˜cc
, (34b)
r cc =
Ncc
Nb + Nc + Ncc
, r˜ cc =
N˜cc
N˜b + N˜c + N˜cc
. (34c)
Moreover, the CP asymmetries related to Bq − Bq mixing and direct CP violat-
ing b- and c-decays are defined in Equations 35.
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Ab`mix =
Γ
(
b → b → `+X
)
− Γ
(
b → b → `−X
)
Γ
(
b → b → `+X
)
+ Γ
(
b → b → `−X
) , (35a)
Abcmix =
Γ
(
b → b → cX
)
− Γ
(
b → b → cX
)
Γ
(
b → b → cX
)
+ Γ
(
b → b → cX
) , (35b)
Ab`dir =
Γ (b → `−X ) − Γ
(
b → `+X
)
Γ (b → `−X ) + Γ
(
b → `+X
) , (35c)
Ac`dir =
Γ (c → `−XL ) − Γ (c → `+XL )
Γ (c → `−XL ) + Γ (c → `+XL ) , (35d)
Abcdir =
Γ (b → cXL ) − Γ
(
b → cXL
)
Γ (b → cXL ) + Γ
(
b → cXL
) (35e)
where X (XL ) denotes an inclusive hadronic final state without any lepton, and
with both light and charm quarks (with light quarks only).
The number of events in each channel is given by Equation 36 [39]:
N±±q
(
N±∓q
)
= σt t¯ L BR
(
t t¯ → b b¯ ` ν had) esel e2b eA Bq (36)
where q refers to the various same- and different- sign top processes, σt t¯ is the
top-pair production cross section, L is the integrated luminosity , BR is the branch-
ing ratio and BR
(
t t¯ → b b¯ ` ν had) ∼ 0.30, esel is the efficiency of selecting the
lepton and the four jets, eb is the b-tagging efficiency (squared because we tag two
b-jets) and eA is the b-charge association efficiency. Finally Bq is a factor which
accounts for the relative probabilities of the top inclusive decay chains listed above
for same sign and different sign leptons in the final states.
All the charge and CP asymmetries outlined in the previous sections are supposed
to be zero in the framework of the SM, any significative deviation could be a hint
of new physics.
The analysis presented in this thesis is based on the theoretical work published in
the paper [39] and outlined above, this is a novel technique employed to test CPV
in top quarks decays but other tests of CPV have been performed by other analysis
teams and other experiments at collider experiments.
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide a brief review of some CPV measurements at collider
experiments.
At present, only the D0 like sign dimuon asymmetry (see Section 2.3) has a 3.8σ
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with respect to the SM expectations. The sensitivity of the charge and CP asym-
metry measurement in B-hadron decays from top pair events performed in Run-1
was not sufficient to exclude the D0 measurement and one of the main goals for
the Run-2 measurement is to improve the sensitivity. The results achieved by the
CA and CPAs measurement in Run-1 are summarised in Section 6.5.
2.2 CPV measurements at collider exper-
iments
Several interesting CPV analysis were performed at collider experiments using
B-hadrons semileptonic decays, especially at the LHC.
The CMS collaboration performed a measurement of the CP violating weak phase
φs and the decay width differences using the decay channel B0s → J/ψ φ(1020) →
µ+µ−K+K− in pp collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV [40] with an integrated luminosity of
19.7 fb−1. The angle φs is related to the elements of the CKM quark mixing matrix
by the Equation 37:
φs ' 2φ1 (37)
where φ1 = arg
(−VcdV∗cb
VtdVtc
)
was defined in Section 1.7. The measured value of φs is
in agreement with the SM predictions.
Also the ATLAS experiment performed a measurement of the B0s decay parameters
in the B0s → J/ψ φ(1020) channel using an integrated luminosity of 14.3 fb−1 col-
lected by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 8 TeV in pp collisions at the LHC, statistically
combined with data from 4.9 fb−1 collected at
√
s = 7 TeV [41]. Among the mea-
sured parameters there is also the CP-violating phase φs, defined in Equation 37.
The measured value of φs is in agreement with the Standard Model predictions.
Finally, the LHCb experiment measured CP asymmetries using B-hadrons semilep-
tonic decays. In particular, the LHCb collaboration performed the measurement of
the semileptonic CP asymmetry in B0 − B¯0 mixing [33] and in B0s − B¯0s [34] mix-
ing, using data collected in pp collisions at a centre of mass energy of 7 TeV and
8 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1. The flavour-specific
(semileptonic) asymmetry is defined in terms of partial decay rates Γ as in Equa-
tion 38 and 39, where f is the final state of the B-hadron semileptonic decay.
adsl =
Γ
(
B¯0 → f )− Γ (B0 → f¯ )
Γ
(
B¯0 → f )+ Γ (B0 → f¯ ) (38)
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assl =
Γ
(
B¯0s → f
)− Γ (B0s → f¯ )
Γ
(
B¯0s → f
)
+ Γ
(
B0s → f¯
) (39)
The resulting measured values are adsl = (−0.02 ± 0.19 ± 0.30)% and a ss l =
(0.39 ± 0.26 ± 0.20)%, both consistent with the SM predictions.
2.3 d0 like sign dimuon asymmetry
The most updated measurement of the like sign dimuon asymmetry performed
by the D0 collaboration exploited a data sample of 10.4 fb−1 collected in Tevatron
pp¯ collisions [36]. In pp¯ collisions, pairs of b and b¯ quarks are produced symmet-
rically. b quarks hadronize into B and B¯ particles, which can decay into final state
muons through the direct decay chains: b → µ−X and b¯ → µ+X. The charge of
the final state muon tags the flavour of b quarks at production, therefore in bb¯
events there will be production of opposite-sign dimuon µ+µ− pairs, without tak-
ing into account oscillations. Considering oscillations, on the other hand, means
that the parent b quark could hadronize into a B0 which could then oscillate into
a B¯0 which then can lead to two like-sign muons in the final state, through the
processes : b→ b¯→ µ+X and b¯→ µ+X.
There is CP-violation if the rate Γ
(
B0(s) → B¯0(s)
)
is not equal to the rate Γ
(
B¯0(s) → B0(s)
)
,
leading to a sizeable charge asymmetry for the like-sign dimuons: Γ (µ+µ+) /Γ (µ−µ−).
These dimuon asymmetries are related to fundamental CPV parameters (see 1.6.2
and 1.6.1) using the Equations 40 and 41.
aqsl =
Γ
(
B¯0q → B0q → f
)
− Γ
(
B0q → B¯0q → f
)
Γ
(
B¯0q → B0q → f
)
+ Γ
(
B0q → B¯0q → f
) (40)
aqdir =
Γ (b→ µ−X)− Γ (b¯→ µ+X)
Γ (b→ µ−X) + Γ (b¯→ µ+X) (41)
Figure 19 shows the D0 aqsl measurements, which are 3.8σ away from the SM expec-
tations, compared to LHCb, Babar and Belle results. The neutral B-meson mixing
is given by absl = fsa
s
sl + fda
d
sl , where fs and fd are the fragmentation functions for
B0s and B0d production respectively. a
b
sl is related to the parameter A
b`
mix defined in
Equation 35. Figure 20 shows the interpretation of the aqdir measurement, detailing
the magnitude of direct CP violation in b and c decays required, assuming SM-like
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neutral B-mixing. The single and double muon asymmetries are interpreted as the
result of CP violation in the direct decays of B and D meson and thus they are
related to the Ab`dir and A
c`
dir parameters given in Equation 35.
Figure 19.: aqsl measurements performed by D0, LHCb, Belle and Babar. The black dot rep-
resents the SM expectation value, the yellow ellipse are interpretation of the
D0 dimuon observation, and finally the green bands are averages of previous
measurements [34].
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Figure 20.: Interpretation of the D0 dimuon (Aqdir) and single muon (a
q
dir) measurements,
showing the magnitude of direct CP violation in b and c decays required, as-
suming SM-like neutral B-mixing [46].
3
T H E AT L A S D E T E C T O R AT T H E L A R G E
H A D R O N C O L L I D E R
The measurements presented in this thesis were performed using data collected by the AT-
LAS detector in p p collisions during Run-1 and Run-2. In Run-1 the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) delivered proton collisions with a centre of mass energy (
√
s) equal to 8 TeV
and the data sample analysed here corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1
(2012 data taking), while in Run-2 collision data were collected at
√
s = 13 TeV with an
integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 (2015 and 2016 data taking).
In this chapter there is a brief overview of the LHC and the ATLAS detector, focussing on
the most relevant features for the analysis.
3.1 the large hadron collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [47] is a storage ring where high energy pro-
ton or heavy ion beams circulate and collide.
With its 27 km ring of superconducting magnets, 14 TeV design centre of mass en-
ergy and 1034 cm−2 s−1 nominal luminosity, LHC is the largest and most powerful
particle accelerator ever built in the world. It was built by the European Organisa-
tion for Nuclear Research (CERN) in the Geneva area, just across the French border
and it first started the operations in 2008.
The LHC tunnel is located 100 m underground and it is the final stage of the par-
ticle acceleration mechanism, as shown in Figure 21.
Protons are produced using an electric field to ionise hydrogen atoms. Protons
first pass through a Radio Frequency Quadrupole where packets start to form and
then they enter the linear accelerator LINAC2 where an alternating radio frequency
field accelerates particles up to 50 MeV and magnets squeeze the beam, focusing it
in the transverse plane with respect to the direction of motion; particles are injected
in the Proton Synchrotron Booster circular accelerator where they reach an energy
of 1.4 GeV.
Proton acceleration continues in a larger circular accelerator: the Proton Synchrotron
(PS), 628 m long, where the beam energy rises up to 26 GeV. The next step is
achieved in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) 7 km ring where the proton en-
ergy increases up to 450 GeV.
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Figure 21.: CERN accelerator facility [48].
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Protons are finally injected into the LHC where beams circulate in opposite direc-
tions into two parallel ultrahigh vacuum rings. Superconductive radio frequency
(RF) cavities accelerate the protons to the desired centre-of-mass energy and super-
conducting dipole magnets bend the particle trajectory. The maximum magnetic
field of the dipole is equal to 8.3 T and a schematic view of the LHC dipole mag-
nets is shown in Figure 22 left. Moreover, 392 quadrupole magnets are installed to
stabilise and focus the particle beams. The RF cavities and magnets operate in cryo-
genic conditions thanks to a complex cooling system that provides fluid helium,
guaranteeing a temperature of about 1.9 K.
Figure 22.: Left: schematic view of an LHC dipole magnet, operated with a nominal current
of 11700 A, producing a magnetic field of 8.3 T to bend charged particles along
a circular trajectory.
Right: underground LHC ring and experiments [49].
Protons are organised in bunches containing ∼ 1011 particles each, with a mini-
mum time spacing between two consecutive bunches of 25 ns.
After ramping up to the desired energy, the beams are squeezed and direct to colli-
sions at the dedicated LHC major experiments, ATLAS [52], ALICE [53], CMS [54]
and LHCb [55], as shown in Figure 22 right.
3.2 lhc luminosity in run-1 and run-2
For a given physics process, the number of events per second (rate, R(t)) pro-
duced at LHC is proportional to the production cross section (σ) times a factor
L(t) called instantaneous luminosity (as shown in Equation 42) which depends on
the collider parameters, as described in equation 43. The total number of events for
a given process is obtained by integrating the luminosity:
∫ L(t) dt = L
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R(t) = L(t)× σ (42)
L( t) = N
2
b n f
4piσxσy
(43)
where f is the frequency of bunch crossings, Nb the number of particles per
bunch (1.1 × 1011), n the number of bunches per beam (2200), σx , σy (19 µm) are
the Gaussian beam profiles in the transverse plane with respect to the beam direc-
tion i.e. the effective area; all the parameters are quoted at the design luminosity of
1034 cm−2 s−1.
Increasing the energy and the luminosity is crucial to explore new physics and LHC
started the Run-1 with an initial energy of
√
s = 7 TeV in 2011 and an integrated
luminosity of 5.2 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS detector, ramping up to
√
s = 8 TeV
in 2012 with an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 collected by the ATLAS detec-
tor. After Run-1 there was a Long Shutdown period (LS1), when experimental up-
grades were performed. Figure 23 shows the LHC schedule from 2011, when Run-
1 started, to the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) programme. During Run-2, the
Figure 23.: LHC schedule from the year 2011 to the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) pro-
gramme [50].
LHC delivered proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV with a frequency of 40 MHz, cor-
responding to a bunch spacing of 25 ns. The ATLAS experiment collected 139.0 fb−1
during the 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 data taking. Figure 25 shows the ATLAS de-
tector recording efficiency as a function of the integrated luminosity, throughout
Run-1 and Run-2. The results presented in this thesis were performed using data
collected by the ATLAS detector in pp collisions in 2012 (Run-1 measurement) and
2015-2016 (Run-2 measurement). In particular the calibration of the momentum
imbalance based Soft Muon Tagger shown in Chapter 6 is performed with data
collected during 2012, while all the studies concerning the 13 TeV analysis such as
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the Kinematic Likelihood Fitter Implementation, Systematic Uncertainties evalua-
tion and Results (Chapters 8, 9 and 10) are obtained applying the Object and Event
Selections, outlined in Chapters 5 and 7, on 2015-2016 datasets.
Figure 25 shows the integrated luminosities collected by the ATLAS detector dur-
ing these years.
Figure 24.: Recording efficiency, expressed in percentage as a function of the integrated
luminosity achieved by the ATLAS detector during Run-1 and Run-2. The effi-
ciency is above the 90% [51].
Figure 25.: Left: integrated luminosity recorded by the ATLAS detector during Run-1 at√
s = 8 TeV in 2012. Right: integrated luminosity recorded by the ATLAS during
Run-2 at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015− 18. Several fractions of the run can be excluded
from the physics analysis because the detector does not work properly, reducing
the total amount of data, but the efficiency is typically above the 90% [51].
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3.3 the atlas detector
The particle detectors built around the LHC interaction points (IP) undergo very
intense radiation doses and are designed to perform high precision measurements
on a dense environment of high energetic particles delivered by LHC with high
interaction rates. To face these experimental challenges detectors have to develop
and exploit tools at the frontier of technology.
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of the four major experiments instru-
mented in the LHC tunnel. It is a general-purpose particle detector designed to
explore the full discovery potential of the LHC.
ATLAS is a forward-backward symmetric detector with a cylindrical geometry
around the interaction point and its axis along the beam line. The overall detec-
tor, as shown in picture 26, is 44 m long with a radius of 25 m, weights over 7000 t
and it is the largest single detector ever built in the world. The detector is made of
successive concentric layers of dedicated instruments which identify and measure
different features of the particles emerging from the p p collisions.
Figure 26.: The ATLAS detector, labelling the individual components [52].
It is useful to define a coordinate system which is the ATLAS standard one and
will be adopted from now on. A right-handed system is adopted and the origin
of the coordinate system is in the nominal interaction point, while the beam direc-
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tion defines the z-axis and the x − y plane is perpendicular to the beam line. The
positive x-axis is defined as pointing from the interaction point to the centre of the
LHC ring and the positive y-axis is defined as pointing to the surface. The positive
z side of the detector is labelled as side-A, while the side-C is that with negative
z. An azimuthal angle ϕ spans from −pi to pi around the beam axis and the polar
angle θ is the angle from the beam axis that spans from 0 to pi in the z − y plane.
Since the polar angle θ is not a Lorentz invariant because it is susceptible to con-
tractions in the z-direction, the rapidity y, defined in Equation 44, is used because
differences in y are Lorentz invariant.
y =
1
2
ln
(
E + p · cos θ
E − p · cos θ
)
(44)
where E and p are respectively the energy and the momentum of the particle.
At relativistic energies the pseudorapidity η tends to the rapidity in the limit of a
mass-less particle and it is defined as η = − ln tan ( θ2 ). The total distance between
two points can be calculated in the pseudorapidity-azimuthal angle space η − φ as
∆R =
√
∆φ2 + ∆η 2. The transverse momentum pT , the transverse energy ET
and the missing transverse energy EmissT are defined in the x − y plane. The en-
ergy and the momentum in the x − y plane are conserved in particle collisions and
decays while the momentum in the z-direction cannot be fully reconstructed due
to neutrino escaping from the detector and also due to the unknown initial parton
momenta.
The overall detector is organised in several dedicated sub-detectors which provide
different information. The variety of particles emerging from the interaction point
interact with the matter in different ways, according to both the particles and the
material properties. Each sub-detector is made of a specific material and focuses
on the measurement of a different physics quantity: the charged particle tracks are
reconstructed by the inner detector (ID) in the innermost layer of the detector, the
electromagnetic (ECAL) and the hadronic (HCAL) calorimeters measure the energy
of photons and electrons, and hadrons respectively, and finally the muon spectrom-
eter (MS) detects the muons at the outer part of ATLAS. All these sub-detectors
operate in an intense magnetic field provided by a solenoid and toroid magnetic
systems which is designed to bend the charged particle trajectory and measure the
particle momentum, while the forward detectors accomplish the luminosity mea-
surement task along with the particle detection. The general performance figures
of the ATLAS detector are listed in the table in Figure 27.
All the ATLAS sub-detectors were relevant for the measurement presented in this
thesis so they will be described in details in the following sections.
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Figure 27.: The design specifications for the intended precision of all ATLAS components.
Energy and transverse momentum are expressed in GeV, Figure from [52].
3.3.1 Magnet System
The ATLAS magnet system is designed to provide a strong magnetic field and
bend charged particles crossing the detector volume and operates at cryogenic
temperatures (∼ 4.6 K). The system, shown in Figure 28, is organised in four major
components:
1. a barrel solenoid: it provides a 2 T axial magnetic field for the inner trackers,
while minimising the radiative thickness to reduce multiple scattering and
energy loss, which can affect the momentum and the energy measurements;
2. a toroid system: it consists of a barrel toroid and two end-caps toroids. The
magnetic field generated in the usable detector area of about 12000 m3 has
a peak in the coil windings of about 4.1 T, as shown in Figure 29 [57]. The
toroid structure is open to minimise the uncertainty on the momentum mea-
surements due to multiple scattering.
• The barrel toroid is placed after the calorimeter system and consists of
eight superconducting coils, providing a magnetic field of about 0.5 T to
bend muons in the region |η | < 1 and thus measure their momentum;
• The end-caps toroid’s coils are smaller and forward-backward symmet-
ric. They provide 1 T magnetic field to bend muons in the region 1.4 <
|η | < 2.7. In the transition region (1 < |η | < 1.4) the magnetic deflec-
tion is provided by a combination of barrel and end-cap.
3.3.2 The Inner Detector
The inner detector (ID) is in the ATLAS innermost region, it identifies and recon-
structs the trajectories of charged particles produced in proton collisions. Thanks
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Figure 28.: Geometry of the ATLAS magnet system, Figure from [52]. Red and green lines
show the physical coils.
Figure 29.: Field of the ATLAS magnet system, Figure from [57]. The left plot shows the
intensity of the magnetic field in the ATLAS detector in the transverse plane
with respect to the beam axis, while the right plot shows the intensity of the
magnetic field on the longitudinal plane.
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to its fine granularity the ID also provides vertex and impact parameter measure-
ments [58]. The ID is embedded in a 2 T magnetic field generated by a supercon-
ducting solenoid which bends the trajectories of charged particles and allows the
measurement of their momentum. As shown in Figure 30, the ID extends over a
length of 6.2 m with a diameter of 2.1 m and covers the |η | < 2.5 region. To
achieve the required tracking precision three technologies are combined: pixel de-
tectors, silicon micro-strip (semi-conductor) trackers (SCT) and a transition radia-
tion detector.
Figure 30.: A sketch of the ATLAS inner detector, labelling the individual components [52].
Figure 31 shows the components of the ID in the barrel region: they are arranged
in concentric cylinders around the beam axis, while Figure 32 shows the tracker in
the end-cap region: it is made of disks perpendicular to the beam axis.
During the Long Shutdown, a number of upgrades have been performed for the
ATLAS ID and a significant upgrade concerns the installation of the Insertable B-
Layer (IBL). IBL is an additional pixel layer close to the interaction point which
provides high-resolution hits at small radius and an improvement on the track-
ing performances. It is useful to reconstruct the secondary vertices with a better
precision and it contributes to improve the ATLAS b-tagging performances [56].
Pixel Detector
There are 1744 pixel modules organised in three barrel layers, containing ap-
proximately 67 millions of squared pixels, and three end-cap disks on each side,
containing 13 millions of pixels, with about 80 million readout channels.
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Figure 31.: The ATLAS barrel inner tracker (the IBL is not shown in this picture) [52].
Figure 32.: The ATLAS end-cap inner tracker [52].
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The IBL and the pixel detector [59] surround the beam pipe and it suffers from a
massive radiation dose due to the approximately 1000 particles that will emerge
from the collision point every 25 ns. To operate in such a high-radiation environ-
ment and perform high-precision measurements the pixel detector must be made
of radiation-tolerant materials with fine granularity: the pixel size is 50 × 400 µm2
with intrinsic position resolutions of 10 µm in the R − φ plane and 115 µm in z
for the barrel and 10 µm in the R − φ plane and 115 µm in R in the end-caps.
The pixel detector consists of three layers of oxygen-doped silicon wafers which
are n-type extrinsic semiconductor. The passage of charged particles through the
silicon generates electron-hole pairs that drift in opposite directions under a poten-
tial difference ranging from 150 V to 600 V (depending on pixel ageing) and are
detected as hits.
Semiconductor Tracker
The semiconductor tracker (SCT) detector [60] is made of silicon strips (6.36 ×
6.40 cm2) and it is designed to provide track precision measurements and to con-
tribute to the measurement of momentum, impact parameter and vertex position
in the intermediate radial range, as shown in Figure 31.
Its working principle is very similar to the pixels. The full SCT detector contains
61 m2 of silicon detectors, with 6.2 million readout channels. Each strip provides 2
hits and guarantees a spatial resolution of 16 µm in the R − φ plane and 580 µm
in the z direction.
Transition Radiation Tracker
The transition radiation tracker (TRT) [61] is made of two components, based on
different technologies: a tracker (based on straw tubes) and a transition radiation
(TR) detector for pattern recognition.
When relativistic charged particles pass through inhomogeneous media they pro-
duce X-rays whose intensity is linearly proportional to the Lorentz factor γ = Em
and hence provides information about both the mass and the energy. Transition
radiation detectors are based on this physics phenomenon that allows to discrimi-
nate between lighter and heavier charged particles passing through several layers
of material of different refraction indices. Typically only electrons reach the velocity
which is needed to generate transition radiation thus the detection of a TR photon
in ATLAS indicates the traversing of an electron.
The TRT is made of proportional drift tubes filled with a gas mixture of X e : CO2 :
O2 = 70 : 27 : 3. Each drift tube contains four straws. Straws consists of cylindri-
cal negatively charged cathodes around singular (31 µm diameter) anode wires. A
polypropylene foil is placed between the straws to provide the material-transitions
required to generate the transition radiation. A charged particle crossing a straw
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ionises the gas and generates electrons which drift to the anode wire where elec-
trons are multiplied in avalanche and produce a measurable signal. On the other
hand also the transition radiation photons, created in one of the radiator layers,
generate primary ionisation in the gas and this additional ionisation increases the
electric pulse height obtained in the straw tube. Hence two independent thresholds
are used to allow the detector to discriminate between tracking hits, which pass the
lower threshold, and transition-radiation hits, which pass the higher threshold.
A charged particle will produce on average 35-40 hits and the generated electri-
cal signals are then recombined to determine a particle’s trajectory with a spatial
resolution of 170 µm per straw tube.
3.3.3 Calorimeters
The purpose of calorimeter detectors is to measure the energy of the particles
produced in p p interactions through the total absorption of particles. The signal
produced in the detector volume is proportional to the total deposited energy. The
ATLAS calorimeters are set to work alongside tracking detectors, provide a full φ
cover and a larger pseudo-rapidity range coverage, up to |η | ≤ 4.9 and provide
fast signals (∼ 10 ns). The energy resolution of a calorimeter improves with higher
energies and the ATLAS nominal values are expressed in the table in Figure 27.
The ATLAS detector employs both electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadronic (HCAL)
sampling calorimeters: they are built alternating layers of absorber to induce parti-
cle interactions and active material (typically scintillators). Figure 33 shows a cut-
view of the ATLAS calorimeter system.
Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Above a certain energy threshold (the so called critical energy Ec) the dominant
process among the interactions of photons with matter is the production of e+ e−
pairs (Eγ ≥ 1 MeV = 2m e0 ∼ 1 MeV) and these high energetic electrons will in-
teract with the material producing bremsstrahlung radiation and therefore leading
to more photons, producing an electromagnetic shower. At a given position x, the
energy of an electron or positron is given by E = E0 e
− xX0 and a meaningful pa-
rameter used to describe the depth of the electromagnetic shower is the radiation
length X0 that expresses the mean thickness (in g/cm2) after which the electron
or positron energy is reduced by a factor 1/e of its initial energy, E0. A calorimeter
is required to be long enough to cover enough X0 to absorb all the energy of the
traversing particles.
Lead plates play as absorber in the ATLAS ECAL while Liquid argon (Lar) is the
active medium [62]. The material choice is driven by the need to minimise X0 in
the absorber and have a fast and intrinsic radiation hard active medium. The ECAL
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Figure 33.: Sketch of the ATLAS calorimeters [52].
consists of a barrel (EMB) and an end-cap (EMEC) calorimeter. The EMB system
covers a pseudorapidity range of |η | ≤ 1.475 and has a finer granularity with
respect to the EMEC. The number of radiation lengths is 24 X0 in the EMB and
26 X0 in the EMEC. The EMEC is made of two concentric wheels covering the
range 1.375 < |η | < 3.2. The transition region between the EMB and the EMEC
calorimeters, 1.37 < |η | < 1.52, has a poorer performance because of the higher
amount of passive material in front and it is called crack region. Electrons which
are detected in that region are not considered in this thesis.
Hadronic Calorimeter
Hadrons with energies of the order of ∼ 100 GeV interact via inelastic scatter-
ings with the nuclei of the material they are traversing. In these nuclear interactions,
new particles are formed, producing a hadronic shower which is much larger and
often travels much further than an electromagnetic shower and it is called a jet.
Since pions are the lightest and most probable new particles produced in the inter-
action of hadrons with matter, the pi0 → γγ decay gives rise to an electromagnetic
shower within the hadronic one (∼ 30% of the total activity). The key material
property for nuclear interactions is the interaction length λ0.
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The hadronic calorimeter wraps around the ECAL, it is divided into a barrel (Tile-
Cal) and two end-caps (HEC) calorimeters [63]. The TileCal consists of steel, as
absorber, and plastic scintillators, as active material. The absorber choice aims at
minimising the number of interaction lengths which is λ0 ∼ 9 in the TileCal. The
HEC is divided in two wheels for each end-cap and it is composed of LAr and
copper, covering up to |η | < 3.2. In the end-cap regions the total number of inter-
actions lengths (including the EMEC) is 12 λ0.
Forward Calorimeter
In the forward region (3.1 < |η | < 4.9), there is another type of LAr calorimeter:
the Forward Calorimeter (FCAL) which is both ECAL and HCAL. It consists of
copper rods inside an outer tube with 250 µm liquid Argon gap in between. This
matrix is parallel to the beam axis. The number of interaction lengths is about
10 λ0.
3.3.4 Muon Spectrometer
Muons are key particles in the analysis presented in this thesis and they are de-
tected in both the ID and the muon spectrometer (MS). Muons travel more than
all the other particles in the ATLAS detector because, whilst interacting electro-
magnetically, they are not absorbed in the calorimeters. Indeed, the energy loss per
bremsstrahlung is proportional to E/m2, muons interaction probability is (200)2
times smaller than electrons. Moreover the energy loss due to ionisation is inversely
proportional to the particle energy and so at the LHC collision energies the resul-
tant muons could escape the detector, although they can be detected because they
leave detectable hits in the ID and MS.
Figure 34 shows the ATLAS MS [64]: it consists of trigger and high-precision track-
ing systems provided by separate chambers and it measures tracks and momentum
of muons through their magnetic deflection in the large superconducting toroid
magnets. It is designed to have a resolution of σpT ∼ 10% for 1 TeV tracks.
Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) and the Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are used
for precision tracking, while Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) and the Thin Gap
Chambers (TGC) provide the trigger. The barrel region is instrumented with three
cylindrical layers of chambers, while in the transition and end-cap regions the
chambers are arranged in three planes perpendicular to the beam axis. MDTs pro-
vide a precision tracks measurement over most of the η range (they are both in the
barrel and in the end-cap region) and CSCs are used for the same purpose at large
pseudorapidity range (2. < |η | < 2.7). The trigger signal is supplied by RPCs in
the barrel region, covering a pseudorapidity range 1.05 < |η | < 2.4 while TGCs
are installed in the end-cap regions and undergo an intense particle flux.
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Figure 34.: Sketch of the ATLAS MS [52].
Monitored Drift Tubes
Each MDT chamber is made of two multi-layers of three or four (only in the
innermost chambers) layers of drift tubes with a diameter of 3 cm operating with
an Ar/CO2 gas mixture (93/7) at 3 bar absolute pressure. The operating gas was
selected because of the good ageing properties.
The anodic central wire is gold plated tungsten and rhenium with a 50 µm diam-
eter, held at high voltage, to collect the electrons generated by muons ionising the
gas volume. The amount of charge collected is proportional to the energy deposited
by the particle, the gas pressure and the potential of the wire. The measured drift
time is converted to the drift distance using the r − t relation of the mixture.
In total there are 1088 chambers and with this system of tubes assembly, a high
level of operation reliability can be expected because the failure of a single tube
does not affect the performances of most of the other tubes.
These chambers have a high spatial resolution (80 µm) and a typical drift time of
700 ns.
Cathode Strip Chambers
CSCs are radially-oriented multi-wire proportional chambers designed to pro-
vide high precision tracking in the detector region close to the beam pipe. Each
chamber consists of arrays of positively-charged anode wires and negatively-charged
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copper cathode strips within a gas (Ar + CO2) volume. When muons pass through
they ionise the gas creating electron-ion pairs: electrons drift to the anode while
ions drift to the cathode generating an electric signal and, since anode and cathode
strips are perpendicular, two coordinates can be measured with a typical spatial
resolution is 40 µm in the radial direction and 5 mm in the longitudinal direction.
The time resolution is about 7 ns.
The CSCs are divided in 16 sectors organised in two disks with eight chambers
each (eight smalls and eight larges).
Resistive Plate Chambers
The RPCs are fast gaseous detectors located in the barrel region and consist
two rectangular layers of gas gap, filled with a gas mixture of 94.74% C2 H2 F4 +
5% i soC4 H1 0 + 0.3% S F6 (S F6 is added to limit the charge avalanches in the cham-
ber). The RPCs operating principle is also based on ionisation phenomena.
The RPC chambers are made of bakelite plates of 2 mm with a potential difference
of 9.8 kV, readout by two orthogonal series of strips: the η-strips are parallel to
the MDT wires and the φ-strips orthogonal to the MDT. Hence RPCs are able to
provide bi-dimensional space coordinates with a good spatial resolution and with
a time resolution of just 1 ns.
Due to their fast response, RPCs are used for the muon trigger in the barrel region.
Thin Gap Chambers
TGCs are multi-wire proportional chambers used for the muon trigger system
in the end-cap region. A TGC chamber consists of a plane of closely spaced wires
at positive high voltage, sandwiched between resistive grounded cathode planes.
The gas mixture used for these chambers is 55 %CO2 and 45% C5 H12. TGC cham-
bers work at 2.9 kV and their time resolution is about 4 ns. They also provide a
measurement of the muon track coordinate orthogonal to the one provided by the
precision tracking chambers
3.3.5 Forward Detectors
In the very forward rapidity region there are four detectors which provide lu-
minosity and proton-proton cross-section measurements: LUCID, ZDC, ALFA and
AFP [52]. They are located at various distances from the interaction point along the
z-axis and they are close to the beam pipe.
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LUCID
LUCID is the acronym for Luminosity measurements Using Cherenkov Inte-
grating Detector. Cherenkov radiation is a peculiar physics phenomenon due to
a charged particle travelling in a medium at a speed that is faster than the speed of
light in that medium.
LUCID consists of two detectors placed around the beam-pipe on both forward
ends of the ATLAS detector at ±17 m from the interaction point, respectively, and
provides a pseudorapidity coverage of 5.5 < |η | < 5.9. In each detector there are
16 photomultipliers (PMTs) and four quartz fibre bundles. Cherenkov light is pro-
duced in the quartz window and the resulting electrons are detected in the PMTs.
The detector is composed of light material, which is radiation hard, and provide a
fast response (∼ 10 ns) from the moment a charged particle traverses the detector.
Thus the detector is able to discriminate collisions coming from different bunch
crossings (whose spacing is 25 ns) and LUCID can measure both the integrated
luminosity and provide online monitoring of the instantaneous luminosity.
ZDC
The Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) is located at an axial distance of ±140 m
from the interaction point and provides a coverage of the region |η | > 8.3. ZDC’s
main purpose is to trigger and measure the energy of the spectator neutrons dis-
sociated from the colliding nuclei and it provides the absolute luminosity, with an
accuracy of ∼ 5%, during the heavy ion physics program.
ALFA
ALFA (Absolute Luminosity For ATLAS), is a scintillating fibre tracker placed
inside roman pots at a distance of ±240 m from the IP. Its purpose is the mea-
surement of the absolute luminosity via elastic proton-proton scattering at small
angles.
AFP
The last detector is AFP (ATLAS Forward Proton) which is located 210 m away
from the interaction point. It identifies events where one or two protons emerge
intact from the proton-proton collisions.
3.3.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition
The trigger and data acquisition (TDAQ) system is one of the key elements for
high-luminosity experiments in High Energy field, such as ATLAS. Only a small
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part of the huge amount of data collected by LHC in each bunch crossing can
be completely acquired and analysed. The ATLAS Trigger system filters all events
reducing the information rate from ≥ 40 MHz to approximately 1 kHz. It discards
events which do not yield interesting physics, being the output of the vast majority
of bunch collisions.
The trigger system has been changed substantially during the first long shutdown
(LS1). Since the results presented in this thesis concern both Run-1 and Run-2 data
taking, a brief introduction of both trigger systems will be given. For an overview
of the Run-2 trigger, please refer to Chapter 4.
The ATLAS trigger during Run-1 was based on three stages, described in the next
Sections.
Level-1 Trigger
The Level-1 (L1) is an hardware-based trigger and it represents the first filter on
p p collisions. There are therefore two types of Level-1 triggers: calorimeter Level-1
(L1Calo) and muon Level-1 (L1Muon).
L1Calo uses physical signatures of electrons and photons in ECAL and jets in the
HCAL, while L1Muon uses high-pT muons in the MS, or large missing momentum
to discriminate interesting events from the dominant background. Low-granularity
information is required, coming from the MS RPC and TGC and the calorimeter
subsystems. During Run-1 data taking, the L1 trigger had a latency of about 2.5 µs
and reduced the output rate to 70 kHz.
L1 trigger decision defines a physical region-of-interest (RoI) in the detector to be
used as a seed in the next stage of the triggering system.
Level-2 Trigger
The Level-2 (L2) trigger is based on a processing farm and uses the RoI infor-
mation to perform basic event reconstruction. The L2 reduces the rate from the
L1 output up to 100 kHz to approximately 6.5 kHz within a processing time of
200 ms.
Event Filter
The event filter (EF) is the final stage of the selection process. It manages the
fully reconstructed event and runs in parallel over large computing farms. During
Run-1 it was required to make a decision on each event within 1 s and to reduce
the event rate up to 1 kHz.
4
L E V E L 1 C A L O R I M E T E R T R I G G E R
E F F I C I E N C I E S A N D R AT E S
O P T I M I S AT I O N
The optimisation of the rates and efficiencies of the Level 1 Calorimeter Trigger of the AT-
LAS detector is presented. To optimise the performance of the trigger efficiencies several
options of the Level 1 Calorimeter Trigger configuration (such as filters and noise cuts)
were tested with the goal of keeping the efficiency at a reasonable value (up to a drop of
5% is tolerable) while minimising the trigger rates, in view of the high-luminosity runs.
The best configuration found corresponds to a drop of less than 1% in the trigger efficiency
without any increase in the trigger rates.
This was done by simulating the trigger hardware in an offline analysis in order to be able
to manipulate the default parameters and study the probe-electron response within the hard-
ware. The signal efficiency is based on a Z→ e+ e− sample corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 1 pb−1, while the rate results are based on an a sample consisting largely of
very low pT events, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2 pb−1. These studies ex-
ploit data collected by the ATLAS experiment in 2016 using
√
s = 13 TeV proton-proton
collisions at the LHC.
4.1 motivations
As luminosity of the LHC beams is expected to increase significantly in the fu-
ture, it has become a priority to reduce the rates of data taking to a reasonable level
given the limited bandwidth, while at the same time keeping the physics signal effi-
ciency the highest possible. During Phase-1 of the ATLAS experiment upgrade (see
Figure 23) the instantaneous luminosity is expected to be L = 2 × 1034 cm−2 s−1
and reach ∼ 55 interactions per beam crossing (µ), corresponding to a 25 ns
bunch spacing at design energy.
The rates for most triggers, including the Calorimeters, will increase linearly with
luminosity (which will be ∼ 33% higher than Run-2). As a consequence, the exist-
ing L1 system will not be able to provide low thresholds with acceptable rates for
electron and photon triggers. Studies on the optimisation of the L1 trigger menus
during Run-1 show that a reasonable figure of merit to gauge how severe is the
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impact of the high luminosity pile-up on the performance of the ATLAS trigger
system is the threshold corresponding to a 20 kHz trigger rate [66]. Figure 35
shows the predicted electromagnetic clusters threshold as a function of instanta-
neous luminosity, for a typical L1 trigger rate of 20 kHz: the energy threshold cor-
responding to the expected Phase-1 luminosity is shown to be above 40 − 45 GeV.
However, to preserve important physics signals it is mandatory to keep the thresh-
olds below 30 GeV for the targeted 20 kHz rate.
Figure 35.: Electromagnetic clusters threshold required to limit the Level-1 electromagnetic
trigger rate to 20 kHz as a function of instantaneous luminosity. The different
curves correspond to different levels of noise suppression threshold. Figure
from [66].
The goal is to effectively reduce the overall rates and the Level 1 Calorimeter
Trigger (L1Calo) plays a major role, since it is the first tier where the rate reduction
takes place. A study about how the parameters of the hardware can be exploited to
achieve this goal is presented in this chapter. Offline studies are performed to sim-
ulate the hardware and investigate the best configuration for the online parameters
to maximise signal efficiency and minimise rates.
Via the offline analysis, it is possible to vary the noise and isolation parameter
values, reconstruct new trigger objects and study whether a change will lead to an
increase or reduction of efficiencies and rates. For efficiencies, a Z→ e+e− sample
is used, due to its relatively large production cross section and easily identifiable
decays to leptonic final states which offer a clean experimental signature. Trigger
rates were instead computed using a sample consisting largely of very low pT
events which are rarely used for physics analyses, but they constitute the majority
of events the LHC delivers. This sample, enriched in very low pT events, is called
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enhanced minimum bias sample and it is extremely useful for studying trigger
rates.
4.2 l1calo reprocessing
The amount of data produced by the LHC during collisions is far higher than
what can be viably stored; for a 25 ns bunch spacing, collision rates can reach up
to 1 GHz. To compensate for this, the ATLAS detector utilises a two-stage trigger
system, with the aim of recording as many signals of interest as possible. Figure 36
shows the ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system in Run-2 with
emphasis on the components relevant for triggering [67]. The L1 system processes
information from the muon detectors and calorimeters of ATLAS, reducing the
incident bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to a rate of around 100 kHz. Events are
stored in pipeline buffers for up to 2.5 µs while the trigger decision is made, be-
fore the results are passed on to the High Level Trigger (HLT) system. Consisting
of a large cluster of computers, the HLT collectively forms the second level of the
trigger system. At this stage, regions of interest (RoI) identified at L1 are passed
through fast-reconstruction algorithms, outputting events at a rate of a few kHz. Af-
ter the events are accepted by the HLT, they are transferred to local storage at the
experimental site and exported to the Tier-0 facility at the CERN computing centre
for offline reconstruction. L1Calo operates alongside L1 muon trigger (L1Muon)
Figure 36.: A sketch of ATLAS TDAQ system, focusing on the trigger system [67].
and L1 topological trigger (L1Topo, new in Run-2) at L1 of the trigger system. Sec-
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tion 4.2.1 describes the hardware structure of L1Calo, whilst Section 4.2.2 describes
the means by which L1Calo can be simulated through software in the offline anal-
ysis.
4.2.1 The Hardware Processing of L1Calo
For a comprehensive overview of the ATLAS trigger system, refer to Ref. [69].
The ATLAS L1Calo is a pipelined digital system based on custom electronics with
a fixed latency (dead time) of ∼1 µs plus ∼1.5 µs coming from cables transmission
delays and the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) processing time. The L1Calo sys-
tem is located entirely off detector in the service cavern called USA15. Input data
comes from all the ATLAS electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter cells, summed
to about 7200 L1Calo trigger towers of reduced granularity. Table 5 describes the
granularity of L1Calo, where η is the pseudo-rapidity and φ is the azimuthal angle.
Position ∆η × ∆φ [rad])
|η| < 2.5 0.1× 0.1
2.5 < |η| < 3.1 0.2× 0.2
3.1 < |η| < 3.2 0.1× 0.2
3.2 < |η| < 4.9 0.4× 0.4125
Table 5.: Trigger tower granularity for several |η| slices and one quadrant in φ (0◦ − 90◦) .
L1Calo has three main sub-systems:
• Pre-Processor (PPr): it digitises the analogue calorimeter pulses, associates
the trigger tower signals with the correct LHC bunch-crossing (BCID) and
converts ADC counts to energy;
• Cluster Processor (CP): it identifies electrons, photons and single hadrons; the
CP uses a 0.1× 0.1 [rad] granularity and operates in the |η| < 2.5 region;
• Jet/Energy-sum processor (JEP): it does jet finding and energy sums; the JEP
uses a 0.2× 0.2 [rad] granularity, sums the electromagnetic and hadronic lay-
ers of L1Calo and operates over the whole of the ATLAS |η| < 4.9 region.
Both the CP and JEP processors work on the transverse energy (ET) values in
each of the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter trigger towers and provided by the
PPr. They all search for features in overlapping sliding windows and the final re-
sults are sent on cables to the CTP. The CP algorithms look for electron/photon
(e/γ) and τ/hadron particles. Each CP consists of four crate systems and each of
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them contains 14 Cluster Processor Modules (CPMs) and handles one calorimeter
quadrant. The CP chips on each CPM are large FPGAs. CPMs carry out the e/γ and
τ algorithms and count the multiplicity of successes, or hits, in the region covered
by each module.
The e/γ algorithm searches for narrow, high-ET showers in the EM calorime-
ters. The main background comes from a high rate of hadronic jets. Therefore, the
characteristics used to discriminate between the electromagnetic and the hadronic
showers and enhance the selection at L1 are to require transverse isolation, and
that the showers should not penetrate to the hadronic calorimeter. The CP pro-
vides several sets of energy threshold and isolation conditions and each threshold
can be chosen independently. Two Common Merger Modules (CMMs in Figure 37)
receive via the backplane CPMs and jet energy modules (JEMs) results to be pro-
cessed and summed over the entire crate. The CMMs use identical hardware but
different firmware loads to process the results from the CPMs or JEMs. These final
results are sent to the CTP.
Figure 37.: CMM connectivity, including crate-level and system-level functionalities [69].
The increase in pileup in Run 2 results in higher occupancies in the calorime-
ter system. Consequently, the output data format has been extended from simple
hit counts (used during Run1) to more descriptive Trigger Objects (TOBs) which
include also the information for the topological trigger, i.e. η, φ and ET of the can-
didate electron (see Figure 38). A TOB specifies a RoI along with its associated
transverse energy, and its likelihood to be associated with a particle produced by
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a collision. Figure 38 shows the elements of the algorithms, which are run for all
possible sets of overlapping 4× 4 trigger tower windows.
Figure 38.: Elements used for the e/γ and τ algorithms in CPMs. Consider the 2× 2 trigger
tower region at the centre of the 4× 4 trigger tower window: in the EM calorime-
ter ET values are summed for the towers in each of the four possible 1× 2 and
2× 1 pairs within the region, in order to find relatively narrow showers and the
sum of the inner 2× 2 region must be a local maximum compared to its eight
overlapping nearest neighbours [69].
4.2.2 Simulation and optimisation of the parameters for the L1Calo Simulation
To simulate the L1Calo hardware the following procedure was implemented. It
is performed in two steps:
1. trigger tower simulation
2. TOBs simulation
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which allow to reprocess trigger towers varying the noise cuts and to reprocess
TOBs changing the isolation cuts on CPMs.
Concerning the trigger tower simulation, the detailed procedure is the following:
1. access the database (DB): the initialisation uses COOL-derived values (COOL
is the ATLAS-wide conditions database, also the acronym for: Condition Ob-
jects for LHC computing grid);
2. retrieve the database containers and remove dead or disabled channels;
3. get input trigger towers from input collection and copy ADC digits into a
digit vector for reprocessing, with suitable granularity for the different |η|
regions listed in Table 5;
4. emulate finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter, bunch-crossing identification (BCID)
and look up tables (LUT), and create and fill reprocessed trigger towers.
Since the calorimeter trigger tower pulses have rise times of the order of 50 ns
and the LHC sampling rate is 40 MHz, i.e. 25 ns, there are several bunch-crossings
in the width of a pulse. Hence it is of the utmost importance to find a robust way
to associate trigger tower signals with the correct LHC bunch-crossing. The main
method, used for normal unsaturated signals, is a digital pipelined finite-impulse-
response (FIR) filter (see Figure 39).
These filters are used to sharpen the pulse before putting it through a peak finder.
This is done by multiplying five consecutive samples by pre-defined coefficients
and summing the resulting values. The coefficients are optimised for the pulse
shape in each type of calorimeter. The FIR output results in ∑5i=1 aixi, where ai are
the coefficients expressed in 4 bits format, xi are the values sampled by flash ADCs
that digitise the pulses to 10-bit resolution, so the sum results in ' 15 bits format.
The peak finder then compares the sum with the values from the previous and
following bunch-crossings, and looks for a maximum. When a peak is found the
LUT is used to convert the output of FIR filtering into a transverse energy. There
is a linear relation between the peaks and the signal energy and the LUT provides
the calibration curve which is configured by two parameters:
• the slope;
• the offset where we can subtract the effect of pedestal and implement noise
threshold.
Hence in the LUT simulation it is possible to implement the relative changes in the
noise cuts for both the cluster and jet energy processor and then analyse the impact
of these different noise cuts on the final efficiency and rates. Finally, the reprocessed
trigger towers are stored in the so-called Trigger Elements (TEs), which represent
a trigger-relevant object in the event.
To simulate TOBs, three further steps are required:
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Figure 39.: Finite-impulse-response filter for identifying the bunch-crossing. A typical in-
put pulse and resulting output are shown [69].
• receive trigger towers from TEs;
• form CPM Towers from trigger towers;
• store CPM Towers in the TEs.
A DataVector of CPMTowers is filled using a user-supplied vector of trigger towers,
looping through all trigger towers present and adding their transverse energy and
angular parameters values to CPMTowers. With these information the CPMs will
be able to carry out the e/γ and τ algorithms and to count the multiplicity of
successes, or hits, in the region covered by each module.
The optimisation of the parameters for the L1Calo Simulation required the im-
plementation of an algorithm able to
• change noise cuts in trigger tower reprocessing, returning a linear LUT func-
tion;
• change isolation cuts in CPM reprocessing.
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4.3 data selection
Separate samples were used for the determination of trigger efficiencies and
trigger rates. Both data samples contained events recorded by ATLAS in 2016. For
efficiency calculations a data file called “L1CALO1 DxAOD” was utilised, whereas
an enhanced minimum bias sample was utilised for the study of trigger rates. Full
sample lists can be found in Appendix A.1.
4.3.1 Electron-sample selection
An electron sample is obtained via a Z → ee “tag and probe” analysis on data col-
lected by the ATLAS experiment during 2016 and corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 1 pb−1: one electron is tagged with tight identification selections, the
di-electron invariant mass is required to be consistent with the Z mass and a loose
selection is applied to the second electron which is used for efficiency studies.
The selected events are required to have a di-electron invariant mass between
66 GeV and 116 GeV (see Figure 40). A requirement of at least one primary vertex is
applied to each event, along with standard calorimeter cleaning at the calibration
stage (for the terminology explanation refer to Chapter 5). To ensure a high level of
data quality, events are required to originate from runs present in the Good Runs
List (GRL).
The tag electron selection criteria follow (see Table 6):
• a logic OR among three separate HLT trigger requirements is applied to the
tag electron;
• kinematic constraints on transverse momentum and pseudorapidity;
• the tag electron identification is performed applying Log Likelihood (LLH)
and requiring a tight selection;
• tight isolation requirements are applied to the tag electron;
• match the tag electron to a fired trigger.
On the other hand, the probe electron has to satisfy the requirements (see Ta-
ble 7):
• selected probe electrons are limited to the kinematic region: pT greater than
7 GeV and a detector region with |η| < 2.47, the crack region of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter is excluded;
• the probe electron identification is performed applying Loose Likelihood
(LLH) and requiring a medium selection;
• loose isolation requirements are applied to the probe electron;
• no trigger matching is required for the probe electron.
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In combination these cuts assure a very good purity for the Z sample, with no
background subtraction.
Selection Requirement
HLT HLT_e26_lhtight_nod0_ivarloose
HLT_e60_lhmedium_nod0
HLT_e140_lhloose_nod0
pT peT > 27 GeV
|η| |ηe| < 2.47
(1.37 < |ηe| < 1.52 excluded)
Identification LooseLikelihood (LLH) Tight
Isolation Tight
Trigger Matching Required
Table 6.: Tag electron selection applied by the Z → ee Selector package. The superscript e
refers to a quantity possessed by an electron.
Selection Requirement
pT peT > 7 GeV
|η| |ηe| < 2.47
(1.37 < |ηe| < 1.52 excluded)
Identification LooseLikelihood (LLH) Medium
Isolation Loose
Trigger Matching Not Required
Table 7.: Probe electron selection applied by the Z → ee Selector package. The superscript
e refers to a quantity possessed by an electron.
From the selected di-electron events, a series of control plots were produced,
shown in Figures 40 to 42. In all cases, the distributions present no anomalies and
match well to expectation, suggesting that the obtained Z → ee sample obtained
have sufficient purity (the background over signal ratio is less than 1%) to be used
for trigger efficiency studies.
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Figure 40.: Reconstructed invariant mass of the di-electron system, obtained from the Z →
ee sample in 2016 data.
Figure 41.: peT distributions for tag (left) and probe (right) electrons, obtained from the
Z → ee sample in 2016 data.
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Figure 42.: ηe distributions for tag (left) and probe (right) electrons, obtained from the Z →
ee sample in 2016 data.
Efficiency Calculation
Given the reconstruction of a tag electron, the efficiency of reconstructing a probe
electron (as described in Table 7) can be measured in the Z → ee sample described
above. The aim is measuring the trigger efficiency using the offline probe electron
matched to a L1 TOB. The Trigger Object is associated to the probe electron re-
quiring an angular matching. The complete selection on the associated TOBs is as
follows:
• the angular separation between the TOB and the probe electron is required
to be:
∆R =
√
∆φ2e,TOB + ∆η
2
e,TOB < 0.15 (45)
where ∆η and ∆φ are the differences between the TOB and probe electron in
pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle respectively;
• the TOB must be reconstructed in a RoI of dimension ∆η × ∆φ = 0.4× 0.4.
Most of the energy from an electron or photon is deposited in the second
layer of the EM calorimeter and this corresponds to choosing a RoI type = 1;
• one of the trigger selections of interest listed below must be passed:
1. EM15;
2. EM15HI;
3. EM20VHI;
4. EM22VHI;
5. EM24VHI;
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where EM refers to the EM calorimeter, the number after the EM tag refers
to the minimum transverse energy requirement (in GeV). The series of let-
ters following that refers to different types and levels of isolation: ’I’ refers
to the EM ring isolation applied, where the EM energy is within an isolation
ring surrounding the core 2× 2 trigger towers; ’H’ refers to the hadronic core
isolation applied (ET-dependent, no isolation for L1 ET > 50 GeV). Finally
’V’ refers to η-dependent trigger energy threshold applied which follows the
variation in η of the energy response (within +2 GeV to −3 GeV of the nomi-
nal threshold).
The electron efficiencies ε are obtained by considering the number of probe elec-
trons associated to a TOB as defined above over the total number of probe electrons:
ε =
N (Trigger Selection &&∆R)
N (all probe electrons)
. (46)
Efficiencies can also be evaluated as a function of probe-electron peT and η
e.
4.3.2 Enhanced minimum-bias selection
In order to assess the performance of the trigger system, a sample as much as
possible representative of the LHC collisions is used. Since the majority of events
coming from pp collisions at LHC consist of low pT events (minimum bias events),
trigger rate estimations are better performed with enhanced minimum bias sam-
ples. The aim is to get the best efficiency on signal keeping the overall rate as low
as possible.
The “enhanced bias” events are processed using a simple selection. Each TOB
is required to be reconstructed within a suitable RoI of the detector, i.e. in a RoI
located in the first layer of the EM calorimeter. Then the trigger threshold lists are
analysed and, if at least one TOB of the event passes a given threshold, the event is
considered triggered by that trigger label.
The trigger threshold list used is the same as in 4.3.1: EM15, EM15HI, EM20VHI,
EM22VHI and EM24VHI. All the events passing these triggers of interest are en-
tered into the rate calculation. An effective trigger rate is defined as the number of
events accepted by a specific trigger over the total number of events in the sample
passing the simple RoI selection. Events from the “enhanced bias” sample have
specific “enhanced bias” weights that factorise away the “enhanced” selection and
correct effective rates to what is expected in “regular” data.
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4.4 simulation bias
As outlined in Section 4.2, a reprocessing procedure was implemented. The re-
processing procedure is performed in two steps: first simulate the creation of trig-
ger towers and then simulate the processors. The aim here is to investigate how
closely it is possible to simulate the online chain via an offline analysis, compar-
ing the default objects and quantities with the reprocessed ones. This is aimed
at giving us confidence in our procedure. However the studies of the parameter
optimisation is done comparing exclusively the reprocessed objects and quantities
obtained with the default parameters or with the changed settings. This procedure
factorises away any reprocessing bias that is found in the following.
The comparison of the hardware response versus the offline hardware simulation
is shown at various stages. There are two reprocessing steps: the first one creates
the reprocessed trigger towers and the second one creates the modified processors.
Finally it is possible to check the whole two-step procedure comparing the original
TOBs with the ones generated by both the reprocessing steps.
The results show some bias in the simulation. However, as already stated, it does
not affect the efficiency studies because reprocessed events are consistently used,
factorising it out.
4.4.1 Trigger tower and processor biases
The first step considers the generation of the trigger towers within the reprocess-
ing framework. A first check about the multiplicity of the trigger towers after this
stage is shown in Figure 43. The top plot in figure 43 shows the multiplicity as it
is obtained after the first reprocessing step while the bottom plots show the mul-
tiplicities in case of a minimum requirement on the transverse energy (ET > 0) in
the CP or in the JEP.
The second stage of reprocessing deals with processors: to check this step, we
input the original non-reprocessed trigger towers (labelled here default trigger tow-
ers) and we obtain the reprocessed TOBs from the modified processors.
Figure 44 shows the transverse electromagnetic energy collected in the CPM in
both linear (left) and logarithmic (right) scale, in order to show in detail both ends
of the value range. The default TOBs are compared to the reprocessed ones ob-
tained using the default trigger towers. Figure 45 shows the transverse hadronic
energy collected in the jet energy processor, again in both linear (left) and logarith-
mic (right) scale. In both CP and JEP ET plots, we have a non negligible bias due to
the reprocessing, but we notice that this bias decreases for higher energies. Dashed
lines in Figures 44 and 45 highlight the transverse energy region corresponding to
the first EM threshold (15 GeV) that we apply in our efficiency and rate selections:
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Figure 43.: Multiplicities for default and reprocessed trigger towers as it comes out of the
first reprocessing step (top plot) and in case of a minimum requirement on the
transverse energy (ET > 0) in the CP (bottom-left) or in the JEP (bottom-right).
above this threshold the bias value is negligible, as shown in the log-scale plots in
Figures 44 and 45.
4.4.2 Full reprocessing bias
Figure 46 shows the results of the total reprocessing procedure in TOB electro-
magnetic transverse energy and multiplicity. Here the reprocessed objects come
from the reprocessing of both the trigger towers and the processors.
These reprocessed TOBs are used also to check the trigger efficiency (see equa-
tions 45 and 46) evaluated on the tag and probe sample. The trigger efficiency for
the default and the reprocessed TOBs are evaluated versus the probe electron trans-
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Figure 44.: Default and reprocessed CPM electromagnetic energy in linear (left) and loga-
rithmic (right) scale. Here the reprocessed objects are obtained using the default
trigger towers and applying only the second reprocessing step (modified pro-
cessors).
Figure 45.: Default and reprocessed CPM hadronic energy in linear (left) and logarithmic
(right) scale. Here the reprocessed objects are obtained using the default trigger
towers and applying only the second reprocessing step (modified processors).
verse momentum (Figure 47) and versus its η (Figure 48) from events selected with
the various trigger selections listed in Section 4.3.1.
The full simulation bias is negligible in all trigger selections. This agrees with
what observed in the previous section where it was shown that the bias in the differ-
ent stages decreases consistently at energy values higher than the lower threshold
adopted in the efficiency calculation.
However considering the efficiency versus η, two bins in the η central region
show a significant deviation between the hardware and the simulation results. This
happens consistently in all the considered trigger selections.
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Figure 46.: Default and reprocessed TOB electromagnetic transverse energy in linear (up
left) and logarithmic (up right) scale and TOB multiplicity (bottom). Here the
reprocessed objects are obtained using the total reprocessing procedure.
Finally, an effective trigger rate calculation is performed for each trigger thresh-
old for both the default and fully reprocessed TOBs: this is shown in Figure 49. The
enhanced bias weights are not being applied to these rate calculations.
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(a) EM15 efficiency (b) EM15HI efficiency
(c) EM20VHI efficiency (d) EM22VHI efficiency
(e) EM24VHI efficiency
Figure 47.: Trigger efficiencies for both default and reprocessed TOBs, as a function of the
offline reconstructed probe electron peT in the various trigger selections consid-
ered.
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(a) EM15 efficiency (b) EM15HI efficiency
(c) EM20VHI efficiency (d) EM22VHI efficiency
(e) EM24VHI efficiency
Figure 48.: Trigger efficiencies for both default and reprocessed TOBs, as a function of the
offline reconstructed probe electron ηe in the various trigger selections consid-
ered.
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Figure 49.: Effective trigger rates for default and reprocessed TOBs (values reported in per-
centage), as a function of the various trigger thresholds considered. The en-
hanced bias weights are not being applied here.
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4.5 noise selection optimisation
Results from the optimisation of the noise selection are shown and summarised
in this section. Noise cuts are applied in EM isolation rings, and for example the
noise cut value 4.0k corresponds to 2 GeV. The goal of this study is to find optimal
noise cut values to improve the efficiency while keeping the rate low. The efficiency
as a function of offline reconstructed probe electrons peT and η
e are shown for differ-
ent noise cut values in the various trigger selections considered. The corresponding
effective trigger rates are also obtained.
A first investigation involves a wide range of possible noise cuts around the
current default one that corresponds to a 4.0k cut value: a check is performed from
2.0k to 8.0k, in 2.0k steps. Figure 50 shows the efficiency as a function of the offline
probe electron peT for the different trigger thresholds and applying the different
noise cuts. Reducing the value of the noise cut leads to higher LUT values in the
isolation ring, while increasing noise cut value leads to lower LUT values in the
isolation ring (see the last paragraph in 4.2.2). Hence little effect on the efficiency is
seen in the EM15 trigger selection as there is no requirement on isolation. However
in all the trigger labels, the turn-on region results in different efficiency values for
different noise cuts, as expected.
Figure 51 shows the efficiency as a function of the offline probe electron ηe: for
these efficiency calculations, the numerator consists of only probe electrons passing
a peT cut that depends on the specific trigger threshold analysed (in order to remove
the efficiency turn-on region). The following peT cuts are used for the listed trigger
thresholds:
1. EM15, pT > 20 GeV;
2. EM15HI, pT > 20 GeV;
3. EM20VHI, pT > 25 GeV;
4. EM22VHI, pT > 27 GeV;
5. EM24VHI, pT > 29 GeV.
In addition to efficiencies, the calculation of the effective trigger rates on the
enhanced minimum bias sample is done. Figure 52 shows the rates for the different
trigger thresholds and applying the different noise cuts.
The efficiencies are summarised in Table 8 where the total efficiencies are peT and
ηe integrated. Again the numerator consists only of probe electrons passing the
above-mentioned peT cut that depends on the specific trigger threshold analysed.
Table 9 shows the variation of the trigger efficiencies with respect to the default
(4.0k) noise cut: the efficiency variation is defined as
∆eff =
testeff − defaulteff
defaulteff
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(a) EM15 efficiency (b) EM15HI efficiency
(c) EM20VHI efficiency (d) EM22VHI efficiency
(e) EM24VHI efficiency
Figure 50.: Trigger efficiency for reprocessed TOBs as a function of the offline reconstructed
probe electron peT in the wide range of noise cuts.
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(a) EM15 efficiency (b) EM15HI efficiency
(c) EM20VHI efficiency (d) EM22VHI efficiency
(e) EM24VHI efficiency
Figure 51.: Trigger efficiencies for the reprocessed TOBs as a function of the offline recon-
structed probe electron ηe in the wide range of noise cuts.
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Figure 52.: Effective trigger rates (values in percentage) as a function of the analysed trigger
thresholds in the wide range of noise cut values.
Table 8.: Trigger efficiency values as a function of the wide range of noise cut values. Effi-
ciencies are calculated considering in the numerator only probe electrons passing
a peT cut that depends on the specific trigger threshold analysed (in order to re-
move the efficiency turn-on region). The values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
2.0 k 99.28 95.44 95.60 95.61 92.65
4.0 k 99.28 97.34 97.27 97.27 93.20
6.0 k 99.28 98.16 97.93 97.93 94.81
8.0 k 99.26 98.42 98.12 97.12 94.99
Table 9.: Variation of the trigger efficiencies as a function of the wide range of noise cut
values. The variation is evaluated as explained in the text with respect to the
default (4.0k) noise cut shown in Table 8. Efficiencies are calculated considering in
the numerator only probe electrons passing a peT cut that depends on the specific
trigger threshold analysed (in order to remove the efficiency turn-on region). The
values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
2.0 k 0 -1.95 -1.71 -1.71 -1.59
6.0 k 0 0.84 0.68 0.68 0.63
8.0 k 0.02 1.11 0.87 0.87 0.81
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where defaulteff is the trigger efficiency calculated for the default 4.0k noise cut,
while testeff is the efficiency of the alternative noise cut being considered in the test.
Since the aim is having the higher possible efficiency, the noise cut configurations
giving a positive ∆eff should be chosen.
The statistical uncertainty on the efficiencies is evaluated using the binomial
distribution uncertainty:
σe =
√
e(1− e)
Nall probe electrons
. (47)
The obtained uncertainties on the efficiencies are in the range from 0.01% to 0.04%,
hence the last significant digit of the values in the tables is the one affected by the
statistical uncertainty.
Analogously the effective rates are summarised in Table 10 and the variation of
such rates in Table 11. The rate variation is defined as
∆rate =
defaultrate − testrate
defaultrate
where defaultrate is the effective trigger rate calculated for the default 4.0k noise
cut, while testrate is the rate of the alternative noise cut being considered in the test.
With the aim of having the lowest possible rates, the sign is inverted with respect
to the efficiency variation: hence again noise cut configurations giving a positive
∆rate should be considered.
Table 10.: Effective trigger rates as a function of the wide range of noise cut values. The
values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
2.0 k 0.81 0.43 0.36 0.35 0.35
4.0 k 0.80 0.49 0.38 0.37 0.36
6.0 k 0.79 0.57 0.40 0.38 0.37
8.0 k 0.78 0.59 0.41 0.40 0.38
Comparing the efficiency variations and the rate variations, the 2.0k noise cut
results outside the zone of consideration as it corresponds to a loss in efficiency of
more than 1%. Similarly the 8.0k noise cut corresponds to a significant increase in
the rates hence it is not considered again.
Hence further studies are focused on a narrower range around the 4.0k default
value and a finer step size: going from 3.0k to 5.0k, in 0.5k steps. Figure 53 shows
the efficiency as a function of the offline probe electron peT for the different trigger
thresholds and applying the different noise cuts. Figure 54 shows the efficiency
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(a) EM15 efficiency (b) EM15HI efficiency
(c) EM20VHI efficiency (d) EM22VHI efficiency
(e) EM24VHI efficiency
Figure 53.: Trigger efficiencies for reprocessed TOBs as a function of the offline recon-
structed probe electron peT in the narrow range of noise cuts.
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(a) EM15 efficiency (b) EM15HI efficiency
(c) EM20VHI efficiency (d) EM22VHI efficiency
(e) EM24VHI efficiency
Figure 54.: Trigger efficiencies for the reprocessed TOBs as a function of the offline recon-
structed probe electron ηe in the narrow range of noise cuts.
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Table 11.: Variation of the effective trigger rates as a function of the wide range of noise
cut values. The variation is evaluated as explained in the text with respect to the
default (4.0k) noise cut. The values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
2.0 k -0.83 15.11 5.64 4.55 3.47
6.0 k 0.97 -11.32 -4.87 -3.75 -2.59
8.0 k 2.20 -17.15 -7.62 -11.03 -4.34
as a function of the offline probe electron ηe: for these efficiency calculations, the
numerator consists only of probe electrons passing the above-mentioned peT cut
that depends on the specific trigger threshold analysed. Also, the effective trigger
rates on the enhanced minimum bias sample is calculated. Figure 55 shows the
rates for the different trigger thresholds and applying the different noise cuts.
Figure 55.: Effective trigger rates (values in percentage) as a function of the analysed trigger
thresholds in the narrow range of noise cut values.
Efficiencies are summarised in Table 12 where the total efficiencies are peT and
ηe integrated. Again the numerator is made of only probe electrons passing the
trigger-dependent peT cuts. Table 13 shows the variation of the trigger efficiencies
with respect to the default (4.0k) noise cut with the efficiency variation defined
above. Analogously the effective rates are summarised in Table 14 and the variation
of such rates in Table 15.
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Table 12.: Trigger efficiency values as a function of the narrow range of noise cut values. Ef-
ficiencies are calculated considering in the numerator only probe electrons pass-
ing a peT cut that depends on the specific trigger threshold analysed (in order to
remove the efficiency turn-on region). The values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
3.0 k 99.28 96.35 96.43 96.40 93.27
3.5 k 99.28 96.94 96.92 96.87 93.70
4.0 k 99.28 97.33 97.27 97.20 93.96
4.5 k 99.28 97.61 97.50 97.41 94.12
5.0 k 99.28 97.81 97.65 97.57 94.18
Table 13.: Variation of the trigger efficiencies as a function of the narrow range of noise
cut values. The variation is evaluated as explained in the text with respect to the
default (4.0k) noise cut. Efficiencies are calculated considering in the numerator
only probe electrons passing a peT cut that depends on the specific trigger thresh-
old analysed (in order to remove the efficiency turn-on region). The values are
given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
3.0 k 0 -1.01 -0.86 -0.82 -0.73
3.5 k 0 -0.69 -0.36 -0.34 -0.28
4.5 k 0 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.17
5.0 k 0 0.49 0.39 0.38 0.23
Table 14.: Effective trigger rates as a function of the narrow range of noise cut values. The
values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
3.0 k 0.80 0.47 0.37 0.36 0.35
3.5 k 0.80 0.49 0.38 0.37 0.36
4.0 k 0.80 0.51 0.38 0.37 0.36
4.5 k 0.80 0.52 0.39 0.37 0.36
5.0 k 0.80 0.54 0.39 0.38 0.35
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Table 15.: Variation of the effective trigger rates as a function of the narrow range of noise
cut values. The variation is evaluated as explained in the text with respect to the
default (4.0k) noise cut. The values are given in percentage.
cut value EM15 EM15HI EM20VHI EM22VHI EM24VHI
3.0 k 0.00 7.84 2.63 2.70 2.78
3.5 k 0.00 3.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
4.5 k 0.00 -1.96 -2.63 0.00 0.00
5.0 k 0.00 -5.88 -2.63 -2.70 2.78
Considering the efficiency variations and the rate variations, a 3.5 k noise cut
would correspond to a minimal loss in efficiency (less that 1%, the maximum toler-
able drop in the efficiency is 5%), while not increasing the rates.
These results are obtained from noise cut studies only, but there is a correlation
between noise cuts and isolation cuts so the QMUL group future plan foresee a
two-variable study.
5
O B J E C T R E C O N S T R U C T I O N I N AT L A S
The huge variety of physics processes produced by pp collisions at LHC require an excellent
object reconstruction. Each particle traversing the ATLAS detector leaves an unique signa-
ture in the various detector sub-systems.
High-level objects, such as electron or muon candidates, are reconstructed from the digitised
detector response through a process that is commonly referred to as object reconstruction.
This Chapter focuses on the reconstruction of the physics objects used in this analysis, such
as vertices, electrons, muons, jets and neutrinos.
The objects definition changed going from Run-1 to Run-2 because of the luminosity in-
crease and the ATLAS detector upgrade. The baseline description of the object reconstruc-
tion given in this Chapter is settled on the Run-2 definitions, however references to the
Run-1 objects definition will be given, if appropriate. In this thesis, the Run-1 objects defi-
nition is used only for the calibration of the mistag rate of the momentum imbalance based
soft muon tagger performed for the 8 TeV data set analysis, detailed in Chapter 6.
5.1 tracks and vertices reconstruction
In the ATLAS detector the reconstruction of the trajectories of charged particles,
the measurement of their transverse momentum and impact parameters, and the
determination of the position of the hard scatter interaction point is performed by
the Inner Detector (ID), as described in Section 3.3.2.
Charged particles traversing the ID solenoidal magnetic field follow helicoidal tra-
jectories that can be parametrised by the five parameter vector in formula 48:
τ = τ (d0, z0, φ, θ, q/p) (48)
where d0 is the transverse impact parameter and z0 is the longitudinal impact
parameter, defined respectively as the distance from the point of closest approach
to the reconstructed position of the pp interaction vertex in the transverse plane and
along the z axis. The φ is the azimuthal angle and θ is the polar angle, q/p is the
ratio between the charge and the particle momentum and it defines the orientation
and the curvature of the helix trajectory in the ID. Figure 56 shows a graphical
view of the track parameters described above. Figure 57 shows the experimental
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resolution on the d0 and z0 parameters in Run-1 and Run-2 (including the IBL
detector).
Figure 56.: Sketch of a charged particle trajectory in the ID with the representation of the
track parameters considered [52].
Figure 57.: Comparison between the experimental resolution on the impact parameters in
2012 (Run-1) and 2015 (Run-2) [70] [71].
The tracks associated to charged particles in the ID are reconstructed using a set
of sequential algorithms [72]. The ATLAS ID tracking system covers two sequences:
the primary inside-out track reconstruction and a consecutive outside-in tracking,
with the goal of identifying and discriminating tracks originating from the proton-
proton hard scatter (the so called primary tracks), from the decays of long-lived
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particles (the so called secondary tracks) and from the interaction of particles with
the material (the so called conversion tracks). Since secondary tracks have larger
impact parameters with respect to the primary tracks, d0 and z0 are useful param-
eters to distinguish between prompt and non prompt leptons.
Primary tracks are required to have pT > 400 MeV and to be reconstructed in the
region |η| < 2.5, using an inside-out algorithm. Three-point seeds in the silicon
detectors (Pixel and SCT) start the inside-out algorithm and moves away from the
interaction point adding hits in a spatial window defined by the seed direction. A
combinatorial, iterative algorithm called the Kalman filter [73] adds hits to the track
candidate (or rejects them), based on projection of earlier measurements and the
current measurement. At this stage, the filter creates multiple track candidates per
seed if a cluster (i.e. an energy deposit) is shared by many tracks. These ambigui-
ties in the track candidates are resolved using an appropriate track score definition
which orders the tracks according to their individual scores: highest scores are as-
signed to the candidates that are more likely to correctly represent the trajectory of
a charged primary particle. After that, tracks are extended into the TRT.
On the other hand, the outside-in tracking starts from segments reconstructed in
the TRT and then adds information from the inwards detectors adding silicon hits
to the track. this method is designed to reconstruct mainly secondary tracks.
Figure 58 shows the linear increase of the average number of reconstructed ver-
tices as a function of the average number of bunch crossings per interaction µ. This
means that in the dense LHC environment it is very challenging to distinguish
between the pp interaction vertex (primary vertex) and pile-up vertices.
Reconstructed tracks are associated to a particular vertex candidate using a χ2-
based iterative vertex finding algorithm [74]. The primary vertex is defined as the
reconstructed vertex with the largest associated transverse momentum: ∑Ntracksi
(
piT
)2,
where Ntracks is the number of tracks associated to the vertex and
(
piT
)
is the trans-
verse momentum of the i-th track. Figure 59 shows the resolution on the so ob-
tained primary vertex along the z-axis.
5.2 electron reconstruction
The analysis presented in this thesis focuses on semileptonic tt¯ events, recon-
structed with the ATLAS detector, and electrons are used as prompt leptons in the
leptonic branch of the tt¯ system.
Electron candidates (both electrons and positrons are here referred to as electrons)
are reconstructed using energy deposits (clusters) in the electromagnetic calorime-
ter (EM) associated to reconstructed tracks in the ID. Electron candidates are iden-
tified in the ATLAS detector central region |η| < 2.47, while electron candidates
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Figure 58.: Distribution of the average number of reconstructed vertices as a function of µ.
The solid curve represents the result of a fit to the simulation of minimum-bias
events, while dots represent a subset of zero-bias data collected in 2016 with√
s = 13 TeV. BS-length is the beam-spot length [71].
in the region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 (the so called calorimeter crack region) are not
reconstructed because of the presence of infrastructures for cooling, support and
services.
Clusters in the EM are reconstructed using a sliding window technique [75] that
performs a sum over the calorimeter cells energy deposits in a window of 3× 5
towers with a size of 0.025× 0.025 in the η × φ region, corresponding to the EM
calorimeter granularity (for further details see the Chapter 4).
Once clusters (ET > 2.5 GeV) are reconstructed, they are used to identify a Region
of Interest in the ID where a track reconstruction algorithm is performed. This is
a two-steps reconstruction algorithm that proceeds with a pattern recognition and
track fit [76], [77]. Among all the successfully fitted tracks, only the one that best
matches the calorimeter cluster is chosen and finally the electron candidate is built
while electron candidates without any associated precision hit tracks are removed
and considered to be photons. Moreover, in Run-2, electron measurements are per-
formed by requiring the track associated with the electron to be compatible with
the pp primary vertex, with the aim of reducing the background from conversions
and secondary particles.
The electron particle identification exploits a likelihood-based (LLH) method: it is a
multivariate analysis (MVA) technique that simultaneously evaluates several prop-
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Figure 59.: Resolution of Z-position as obtained from the vertex fit of the reconstructed
vertices with the highest ∑Ntracksi
(
piT
)2 value for a given event, in two fills with
different average µ, taken at different points in 2017 [71]. The ATLAS ID and its
Pixel system was described in 3.3.2.
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erties of the electron candidates to discriminate electrons from other particles.
The LLH discriminants have a set of three working points called Loose, Medium,
and Tight [79], in order of increasing background rejection. The LLH Loose cri-
teria are optimised to discriminate electrons from charged pions, while Medium
and Tight selections evaluate additional variables in order to reject electrons origi-
nating from semi-leptonic decays of heavy flavour hadrons or photon conversions.
The most widely used variables in LLH discriminants are: the shower width, the
lateral width of the electromagnetic shower, the ratio of the transverse energy in
the hadronic over the electromagnetic calorimeters, the total number of hits in the
Inner Detector subsystems (Pixels, SCT, TRT), the transverse impact parameter.
Figures 60 and 61, for Run-1 and Run-2 respectively, show the LLH-based electron
identification working point efficiencies. Concerning Run-2, the signal efficiencies
for electron candidates with ET = 25 GeV are in the range from 78 to 90%, de-
pending on the operating point, and increase with ET and varies with η, because
the distributions of electron shower shapes depend on the amount of material the
electrons traverse in the detector.
5.3 muon reconstruction
Reconstructed muons are key elements of the analysis presented in this thesis
because they are used as both prompt leptons and soft muons in tt¯ semileptonic
events.
At a first stage, muon reconstruction is performed independently in the Inner De-
tector (ID) and in the Muon Spectrometer (MS). Then the information from indi-
vidual sub-detectors is combined to reconstruct the muon tracks. Although muons
in the ATLAS detector traverse about 100 radiation lengths of material, mainly in-
strumented by the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, they release a small
amount of energy in their path from the ID to the MS. Typically, muons produced
in pp collisions at LHC have energies in a range from 10 GeV to 1 TeV and they
can be treated as Minimum Ionizing Particles (MIP) since they deposit a minimum
amount of energy in the calorimeter systems (about 3-4 GeV).
Muon candidates are reconstructed in the ID like any other charged particles, as
described in Section 5.1.
In the MS, muon reconstruction starts searching for hit patterns in each muon detec-
tor system in order to form segments. Each muon chamber is analysed: MDT cham-
bers information feed a particular pattern recognition algorithm, called Hough
transform [80], that is used to search for hits aligned on a trajectory in the bend-
ing plane of the detector (muons traverse the ATLAS toroidal magnetic field in the
MS). Then, MDT segments are reconstructed performing a straight-line fit to the
hits found in each layer. RPC and TGC are mainly used for trigger purposes but
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Figure 60.: Measured electron reconstruction and identification efficiency for the cut-based
and LLH working points, as a function of ET and η for the 2012 dataset. The
efficiency is measured using a Z → ee simulated sample. Figures from [78].
their hits also help in measuring the coordinate orthogonal to the bending plane.
In the CSC detector, segments are built using a separate combinatorial search in
both the η and φ detector planes.
Finally, muon track candidates are built fitting all the hits from the different seg-
ments in the different detector layers, using the χ2 method: generally, at least two
matching segments are required to build a track, but in the barrel-endcap transition
region a single high-quality segment can be used to build a track.
In Run-2, the combined ID and MS information is used to reconstruct muons and
to define four different muon types [81]:
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Figure 61.: Measured electron reconstruction and identification efficiency for the three LH
working points as a function of ET and η for the 2015 dataset. The efficiency is
measured using a Z → ee simulated sample. Figures from [79].
• Combined (CB)Muons: first track reconstruction is performed independently
in the ID and MS sub-detectors, then a global fit is performed using hits from
both the ID and the MS to form a combined track. The global fit procedure
follows an outside-in pattern recognition and starts with the hits in the MS,
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where the track density is much smaller if compared to the ID, and then the
tracks are extrapolated inward and matched to the ID tracks.
• Segmented Track (ST) Muons: a muon is classified as an ST muon if a track
in the ID, once extrapolated to the MS, it is associated with at least one track
segment in the MDT or CSC chambers. These muons are exploited when
muons cross only one layer of MS chambers, either because of their low pT or
because they fall in regions with a reduced MS acceptance.
• Calorimeter Tagged (CT) Muons: tracks in the calorimeter and ID are used:
a track in the ID is identified as a muon if it can be matched to an energy
deposit in the calorimeter compatible with a MIP particle. These muons have
the lowest purity but they recover acceptance in the |η| < 0.1 region where
the ATLAS MS is only partially instrumented (due to cabling and services).
• Extrapolated (ME) Muons: only MS tracks are used to reconstruct the muon
trajectory and a loose requirement on compatibility with originating from the
interaction point is required. In the central region, the muon is required to
traverse at least two layers of MS chambers, but three layers are required in
the forward region to provide a track measurement. ME muons are used to
extend the acceptance for muon reconstruction into the region where there is
no ID coverage (2.5 < |η| < 2.7).
Muon identification is split in four selections: Loose, Medium, Tight and High-
pT. Muons selected by Medium are all selected by Loose, and Tight muons are
all selected by Medium. Increasing quality requirements are applied to muons in
order to suppress background, mainly from pion and kaon decays in flight, while
selecting prompt muons with high efficiency. It is also important to guarantee a
robust momentum measurement using specific requirements on the number of
hits in the ID and MS. For the ID, the quality cuts require:
1. at least one Pixel hit
2. at least five SCT hits
3. fewer than three Pixel or SCT holes (a hole is defined as an active sensor
traversed by the track but containing no hits)
4. at least 10% of the TRT hits originally assigned to the track are included in
the final fit (for |η| between 0.1 and 1.9)
The muon identification categories are defined as follows:
• Loose: the aim of Loose identification criteria is to maximise the muon re-
construction efficiency while providing good-quality muon tracks. All muon
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types are used in this category. CB and ME tracks are required to have ≥ 3
hits in at least two MDT layers, except for tracks in the |η| < 0.1 region,
where tracks with at least one MDT layer but no more than one MDT hole
layer are allowed. On ME tracks there is the constraint to have at least three
MDT/CSC layers, and are employed only in the 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 region to
extend the acceptance outside the ID geometrical coverage. The usage of CT
and ST muons is restricted to the |η| < 0.1 region. About 97.5% of the Loose
muons are combined muons in the region |η| < 2.5, about 1.5% are CT and
the remaining 1% are reconstructed as ST muons.
• Medium: the Medium identification criteria are the baseline selection for
muons in ATLAS. This category minimises the systematic uncertainties as-
sociated with muon reconstruction and calibration. Only CB and ME tracks
are used as Medium muons. The requirements on CB and ME muons are
the same as for Loose muons, moreover a loose selection on the compati-
bility between ID and MS momentum measurements is applied to suppress
the contamination due to hadron backgrounds misidentified as muons. More
precisely, the q/p significance is required to be less than seven. In the pseudo-
rapidity region |η| < 2.5, about 99.5% of the muons classified as Medium orig-
inate from the outside-in combined reconstruction strategy. Medium muons
have an identification efficiency measured to be above 95% on a tt¯ sample [81],
for muons with a transverse momentum greater than 4 GeV.
• Tight: Tight muons are selected to maximise the purity of muons, but they
have the lowest efficiency. Only CB muons with hits in at least two sta-
tions of the MS and satisfying the Medium selection criteria are exploited.
The χ2 method is considered when fitting the combined tracks, to remove
pathological tracks. To ensure stronger background rejection in the pT region
where the misidentification probability is higher (muons below 20 GeV), a
two-dimensional cut on the q/p significance and on the absolute value of the
difference between the transverse momentum measurements in the ID and
MS divided by the pT of the combined track (the so called ρ′) variables is per-
formed. Tight muons have an identification efficiency measured to be above
90% on a tt¯ sample [81], for muons with a transverse momentum greater than
4 GeV.
• High-pT: High-pT muons maximise the momentum resolution for tracks with
transverse momentum above 100 GeV. In this criteria, CB muons passing the
Medium selection and having at least 3 hits in three MS stations are selected.
Specific regions of the MS where the alignment is suboptimal are vetoed, as
a precaution. This constraint on MS stations, improves the pT resolution of
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muons above 1.5 TeV by approximately 30%, while reducing the reconstruc-
tion efficiency by about 20%.
The muon reconstruction efficiency in the region |η| < 2.5 is calculated with a
tag-and-probe method, using standard and well known decays such as Z → µµ
and J/Ψ → µµ to cover a broad muon transverse momentum spectrum. The tag
is a muon reconstructed in either the MS or the ID and it is used to test the probe
muon reconstructed in the other system (ID or MS). During the shutdown between
the LHC Run-1 and Run-2 (LS1), the MS was completed adding the last missing
chambers in the transition region between the barrel and the endcaps (1.0 < |η| <
1.4). Four RPC-equipped MDT chambers were also installed inside two elevator
shafts to improve the acceptance in that region compared to Run-1. Some of the
new MDT chambers are made of tubes with a smaller radius compared to the ones
used in the rest of the detector, allowing the detector to cope with higher rates.
Figures 62 and 63 show the reconstructed efficiency for muons in Run-1 and in
Run-2, respectively. In Figure 62, the drop in efficiency for CB muons at |η| ∼ 1.2
corresponds to the transition region between the barrel and the endcap region
where only one layer of MS chambers is present. This feature was recovered in
Run-2, thanks to the addition of extra muon chambers during the LS1.
Figure 62.: Muon reconstruction efficiency as a function of η for different type of muons re-
constructed in Run-1. For details on the muon reconstruction and identification
algorithms in Run-1, refer to [82].
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Figure 63.: Muon reconstruction efficiency as a function of the pseudorapidity η, measured
in Z → µµ events for muons with pT > 10 GeV shown for Medium (top), Tight
(bottom left), and High-pT (bottom right) muon selections in Run-2 at 13 TeV.
The top plot also shows the efficiency of the Loose selection (squares) in the
region |η| < 0.1 where the Loose and Medium selections differ significantly.
The error bars account only for the statistical uncertainty. Panels at the bottom
show the ratio of the measured to predicted efficiencies, with statistical and
systematic uncertainties. Figure from [81].
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5.4 jets reconstruction
Most of the LHC pp interactions result in quarks and gluons that undergo a
fragmentation and a hadronisation process, respectively, responsible for a narrow
cascade of partons and for the formation of colourless hadrons. These processes re-
sult in the formation of cones of particles, known as jets, around the direction of the
original object. Jet reconstruction is one of the key points of this analysis. Jets have
a hadronic and an electromagnetic component (due to pi0 → γγ decays) and they
are detected in both the hadronic and electromagnetic ATLAS calorimeters, where
they release energy deposits associated with collimated charged particle tracks re-
constructed in the ID.
The ATLAS jet reconstruction process is a sequential topological cluster algorithm
that builds three dimensional clusters from the energy deposits in the calorimeter
cells [83]. The reconstruction starts with the identification of seed cells, charac-
terised by a total energy at least 4σ above the noise level (electronic and pile-up
signals). If close-by cells have an energy significance greater than 2σ, they are itera-
tively added to the cluster, increasing its size. The resulting topo-cluster energy is
the sum of all the considered calorimeter cells and points to a direction calculated
averaging η and φ of the constituent cells.
Reconstructed jets have to satisfy several experimental and theoretical require-
ments, among them the most important are:
• Infrared Safety: the number of reconstructed jets has to be insensitive to the
effects of soft gluon emissions not originated by the hard scatter. For example,
if there is a low energy cluster between two energy clusters, the jet reconstruc-
tion algorithm has to be able to define them as two separate objects, as shown
in Figure 64.
• Collinear Safety: the number of reconstructed jets must be independent from
the effects of collinear splittings, as shown in Figure 65.
The anti-kT sequential clustering algorithm [84] used in this physics analysis
satisfies the above conditions. It works iteratively merging together the calorimeter
deposits, depending on the distance di,j between them and from the beam line di,B
defined as:
di,j = min
(
1
k2Ti
,
1
k2Tj
)
∆R2i,j
R2
di,B =
1
k2Ti
(49)
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Figure 64.: When applying the jet reconstruction algorithm, the initial two jets (a) remain
as two jets with an infrared safe algorithm (b), but converge to a single jet when
reconstructed using an infrared unsafe algorithm (c).
Figure 65.: A representation of a collinear safe (left) and unsafe (right) algorithm. The ver-
tical lines represent partons with the height proportional to their transverse
momentum, the rapidity is on the horizontal axis.
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where R2 =
(
ηi − ηj
)2
+
(
φi − φj
)2 and kTi,j , ηi,j and φi,j are the transverse mo-
mentum, the pseudorapidity and the azimuthal angle of the topological clusters i
and j, respectively. The anti-kT proceeds with the following steps:
1. define the distance d = min
(
di,j, di,B
)
2. if the minimum value is d = di,j, then combine i and j into a single object and
repeat the first step
3. if the minimum value is d = di,B, consider i as a final jet.
The recombination starts from the hardest object, ensuring that energy deposits
due to soft radiation will be merged to the hard object before being clustered
among themselves, resulting in a reconstructed jet unaffected by soft radiation. In
this analysis the parameter R is equal to 0.4, which defines the size of the jet cone
and the minimum distance between two un-merged jets.
The energy of reconstructed jets has to be calibrated to the truth energy of the
corresponding jet of stable hadronic particles. This process is based on a combina-
tion of simulated Montecarlo samples and data driven techniques. The calibration
accounts for several experimental effects, such as: calorimeter non compensation,
dead material in the detector, leakages due to showers reaching the outer areas of
the calorimeters, energy deposits below noise thresholds, pile-up and out-of cone
effects (fraction of energy lost due to low energy particles deflected at large angle
by the electromagnetic field and not reconstructed in the jet cone). The calibration
process results in the so called Jet Energy Scale uncertainties which is usually one
of the major systematic uncertainty in physics analyses.
Moreover, there is a second calibration that uses the local cell signal weighting
(LCW) method [83] to classify the topo-clusters as electromagnetic or hadronic
clusters, depending on their shower properties and apply Montecarlo based simu-
lations to the energy deposits due to hadronic calorimetric showers.
5.4.1 b-tagging
The identification of b-originating jets is of primary importance for the analy-
sis presented in this dissertation, because CAs and CPAs must be measured using
soft muons genuinely coming from heavy hadron decays. Various algorithms are
employed in ATLAS to reconstruct b-jets, most of them are based on the infor-
mation from the reconstructed tracks with large impact parameters and displaced
secondary vertices in the ID, as shown in Figure 66.
These techniques take advantage of the relatively long lifetime of B-hadrons,
which is of the order of 1.5 ps, meaning that a B-hadron with pT = 30 GeV will
have a mean flight path length < l >= βγcτ of the order of 3 mm in the transverse
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Figure 66.: A sketch of two light jets, emerging from the primary vertex and one b-jet,
originating from a secondary vertex. The flight path and the transverse impact
parameter d0 (reconstructed in the rφ plane) are also shown in red and blue,
respectively [85].
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direction before decaying.
In ATLAS, the most commonly used b-tagging method is a Multi-Variate technique
that merges impact parameters and displaced vertex information. The unique fea-
ture of this analysis is the usage of an alternative b-tagging technique called Soft
lepton Tagging that tags reconstructed jets as heavy flavour (HF) jets exploiting the
b(c)→ µ semi-leptonic branching ratio (∼ 21%).
Multi-Variate Techniques
The Multi-Variate techniques (MV) take inputs from other algorithms. The first
class of algorithms (JetProbe and IP3D [86]) exploits the impact parameter infor-
mation, while the second class of algorithms is explicitly based on the displaced
vertex reconstruction. The SV1 and SV2 algorithms fall in the second category: they
consider secondary vertex information and additional variables such as the ratio of
the energy associated to the tracks in a jet to the energy assigned to tracks associ-
ated with the primary vertex. These parameters are then combined in a likelihood
fit to improve the tagger performance.
Finally the JetFitter [87] algorithm is used, aiming at reconstructing the complete
b-hadron decay chain.
During Run-1 the Multi-Variate technique (so called MV1) was based on a neural
network approach [88] to discriminate b-originating jets from light (u, d, s-quark
or gluon jets) and c-jets. The working points calibrated at
√
s = 8 TeV for the MV1
tagger are shown in Table 16 [85].
Tagger b-jet efficiency (%) purity (%) c-jet rejection factor LF-jet rejection factor
MV1 70 92.28 4.97 136.66
MV1 80 85.41 3.08 25.18
MV1 85 76.86 2.38 9.66
Table 16.: Working Points (WP) for the MV1 tagger, calibrated by ATLAS for Run-1.
In Run-2 an improved MVA method, based on a Boosted Decision Tree algorithm
(BDT), is adopted. Figure 67 shows the MV1 light flavour rejection rate, as a func-
tion of the b-tagging efficiency.
The new approach, called MV2 [89] [90], improves the MV1 performances, taking
advantage also from the new IBL layer information. The main inputs, obtained from
the three basic algorithms (IP3D, SV and JetFitter), and fed to MVA algorithms are:
1. the jet transverse momentum
2. the invariant mass of tracks at the secondary vertex
3. the number of tracks from the secondary vertex
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Figure 67.: b-jet tagging efficiency versus light-flavour jet rejection for the three working
points of the MV1 b-tagging algorithm, evaluated on tt¯ events. Figure from [85].
4. the distance between the primary and secondary vertices
5. the distance between the primary and secondary vertices, divided by their
uncertainties
Three different MV2 variables are available: MV2c00, MV2c10 and MV2c20, indicat-
ing the c-jet fraction in the training, 0%, 10% and 20% respectively (i.e. in MV2c20,
the background sample is composed of 20% (80%) c- (light-flavour) jets.
Figure 68 shows the light-jet rejection as a function of the b-tagging efficiency for
the optimised MV2c00, MV2c10 and MV2c20 b-tagging algorithms. The rejection is
defined as the reciprocal of the fraction of light-jets sample that pass the b-tagging
algorithm requirements in a background sample.
The tagger adopted in this thesis is MV2c10 and the efficiency calibrations of
this algorithm are performed with fixed thresholds (or working points) of the tag
weights computed by the b-tagging algorithms, as shown in Table 17. These WP are
defined using a single cut value on the MV2 output distribution. In this analysis
the MV2c10 algorithm with a 77% working point will be used, as stated in 7.2.3.
weight-cut (%) b-jet efficiency (%) purity (%) c-jet rejection factor τ jet rejection LF-jet rejection factor
0.8529 59.99 96.68 16.16 53.47 276.16
0.6455 70.00 93.55 7.09 17.25 119.69
0.3706 77.00 89.81 4.21 8.09 57.90
-0.1416 84.99 82.31 2.47 3.75 18.97
Table 17.: Working Points (WP) for the MV2c10 tagger, calibrated by ATLAS for Run-2.
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Figure 68.: b-jet tagging efficiency versus light-flavour jet rejection for the three MV2 b-
tagging algorithm evaluated on tt¯ events. In the 2016 configuration the Mon-
tecarlo simulation has been adjusted to better represent the data conditions
expected in 2016 (pileup profile for 2016 data-taking). Figure from [89].
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Soft Lepton Tagging
Soft lepton taggers identify reconstructed jets as HF-originating jets, exploiting
the final state lepton in the jet decay chains. The resulting electron or muon is
collinear with the jet axis and usually has a wide pT distribution. A soft muon tag-
ging (SMT) technique is adopted in this dissertation and this choice will be justified
in details in Chapter 6. This is one of the unique features exploited by the analysis
presented in this thesis.
The SMT definition in Run-1 [91] was based on STACO combined muons, which
consisted of a statistical combination of an ID and a MS track in a combined
track [82]. A detailed description of the SMT algorithm adopted in Run-1 will be
given in Chapter 6, that will be entirely dedicated to this technique.
In Run-2 STACO muons are not supported and soft muons are defined using
Tight muons (refer to Section 5.3 for the Tight muon definition).
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5.5 missing transverse momentum recon-
struction
In semileptonic tt¯ events, missing transverse momentum is expected from the
leptonically decaying W boson.
Neutrinos are the only Standard Model particles that do not interact within the
detector volume, they escape undetected and hence they cannot be reconstructed.
Neutrinos can only be detected by indirect information: in pp collisions, the four-
momentum component orthogonal to the beam axis is zero before the protons
interaction and this quantity has to be conserved also in the final state. An imbal-
ance in the total measured transverse momentum in the final state indicates the
presence of an invisible particle in the event and, in the framework of the Standard
Model, neutrinos are the only viable candidates.
This missing transverse momentum is defined as the negative vectorial sum of all
the reconstructed objects transverse momenta [92]. The magnitude of the missing
transverse momentum is calculated using the reconstructed transverse momentum
of electrons, muons, taus, photons, jets and the soft terms detected in the ID, in the
calorimeter systems or a combination of both, as in formula 50.
EMissT = −
(
∑
e
peT +∑
µ
pµT +∑
τ
pτT +∑
γ
pγT +∑
jets
pjetsT +∑
Soft
pSoftT
)
(50)
pSoftT is composed by detector signal objects not associated with any hard object
reconstructed in the detector that can arise from ID tracks or calorimeter cells.
Part II.
Run-1 analysis
6
C A L I B R AT I O N O F T H E M I S TA G R AT E
O F T H E S M T
This chapter focuses on the calibration of the mistag rate of the momentum imbalance based
Soft Muon heavy flavour Tagging (SMT) algorithm, performed with data collected by the
ATLAS detector during 2012. The SMT has a lower tagging efficiency than vertex based
tagging algorithms due to the relatively small branching ratio of b-hadrons decaying to
muons, however it is a feature exploited by many physics measurements.
The first measurement of charge and CP asymmetries in heavy flavour b- or c-decays from
top-antitop lepton+jets events, using the data collected with the ATLAS detector during
Run 1 of the LHC, is also shown in Section 6.5.
6.1 the momentum imbalance based
soft muon tagger
An important feature of many physics analyses in the ATLAS collaboration pro-
gramme is the determination of the flavour of a jet. The identification of heavy
flavour (HF) jets is a crucial component of the analysis presented in this thesis.
The most common strategies developed and adopted by the ATLAS physicists to
discriminate between HF and light flavour (LF) originating jets rely on a charac-
teristic feature of the b and c hadrons: b-hadrons have a relatively long life time
(τ ∼ 10−12 s) if compared to other hadrons and they travel a greater distance (d)
in the ATLAS Detector (namely, in the beam pipe) than other hadrons. The decay
products of b-hadrons point back to a vertex which is displaced from the beam inter-
action point by a measurable distance (d ∼ a few mm) and the measured distance
between reconstructed primary and secondary vertices can be used to identify the
jet as a b-jet. The particular features exploited by MVA techniques to identify b-jets
are detailed in Section 5.4.1.
In contrast to the displaced vertex tagger, the Soft Lepton tagging (SLT) uses the
semi-leptonic decays of the b and c hadrons into leptons (electrons and muons)
which usually have low-pT and are collinear with the HF jet axis. The branching
ratios of the decay chains b→ ` and b→ c→ ` is ≈ 21% and the SMT algorithm is
complementary to the other taggers because it does not make use of any vertexing
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information and it is sensitive to a different set of b-tagging systematic uncertain-
ties, however the method suffers from a lower tagging efficiency if compared to the
displaced vertex techniques. Moreover, the SLT exploits a slightly different data
sample, the one coming from semi-leptonic b-hadron and charm-hadron decays,
with respect to the other taggers.
Soft electron tagging would require the reconstruction of a low energy EM shower
aligned with a jet but the jet itself has EM components in the ECAL and it would
be very challenging to distinguish the two. For this reason, this technique is not
utilised at ATLAS. On the other hand, a soft muon produced from a semi-leptonic
b-decay will traverse all the ATLAS detector and reach the MS losing only a small
amount of energy per ionisation. The fractional difference in momentum between
the candidate track in the ID and the MS will be very small and the muon tracks
will be collinear with the HF-originating jet axis.
The SMT draws on the momentum imbalance (MI) between a muon track measured
in the Inner Detector (ID) and a track in the Muon Spectrometer (MS) extrapolated
back to the ID (ME), defined in the equation 51.
MI =
pID − pME
pID
(51)
Where pID and pME are the magnitude of 3-momenta of the muons.
Light charged mesons (pi± and K±) decay predominantly into muons and thus
contribute significantly to a sample of jets with associated muons. Since these light
charged mesons have a long lifetime (τ ∼ 10−8 s), a small fraction of those mesons
decay between the end of the ID volume and the entrance of the muon system. In
cases when the ID measures the track parameters for the meson, the MS is sensitive
to the track of the muon produced in the decay, giving rise to an enlarged momen-
tum imbalance. As shown in figure 69 (left), the muon decaying from a light meson
gets a kink in its trajectory. For kinematic reasons (momentum conservation) the
muons gets part of the mother momentum and curves more in the magnetic field
because of the rigidity equation 52, resulting in a fractional difference in momen-
tum between a track candidate as measured in the ID, and as measured in the
MS.
BR =
p
e
(52)
Where R is the radius of curvature, B is the magnetic field applied in the ATLAS
detector, p is the 3-momentum of the charged particle and e is its charge.
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Figure 69.: Left: Muon decaying trajectory, kinked with respect to the mother particle trajec-
tory. Right: sketch of the muon candidate trajectories in the ID, in the calorime-
ter and in the MS detector [91].
As shown in figure 70, tracks in the MS aligned with ID tracks associated to true
HF hadrons and their decays have a small fractional difference in momentum and
a smaller value of MI, while other hadrons show a larger fractional difference in
momentum and a larger value of MI.
Jets selected using the MI parameter allow good light-jet rejection. Since there
are differences in the performance of the tagger when applied to data and to MC
simulations and also the amount of light mesons in the MC generator might be
different from data, a calibration is required and this results in a set of scale factors
(SF) to account for such differences.
However there are events where the SMT algorithm mistakenly tags a LF-originating
jet as an HF jet and this is known as mistag rate.
6.2 measurement of the mistag rate
This chapter describes my work in the calibration of the mistag rate of the SMT,
while the calibration of the efficiency of the SMT was performed elsewhere. As the
SMT depends only on quantities related to muon tracks, the calibration of the tag-
ger was performed using isolated J/Ψ → µµ low-pT muons and Z → µµ high-pT
muons. For a more comprehensive overview of these studies refer to [91].
The mistag rate is defined as the fraction of jets originating from gluons and light-
flavour (LF) which are mistakenly tagged by the SMT algorithm. Sources of mistag
rate may be both physical and instrumental. The first category includes decays in
flight of light hadrons like pions and kaons with a high-pT, while another con-
tribution is due to instrumental effects like punch-through of hadrons through the
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Figure 70.: Momentum imbalance distribution for ’signal’ soft muons, and ’fakes’ from
the decay of non-b-hadrons, i.e. LF-jets from of u-, d- or s-quarks, using tt¯ MC
simulations. The areas under each distribution has been normalised to unity.
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calorimetry (known as fake muons) and nuclear interactions of the constituents of
hard jets with the material in the calorimeters, which create high-pT muon tracks
in the Muon Spectrometer (MS).
The mistag rate is studied as a function of the pT of the jet under consideration,
in order to determine if there is a dependence on the jet kinematics. A full study
of the mistag rate dependence on pileup is also undertaken. There is no observed
η dependence so the mistag rate is evaluated over the full pseudorapidity region
|η| < 2.5.
The mistag rate is calibrated using a W+Jets estimation method for low-pT jets and
a dijet method for high-pT jets. This Chapter focuses on the high-pT jets. At low-
pT, the di-jet method suffers from low data statistics, originating from large trigger
prescales, as well as large systematic uncertainties due to the b-to-c jet fraction esti-
mated from the simulation. These uncertainties reduce significantly at high-pT and
the dijet method can extend to the TeV scales. The W+Jets estimation method only
covers jets up to a pT of around 150 GeV, however, it provides an abundance of data
statistics that are triggered via unprescaled muon triggers. The two methods have
different kinematic ranges and they are complementary in determining the mistag
rate and provide SFs.
6.3 high- pT mistag rate
with the di-jet method
The mistag rate is measured in both collision data and MC simulation from an
inclusive sample of QCD multi-jet events. Numerous jets in a multi-jet event may
fake a lepton or produce a real charged lepton and they may satisfy SMT tagging
requirements. Since it is extremely rare that a muon is misidentified as a jet in the
ATLAS detector, fakes mainly come from muons originated by light hadrons.
The sample is selected following the requirements in Section 6.3.1. Section 6.3.2
describes the di-jet sample and its features in the simulation. A method which
relies almost completely on data inputs is applied to data in order to isolate light
flavour-originated jets and evaluate the corresponding mistag rate. The method is
described in Section 6.3.3. Section 6.3.4 discusses the systematic uncertainties. The
results and the comparison of the mistag rate with MC expectations for a truth-
selected sample of LF jets are provided in Section 6.3.5, together with a discussion
on the associated systematic uncertainties.
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6.3.1 Data and MC samples and selections
Samples
The following samples are used to determine the mistag rate in data and the
expected one in MC simulation:
• Collision data:
– Data are taken from a multi-jet dataset recorded by the ATLAS detector
during 2012, in Run-1 with a centre of mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV.
– Only data taken when the full ATLAS detector is working properly are
taken into consideration, given the need of all detector components in
this analysis (tracking/vertexing, calorimetry for the jets and muon spec-
trometer for the tagging muon). In order to guarantee a good quality of
the data, only data collected when the ATLAS detector is fully opera-
tional are considered, these datasets are recorded in the so called Good
Run List (GRL). The GRL provides information about the status of the
LHC (i.e. if there is a stable beam) and about the ATLAS detector status
during the operations.
– The data are selected on-line using a logical OR of several jet triggers.
Each component in this jet trigger chain requires at least a jet above a
certain transverse energy (ET ) threshold at the Event Filter (EF). Jets are
reconstructed using the anti-k T algorithm with topological cell energy
clusters as signal input with a radius of R = 0.4. Jets with transverse
energy (ET ) from above 15 GeV up to 1 TeV are analysed.
The three lowest transverse energy triggers are selected at L1 by a ran-
dom pre-scaled trigger and are chosen because of their wider acceptance
at low jet pT with respect to the L1-jet-trigger seeded signatures, but are
very highly pre-scaled. The higher energy triggers guarantee access to
the higher pT region but with a lower pre-scale.
• MC simulation:
– An inclusive sample of di-jet events simulated with the MC generator
Pythia8+EvtGen (as described in Section 7.1) was used. This analysis
covers a wide pT range, so the MC simulation is divided into differ-
ent truth pT samples. Jets are ordered according to their truth-pT and
grouped in five slices, labelled from J0 to J4. These five samples are
combined and the correct shapes for the jet pT spectra are obtained by
applying the event weight (stored on an event-by-event basis) and then
normalising each JX sample to the corresponding cross section, filter ef-
ficiency, number of events, (taken from the ATLAS Metadata Interface
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AMI) and the luminosity of the data sample under consideration.
A final MC quality cut requiring (pTAvg/leading truth pT ) < 1.4,
where pTAvg refers to the mean di-jet pT described by formula 53, is ap-
plied to remove some events in the low-pT region which do not follow
an exponentially decreasing distribution as expected (see the J0 curve
in Figure 71). This cut is used to minimise the impact of energy fluctu-
ations and detector resolution related to detector resolution effects. It is
possible that either the leading jet pT is overestimated or the subleading
jet pT is underestimated. However, the cut on the average value mainly
compensates this effect.
pT Avg =
p (LJ)T + p
(SJ)
T
2
(53)
pT (LJ) is the transverse momentum of the leading jet while pT (SJ) refers
to the subleading jet.
– simulated events have to pass the same trigger combination as collision
data.
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Figure 71.: Left: Leading truth jet pT before quality cut applied. Problematic events in the
J0 sample are visible at low jet pT (the light blue spike). Right: Leading truth jet
pT after quality cut applied. Problematic events are removed.
Selections
In both data and simulation pre-selections are applied to guarantee good quality
of the events. In particular, no errors in the LAr calorimeter should be present [93].
The ATLAS detector records and reconstructs jets that can originate from either a
hard scatter proton-proton collision or a non-collision background processes such
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as beam-induced backgrounds, cosmic particles and detector noise. Since both col-
lisions and background jets can be reconstructed as physics objects in the detector,
it is crucial to have a set of selection criteria that can distinguish between them.
The development and implementation of these criteria is generally known as jet
cleaning in ATLAS. The jet cleaning is applied to both MC simulations and data
events. Only events containing at least one reconstructed primary vertex or one
pile-up vertex, with at least 5 tracks associated, are selected.
A jet is considered taggable if it satisfyes the requirements:
• pT > 15 GeV
• |η | < 2.5
• |JVF1| > 0.5 (for jets with pT < 50 GeV)
• it does not overlap with an electron of ET > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.5, calorimeter-
based isolation energy in ∆R < 0.2 less than 3.5 GeV. The overlap is defined
as ∆R(e, j) < 0.2.
The SMT algorithm is run on all jets passing the above selections.
SMT selection cuts
In this section there is a summary of the selection cuts applied to the muon in
order to use it for jet tagging. The selections are summarised in Table 18 where the
first two requirements focus on the muon definition criteria.The other selections fol-
lows the muon quality recommendations from the Muon Combined Performance
(MCP) group [95] and with the addition of specific cuts re-optimised for the MI
version. The last four requirements are selections on the kinematic range and the
impact parameters and their resolutions: d0 is the distance of closest approach of
the track to the primary vertex in the x-y plane, and z0 is the equivalent shift along
the z-axis (as shown in Figure 72). The final tagging cut requires MI < 0.1. The |d0|
and |z0 · sin(θ)| cuts are applied to suppress secondary and spurious tracks orig-
inated in the nuclear interactions of the hard scatter products with the beampipe
and the tracking detectors; or badly measured track with kink from a hadronic in-
teractions. The |z0 · sin(θ)| cut is also effective in suppressing tracks from different
vertices at high instantaneous luminosity.
From now on the jet pre-tag level is defined as the jet selection before the SMT
tagging decision.
1 The Jet vertex fraction (JVF) variable is defined as the scalar transverse momentum (pT) sum of the
tracks that are associated to the jet and originate from the hard-scatter vertex divided by the scalar
pT sum of all associated tracks [94].
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Figure 72.: Sketch of the track parameters in the transverse plane (left) and RZ-plane (right),
as defined in the ATLAS tracking frame.
Muon collection and type MCP quality cuts Flavour tagger specific cuts
STACO collection N(Pixel hits) + N(crossed dead Pixel sensors) > 0 pT > 4 GeV
Combined muon N(SCT hits) + N(crossed dead SCT sensors) > 4 |d0| < 3 mm
N(Pixel holes) + N(SCT holes) < 3 |z0 · sin(θ)| < 3 mm
If 0.1 < |η| < 1.9: N(TRT hits) + N(TRT outliers) > 5 ∆R(µ, j) < 0.5
N(TRT outliers) < 0.9 [N(TRT hits) + N(TRT outliers)]
Table 18.: Selection requirement applied to the jets. ∆R(µ, j) is defined as ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2, in case of
ambiguities, the muon is associated to the closest jet only.
Re-weighting of pT and η spectra in MC simulations
The Pythia di-jet MC simulation is not expected to describe the jet kinematics
of the data in an accurate way. Both jet pT and η are different in data and simula-
tion already at the pre-tag level. Furthermore trigger pre-scaling is applied to data
but not to MC simulation. The jet pT spectrum at pre-tag level is shown in Figure
73. The peaks visible in the pT spectrum in data correspond to the activation of
the various trigger thresholds affected by a lower pre-scale factor. The pre-tag dis-
tributions of η and the average number of interactions per bunch crossing, µ, are
displayed in Figure 74.
The re-weighting procedure is applied to the events such that the jet pT and η
distribution in MC simulations match the corresponding ones in data at pre-tag
level. In particular, the re-weighting factor is evaluated from a bi-dimensional com-
parison in the pT-η phase space of jets in data and MC simulations, applied after
the MC simulation has been re-weighted to pileup using a 1-D distribution of µ¯, on
an event-by-event basis depending on which trigger is activated. The resulting dis-
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Figure 73.: The leading and sub-leading jet pT distribution for individual triggers in MC
simulation (left) and data (right) in di-jet events at the pre-SMT tag level. The
black dots represent the total distribution across all triggers.
tributions of re-weighted jet kinematics at pre-tag and tag-level in MC simulations
are shown in comparison to data in Figures 75 to 77.
Even with the rescaling there remains a discrepancy for low pT jets at SMT-
tagged level; the overall outcome being that the jets are softer in data than simu-
lation, as shown in Figure 76. Furthermore it can be seen from Figure 78 that for
very low pT (less than 60 GeV) the leading/sub-leading jets are highly imbalanced,
in particular the sample in pT below 40 GeV consists almost entirely of sub-leading
jets. How well balanced the jets are will affect the SMT tagging rate, since in the de-
cay of a b− or c−jet to a muon there will also be a neutrino present, thus high MET.
This will correspond to a lower energy jet, and since, by definition, sub-leading
jets have a lower energy, a sample rich in sub-leading jets will have an enhanced
SMT rate. If the trigger for the event is much higher than the lower bound of the
pT range of the bin, all jets for this bin will be sub-leading and thus there will
be an enhancement in the number of SMT-tagged jets and a trigger bias will be
introduced. To remove this, a further requirement is imposed: for each pT bin only
events triggered by a jet with pT lower than or equal to the lower pT bound are
included. This ensures that the SMT rate is not tested in a pool of jets which is
artificially enriched in heavily unbalanced di-jets.
6.3.2 Determination of the Mistag Rate in Simulation
The expected mistag rate is extracted in MC simulations from reconstructed jets
originated by LF decays, using truth-level information. In this analysis simulated
jets are categorised according to their true origin into four classes: b, c, LF and τ
jets, using the truth information available in the ATLAS software called Athena for
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Figure 74.: Left: Comparison of the distribution of the number of interactions per bunch
crossing (µ¯) for MC simulation (red line) and data (black dots), before any
reweighting. Right: Comparison of the jet η distributions in MC simulation (red
line) and data (black dots) at the pre-SMT tag level.
Figure 75.: Jet pT distribution (leading and sub-leading jet) after re-weighting for each trig-
ger in MC simulation.
each jet in the collection.
The mistag rate is defined as:
εMCLF,SMT =
N(SMT tagged LF jets)
N(taggable LF jets)
(54)
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Figure 76.: Comparison of kinematic quantities (left to right: pT , η and φ) after the MC jets
have been re-weighted to pre-tag level pT , η and µ¯ in data. Top: pretag level
jets. Bottom: SMT tagged jets. The MC simulation and the data are normalized
separately to unit area.
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Figure 77.: Comparison of number of interactions per bunch crossing (left) and number of
pp interaction vertices (right) for pretag (top) and SMT tagged (bottom) events.
The MC simulation and data are normalized separately to unit area.
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pT range [GeV] εMC(L F ,S MT ) [10
−3]
25–35 1.29 ± 0.25
35–45 1.37 ± 0.16
45–55 1.92 ± 0.16
55–80 2.60 ± 0.12
80–110 3.26 ± 0.20
110–140 4.88 ± 0.21
140–180 6.01 ± 0.29
180–220 6.78 ± 0.50
220–280 8.01 ± 0.46
280–360 10.81 ± 0.52
360–460 11.46 ± 0.42
460–500 12.73 ± 0.71
500–1000 16.49 ± 0.50
Table 19.: Mistag rate of the SMT in simulation for LF-originated jets selected at truth level
(εMCLF,SMT) in events with at least one taggable jet, for jets binned by reconstructed
jet pT and integrated over all η. All triggers up to the lower boundary of the
pT bin are considered. Statistical uncertainties are of the order 10−5 or smaller
and only systematic uncertainties are shown in this table.
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Figure 78.: Leading (black) and sub-leading (red) pT distributions in data for jets before
SMT tagging.
The values of εMCLF,SMT as a function of jet pT are reported in Table 19.
The fake rate increases with the jet pT presumably due to the fact that high
energy LF-jets are expected to produce on average higher pT muons and tracks
which in turn have a lesser imbalance in momentum between the ID and MS than
decays in flight of lower pT mesons. Figure 79 shows the SMT muon pT , the jet
pT and the momentum imbalance distributions for di-jet data and MC light-flavour
simulations.
6.3.3 Determination of the Mistag Rate in Data
The MC simulation is not expected to model perfectly the fragmentation of light
flavour quarks and the decay of light flavour hadrons, nor to model accurately
all processes creating fake tags, like nuclear interactions and punch-through of
(mainly) light mesons. Therefore the goal is to measure the SMT mistag rate relying
on data information as much as possible.
A method based on a system of equations is used in order to extract the mistag
rate from quantities measured in data. In this analysis the SMT is the tagger to
calibrate and a lifetime tagger (LT) based on secondary vertex information is used
as an auxiliary tagger to select an enhanced sample of LF-originated jets in data.
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Figure 79.: Top left: 2D contour plot of the pT of the SMT muon as a function of the jet
pT in data. Top right: profile of the SMT muon pT against jet pT for both data
and MC simulation. Bottom left: 2D contour plot of the MI vs SMT µ pT in data.
Bottom right: profile of the MI vs SMT µ pT for both data and MC simulation.
In the profiles, red circles represent di-jet simulation and black circles are data.
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Looking at events with two, and only two, jets passing all the selection of Section
6.3.1 we form two ensembles of events: in the first there are all events in which
at least one jet is not HF-tagged by the LT of choice (single veto); in the second
category there are events in which both jets are not HF-tagged by the LT (double
veto).
Given that the LT efficiency to tag HF-originated jets, εHF,MV1, is not 100%, then in
the first sample there is a contamination from HF pair production (bb¯ and cc¯). In the
second sample the rate of HF-originated jets is expected to be further suppressed.
The amount of HF in the double veto sample largely determines the magnitude of
the uncertainty associated with the measurement of the mistag rate. Therefore, it is
important to choose a LT with a high HF tagging efficiency (highest available HF
rejection in the veto). The lifetime tagger that is used in this case is MV1 at nominal
80% efficiency, using the working point w(MV1) ≥ 0.3511 as the veto [85].
The number of jets in data which are tagged by the SMT in each of the two above
samples is given by Equation 55,
N (1)data ,S MT = N
(1)
data [(εH F ,S MT · f H F ) + (ε L F ,S MT · [1 − f H F ]) ] (55a)
N (2)data ,S MT = N
(2)
data [(εH F ,S MT · f ′H F ) + (ε L F ,S MT · [1 − f ′H F ]) ] (55b)
where N (1)data (N
(2)
data) is the number of selected jets in events of the type single
(double) veto, N (1)data ,S MT (N
(2)
data ,S MT ) is the number of selected jets in events of
the type single (double) veto, which are also tagged by the SMT. The ε L F ,S MT is
the unknown SMT mistag rate, εH F ,S MT is the SMT tagging efficiency for HF and
f H F , f ′H F are the fractions of heavy flavour jets in the single- and double-vetoed
samples, respectively. The f ′H F , i.e. the heavy flavour component of the double-
vetoed sample, can be related to the heavy flavour component in the single-vetoed
sample f H F by defining the ratio R H F , MV 1 in Equation 56:
R H F , MV 1 = 1 −
f ′H F N
(2)
data
f H F N
(1)
data
= 1 − N
(2)
H F
N (1)H F
, (56)
hence solving the system of equations in 55 for the SMT mistag rate (see Ap-
pendix)
ε L F ,S MT =
[N (1)data ,S MT · (1 − R H F , MV 1 ) − N (2)data ,S MT ]
[N (1)data · (1 − R H F , MV 1 ) − N (2)data ]
(57)
The ratio R H F , MV 1 is not known in data and is taken from simulation for each
of the pT bins for which the mistag rate is extracted. It takes into account the HF
tagging scale factors (SFH F) for the efficiency modelling of the MV1 tagger. SFH F
are corrections applied to MC simulations to reproduce data [85]. Heavy flavour (b-
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and c-) jets are scaled according to their flavour using truth matching. Any HF jet
that is MV1 tagged is scaled by the MV1 efficiency factor for that flavour whereas
any jet not MV1 tagged is scaled by the inefficiency factor.
The plot in Figure 80 shows the fraction of heavy flavour events in the single and
double vetoed samples, according to the simulation. The single veto sample has an
heavy flavour fraction of about 30% of the jets, whereas the double vetoed sample
has a heavy flavour contamination of just below 10%.
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Figure 80.: Fraction of heavy flavour jets in the single and double MV1-vetoed di-jet sam-
ples, from MC simulation.
6.3.4 Systematic uncertainties
The main causes for systematic uncertainties in the measurement of ε L F ,S MT
arise from both the use of MV1 as an advanced lifetime tagger and the residual
heavy flavour component in the samples.
The HF sample, from which R H F , MV 1 is obtained, is made up of b- and c-jets se-
lected at truth level. Each HF jet is scaled using the MV1 scale factor, taking into
account whether the jet is b- or c-originating.
The systematic uncertainty associated with R H F , MV 1 originates from MV1 algo-
rithm calibration efficiency and it is calculated independently for c- and b-jets us-
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ing the eigenvector variation method in which the scale factor for MV1 for c-(b-)jets
is increased by ±σ (where σ is the uncertainty on the scale factor applied to each
HF jet). There are 10 eigenvector variations (because the MV1 calibration was per-
formed in 10 pT bins) for b-jet and 6 for c-jets (because the MV1 calibration was
performed in 6 pT bins, each yielding a new measurement of the HF efficiency).
Uncertainties due to the MV1 calibration for jets above 300 GeV are derived by
extrapolating back from lower pT .
The fraction of b-originated jets over the total HF-jets in the Pythia di-jet MC is
assigned a systematic uncertainty by varying the nominal fraction by factors of 0.5
and 2.0. Similarly, the overall heavy flavour content is also varied by factors of
0.5 and 2.0. In addition to these systematic uncertainties, due to the heavy flavour
sample composition, other uncertainties are considered: the momentum imbalance
scale factors, the muon reconstruction ID scale factors and the MV1 scale factors
(including that from the bias as described in section 6.3.4) and they were added in
quadrature with the statistical uncertainties.
The values of R H F , MV 1 and the associated uncertainties are shown in the table 20
and Figure 81.
pT [GeV] R H F , MV 1
25–35 GeV 0.529+0.019−0.022
35–45 GeV 0.504+0.013−0.013
45–55 GeV 0.521+0.019−0.016
55–80 GeV 0.548+0.018−0.015
80–110 GeV 0.572+0.018−0.016
110–140 GeV 0.570+0.019−0.016
140–180 GeV 0.567+0.022−0.020
180–220 GeV 0.561+0.025−0.022
220–280 GeV 0.555+0.026−0.024
280–360 GeV 0.553+0.025−0.022
360–460 GeV 0.554+0.020−0.020
460–500 GeV 0.539+0.019−0.018
500–1000 GeV 0.543+0.018−0.018
Table 20.: RHF,MV1 in simulation and including uncertainties from the MV1 calibration and
the heavy flavour composition of the samples.
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Figure 81.: The values of RHF as a function of pT . The error band includes systematic un-
certainties from the MV1 and the heavy flavour composition of the samples.
Bias of the method from MV1 veto
In order to verify (and quantify) a possible bias of the mistag rate estimation
arising from usage of the single and double veto events with respect to the true
mistag rate in our sample, it is possible to rely on MC simulation. The assumption
is that the same relative bias observed in the simulation is also present in data. The
bias is defined as:
δ =
εLF ,S MT ,true − εLF ,S MT , MV 1 veto
εLF ,S MT ,true
, (58)
where εLF ,S MT ,true is the fake rate of the SMT (tagging rate of light-flavour jets)
in the simulation with truth matching, and εLF ,S MT , MV 1 veto is the fake rate of the
SMT (tagging rate of light-flavour jets) in the simulation with truth matching but
only for jets which have a MV1-veto. This fake rate is evaluated for events with at
least one taggable jet as a function of the jet pT (for the central and forward regions
in η). The bias is shown in Figure 82.
The requirement of an MV1 veto is seen to introduce a bias of −0.5%, which is
negligible compared to the method uncertainties.
Bias of the method from heavy flavour composition
The set of Equations 55 assumes the same efficiency εHF,SMT for both the single-
veto and the double-veto sample. Since the samples contain a different mix of bot-
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Figure 82.: Top: Mistag rate in MC events with at least one taggable jet, for LF-originated
jets selected at truth level (blue triangles) and selected at truth level and with
MV1 weight w < 0.3511 (MV1 vetoed, green triangles). Bottom: Bias, δ, as a
function of jet pT .
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tom and charm, this assumption is only an approximation. Indeed a closure test
performed on MC simulated di-jets shows a bias originating from the different
εHF,SMT for the two samples. Figures 83 and 84 show the bottom to charm ratio in
the single and double veto samples and the average SMT efficiency on those heavy
flavour events. The double veto action suppresses primarily bottom quarks, reduc-
ing the ratio. The SMT efficiency shown is an average over the b and c mixture of
the sample.
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Figure 83.: The bottom to charm ratio in the single and double veto samples.
The plots in Figure 85 show the closure test of the Equations 55. In the variations
plotted, the heavy flavour component has been doubled and halved both in the b
to c content and in absolute value with respect to the light flavour component of
the samples. The correction, in absolute value, is of about 1.4 10−3 and is indepen-
dent of the actual fake rate, as indicated in Figure 85 (right plot), being dependent
instead only on the HF composition of the sample. The independence on the fake
rate is deduced both from the pT dependence, which corresponds also to a span
of fake rate values changing by an order of magnitude from 0.001 to nearly 0.02,
and from a test in which we increased by 3 the simulated fake rate for all pT bins.
A bias correction magnitude will be applied to the measurement in the data.
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Figure 84.: The efficiency of the SMT on the heavy flavour events present within the single
and double veto samples.
6.3.5 Results
The mistag rate εdataLF,SMT is measured on data using Equation 57. The values for
N(1,2), N(1,2)SMT, the corresponding mistag rates for data and simulation and scale
factors are presented in Table 21 and in graphical form in Figure 86. The negative
value of the first bin is possible due to the combined effect of a low RHF and an
excess in the number of tagged jets in the single veto sample but is well within
statistical uncertainties. The scale factor is defined as follows:
S FL F ,S MT =
εdataL F ,S MT
εMCL F ,S MT
. (59)
The values of the closure bias from the heavy flavour composition are also included
in the Table 21 (Offset).
6.3.6 Study of the dependence on multiple interactions and pile-up
In order to apply the mistag rate measurement and scale factor to other datasets,
the mistag rate dependence on the number of interactions and pileup at the detec-
tor (especially tracking) level was studied.
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flavour tag rate. The plot on the right reports the difference between measured
and true fake rate. As additional test test, the true fake rate has been also in-
creased entirely by a factor of three across all pT bins.
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pT [GeV] N (1) N (2) N
(1)
S MT N
(2)
S MT ε
D ata
(L F ,S MT ) [10
−3] Offset [10−3] S FD ata/ MC
25–35 3753 2883 20 9 −0.38 ± 2.97+0.44−0.36 2.27+1.65−1.22 1.48+2.59−2.58
35–45 18773 14543 121 57 −0.58 ± 1.53+0.33−0.32 0.39+1.16−1.05 −0.13+1.39−1.39
45–55 23894 18500 157 81 0.82 ± 1.24+0.41−0.35 1.80+1.67−1.21 1.36+1.00−1.01
55–80 87204 66651 787 362 0.23 ± 0.76+0.46−0.48 1.25+1.44−1.15 0.57+0.60−0.61
80–110 114707 86388 1289 621 1.86 ± 0.69+0.69−0.51 1.20+1.45−1.16 0.94+0.47−0.48
110–140 130799 97457 1753 819 1.58 ± 0.74+0.74−0.70 1.99+1.86−1.30 0.73+0.38−0.39
140–180 80817 59729 1097 568 3.76 ± 0.94+0.94−0.69 0.61+1.42−1.15 0.73+0.29−0.29
180–220 416223 306153 4554 2541 4.39 ± 0.37+0.37−0.53 2.20+1.34−1.11 0.97+0.20−0.20
220–280 754508 548355 8847 5050 5.24 ± 0.30+0.57−0.57 1.58+1.27−1.09 0.85+0.17−0.17
280–360 826344 588785 10674 6225 6.63 ± 0.48+0.87−0.56 2.71+2.02−1.37 0.86+0.17−0.17
360–460 2650000 1830000 41262 24178 8.91 ± 0.21+0.56−0.52 −0.06+1.50−1.20 0.77+0.13−0.13
460–500 372866 250382 6711 3950 10.91 ± 0.68+0.65−0.60 1.20+1.36−1.16 0.95+0.12−0.12
500–1000 515188 334595 10858 6233 12.82 ± 0.70+0.83−0.74 1.05+1.63−1.26 0.84+0.11−0.11
Table 21.: Left to right: Number of jets in the single (N(1)) and double (N(2)) veto sam-
ples at pretag level; Number of jets tagged by the SMT momentum imbalance
algorithm in the single (N(1)SMT) and double (N
(2)
SMT) veto samples; Mistag rate in
data (εData
(LF,SMT)) with statistical (the first set) and systematic (the second set) un-
certainties; Offset for closure bias test (Offset); Scale factor ratio (bias corrected)
of mistag rate in data to simulation (SFData/MC) with the total statistical and
systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 86.: Mistag rate in data (black dots) and simulation (red and green) as a function
of the jet pT , integrated over all η. The uncertainties in black are statistical only
and in red and green bands are including systematic. The right panel shows the
ratio between data and MC simulation.
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Given the SMT only relies on a well reconstructed and identified muon track
and there is little dependence of muon tracking on pileup, we have reason to be-
lieve that pileup and multiple interactions (MI) should not affect the mistag rate.
To test this, the dataset is divided up into 5 bins in < µ > (the number of in-
teractions per bunch crossing) and 4 bins in the number of reconstructed vertices
(No.Reco.Vertices). The plots in Fig. 87 and Fig. 88 show the efficiency of MV1 as a
function of the average number of interactions and of the number of reconstructed
vertices. The behaviour is consistent with no dependence. The plots in Fig. 89 show
the SMT fake tagging efficiency as a function of the number of vertices and num-
ber of interactions measured in data and from the truth simulation. The ratio of the
efficiencies, i.e. the scale factor, is shown in Fig. 90. The SF is independent on the
number of reconstructed vertices, while a small trend is visible as a function of the
number of interactions, i.e. the fake rate increases slightly with more pile-up but it
is negligible.
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Figure 87.: Efficiency of tagging heavy flavour jets with MV1 in sumulation as a function
of the average number of interactions, < µ >. Left: b- and c- jets; Right: all
heavy flavour jets.
6.3.7 Complementarity of the W+jets and Di-jets fake rate evaluations
The complementarity of the W+jets and di-jets method are evident considering
that for di-jets there are very large trigger prescales in the region pT < 140 GeV,
while the W+jets estimate is optimal below 100 GeV. More coarsely-binned scale
factors are given in Table 22 and presented in Figure 91 alongside the W+jets esti-
mates. Here, statistical and systematic uncertainties have been combined in quadra-
ture. The W+jets and the di-jets method are in agreement within the errors and they
can be used in the low-pT and high-pT regions respectively, since they are two com-
plementary methods. These methods were used in the measurements of charge
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Figure 88.: Efficiency of tagging heavy flavour jets with MV1 in simulation as a function
of the average number of reconstructed vertices. Left: b- and c- jets; Right: all
heavy flavour jets.
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Figure 89.: SMT fake efficiency for data and MC simulation as a function of the average
number of interactions, < µ > (left) and the average number of reconstructed
vertices (right).
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Figure 90.: Scale factor of the SMT fake efficiency between data and MC simulation as a
function of the average number of interactions, < µ > (left) and the average
number of reconstructed vertices (right).
and CP asymmetries in b-hadron decays using top-quark events collected by the
ATLAS detector in pp collisions at
√
s = 8 TeV [16].
pT range [GeV] fHF [%] f ′HF [%] ε
MC
(LF,SMT) [10
−3] εData(LF,SMT) [10
−3] SFData/MC
25–80 21 16 2.24± 0.09 0.15± 1.03+0.43−0.42 0.66+0.86−0.78
80–140 23 18 4.16± 0.15 1.72± 0.72+0.58−0.56 0.80+0.46−0.37
140–220 16 11 6.60± 0.39 4.28± 0.46+0.71−0.72 0.94+0.22−0.18
220–360 13 10 9.81± 0.37 5.94± 0.30+0.02−0.07 0.83+0.17−0.13
360–500 11 9 11.63± 0.38 9.14± 0.25+0.05−0.02 0.83+0.12−0.10
500–1000 12 9 16.49± 0.50 12.82± 0.70+0.71−0.85 0.90+0.11−0.10
Table 22.: Left to right: εLF,SMT in MC, εLF,SMT in data with statistical (the first set) and
systematic (the second set) uncertainties, and the ratio SFData/MC with combined
statistical and systematic uncertainties as a function of jet pT . The closure bias
has been corrected in the Scale Factor. The fHF and f ′HF are the fractions of heavy
flavour defined in Eq. 55. The approximate values are calculated from data using
the same equation and the simulated εHF,SMT .
6.4 conclusions on the run-1 smt mistag
rate calibration
The results of the calibration of the efficiency and mistag rate of the Soft Muon
Flavour Tagger in its momentum imbalance version have been presented.
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Figure 91.: Coarsely-binned mistag rate in data (black dots) and simulation (blue) as a func-
tion of the jet pT , integrated over all η. The uncertainties include statistical and
systematic. The lower panel shows the ratio between data and MC simulation
for both the di-jet and the W+jets methods.
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In this Chapter, the calibration of the mistag rate has been shown as performed
with a dijet inclusive sample. The mistag rate is of order 10−3 for jets below 100 GeV
to 10−2 at around and over 500 GeV in both data and MC simulation; the agreement
between data and simulation is within 20%, which is remarkably good considering
that the SMT mistag rate is the result of light-flavour fragmentation physics and
detector mis-reconstruction. The data to MC scale factor is given binned in pT of
the jets.
The HF overall fraction and composition (b, c) dominates the uncertainty on the SFs
at low pT while the MV1 efficiency dominates the uncertainty at high pT.
In all the performed studies there is no dependence of the mistag rate and SFs on
multiple interactions and pile-up.
6.5 measurement of charge and CP asym-
metries at 8 TeV
The calibration of the mistag rate of the SMT was a key element for the measure-
ments of charge and CP asymmetries in B-hadron decays using top-quark events
collected by the ATLAS detector during Run-1, published in this paper [16].
The Run-1 analysis proceeds as follows, and the Run-2 analysis is based on the
same guidelines:
1. The analysis first performs a "standard” tt¯ lepton+jets events selection, using
objects reconstructed by the ATLAS detector [52].
2. Events are selected in which a jet is b-tagged with both a displaced vertex
based algorithm and a soft muon tagger algorithm, called SMT. Since the
measurement presented in this thesis focuses on CAs in heavy flavour mixing
and decays, double tagging is required to reduce the contribution from soft
muon not originating from heavy hadrons decays, i.e. reduce the component
of soft muons coming from light-jets which can spoil the measurement.
3. The inclusive tt¯ cross section is measured to demonstrate that the data is well
understood.
4. A kinematic likelihood algorithm, the KLFitter [96], is performed to fully
reconstruct the tt¯ system.
5. The KLFitter determines if an SMT muon comes from the same- or different-
top quark than the lepton from the W-boson decay. This allows a precise
determination of the initial charge of the b.
a) For same-top SMT muons : W± → b∓
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b) For different-top SMT muons : W± → b∓
6. Charge asymmetry input distributions are measured in the data.
7. Background is subtracted and the data are unfolded to the fiducial volume.
The data are separated into same- and different-top-like SMT muons, as illustrated
in Figure 92, by a kinematic likelihood fitter (KLFitter), detailed in Chapter 8.
The KLFitter places Breit-Wigner mass constraints on the top-quark and W-boson
masses, and permutes reconstructed jets into each possible position in the lead-
ing order parton representation of the t t¯ system. If a reconstructed b-tagged jet
is mapped by the KLFitter to be in a leptonic b-jet position, then the SMT muon
is considered to be same-top-like, whereas if the b-tagged jet is mapped to the
KLFitter hadronic b-jet position then the SMT muon is considered to be different-
top-like. The yield of SMT muons, that are designated as same-top-like is shown in
Figure 92.: Illustration of same- and different-top SMT muons.
Figures 93 while those designated as different-top-like is shown in Figure 94. For
different-top-like SMT muons, the sign of the W-boson lepton has been reversed
in order to consistently represent the charge of the b-quark at production in both
the same- and different-top scenarios. The observed data are then combined and
unfolded to the particle level.
The decay-chain fractions are obtained from simulation at the particle level. They
can be used in conjunction with the observed charge asymmetries in order to ex-
tract the various CP asymmetries. The largest uncertainties in the decay-chain frac-
tions come from the hadron-to-muon branching ratio and the parton shower. The
data and MC predictions are compatible with zero and with the SM predictions, as
shown in Table 23.
CP asymmetries are measured in b-hadron decays using top-pair events in 8 TeV
ATLAS data. Also a measurement of Abcdir is performed, which improves the existing
2σ limit on Ac`dir and provides an equivalent 2σ limit on A
bc
dir. All reported results
are found to be consistent with the Standard Model. The largest uncertainty on all
reported asymmetries is statistical. With the Run 2 ATLAS dataset, the statistical
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Figure 93.: Same-top like charge pairings distribution in the muon-channel (the electron
channel is similar). The hashed area represents all the experimental systematic
uncertainties as well as the b-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branch-
ing ratio uncertainties. The lower panel of the distributions show the ratio of
the data divided by the simulation [16].
Figure 94.: Different-top like charge pairings distribution in the muon-channel (the electron
channel is similar). The hashed area represents all the experimental systematic
uncertainties as well as the b-hadron production and hadron-to-muon branch-
ing ratio uncertainties. The lower panel of the distributions show the ratio of
the data divided by the simulation [16].
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Data
(
10−2
)
MC
(
10−2
)
Existing limits (2σ)
(
10−2
)
SM prediction
(
10−2
)
Ass −0.7± 0.8 0.05± 0.23 - < 10−2
Aos 0.4± 0.5 −0.03± 0.13 - < 10−2
Abmix −2.5± 2.8 0.2± 0.7 < 0.1 < 10−3
Ab`dir 0.5 ± 0.5 −0.03± 0.14 < 1.2 < 10−5
Ac`dir 1.0± 1.0 −0.06± 0.25 < 6.0 < 10−9
Abcdir −1.0± 1.1 0.07± 0.29 - < 10−7
Table 23.: Comparison of measurements of charge asymmetries and constraints on CP
asymmetries, with MC simulation, existing experimental limits [42, 44] and SM
predictions [39, 43, 45]. The latter two columns represent upper limits on the
absolute values |A|. For Abmix the last two columns are determined using the pre-
scription from Ref. [39], with inputs from the HFAG world average of b-hadrons
properties [42] and either the world average [42] or the SM predictions [43] for
adsl and a
s
sl respectively.
uncertainty will be smaller than the systematic uncertainties hence the aim is to
reduce this systematic uncertainty in Run-2 analysis.
Part III.
Run-2 analysis
7
E V E N T S E L E C T I O N
In this Chapter, the Run-2 analysis event selection will be described and only the Run-2
objects definition will be considered in the following. References to the Run-1 event selection
will be given in this Chapter, if relevant.
7.1 data and simulation samples
The charge asymmetry analysis, the subject of this thesis, is performed using the
2015 and 2016 data samples collected by the ATLAS experiment in p p collisions at
a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV , with 25 ns bunch spacing, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 ± 1.2 fb−1.
Data are used only if recorded during stable beam conditions and with all relevant
ATLAS detector subsystems operational, as required by the so called ATLAS Good
Run List.
The expected signal and background distributions are simulated using Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation samples. All simulated samples were processed through the same
reconstruction algorithms and analysis chain as the data.
Details on the simulation samples used to model the t t¯ signal and the back-
grounds are listed below. Signal simulation samples:
• Nominal t t¯: Powheg [97] generator interfaced with Pythia8 [98] to model the
parton shower
• Additional radiation t t¯ sample (see Section 9.2.4): Powheg generator inter-
faced withPythia8 to model the parton shower
• PDFs (see Section 9.2.7): the default PDF is NNPDF3.0 which is one of the
component PDFs used in PDF4LHC15
• MC generator systematic on t t¯: aMC@NLO [99] generator interfaced withPythia8
to model the parton shower
• Parton shower systematic on t t¯: Powheg generator interfaced with Herwig7.1.3 [100]
to model the parton shower
Background simulation samples:
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• single top t-channel, s-channel and W t-channel: Powheg generator interfaced
withPythia6 [101] to model the parton shower
• W+jets: Sherpa2.2.1 [102] generator
• Z+jets: Sherpa2.2.1 generator
• Diboson W W , W Z, Z Z: Sherpa2.2.1 generator
All the samples were adopted following the recommendations of the ATLAS
Top quark group. Most of them used the full ATLAS detector simulation [103]
given by GEANT4 [104], however some systematic samples were generated with a
faster simulation making use of parametrised showers in the ATLAS calorimeters
(ATLFAST2 [105]).
All the t t¯ samples used, have a caveat: two reweightings are applied on them.
These reweightings are applied on:
1. the production fractions of B-hadrons and C-hadrons
2. the branching ratio (BR) of the decay of B-hadrons and C-hadrons to muons
These reweightings guarantee the uniformity of the treatment of those variables
among the different generators employed for the MC samples. The production frac-
tions and BRs are reweighted to the Particle Data Group values, the corresponding
uncertainties are considered as systematics. More details on this procedure are
given in the Systematic Chapter.
The physics objects used for event selection in this analysis are electrons, muons,
jets and b-jets.
7.2 object selection
Objects reconstructed with the ATLAS detector, as outlined in Chapter 5, are
required to undergo the selections described in the following sections to enter the
analysis presented in this thesis.
7.2.1 Electrons
Electron candidates [106, 107] are reconstructed from energy deposits (clusters)
in the electromagnetic calorimeter associated to reconstructed tracks in the Inner
Detector. Candidates are required to be within the range |ηcluster | < 2.47 and can-
didates in the calorimetry transition region 1.37 < |ηcluster | < 1.52 are excluded.
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Electrons must pass the Tight likelihood identification criterion (TightLH, see Sec-
tion 5.2) and further selections on the transverse and longitudinal impact parame-
ters:
1. |z0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm
2. | d0
σ(d0 )
| < 5
where d0 is the distance of closest approach of the track to the primary vertex in
the x-y plane and σ(d0 ) is its uncertainty, and z0 is the equivalent shift along the
z-axis.
Electrons must have pT > 27 GeV for both 2015 and 2016 data sets; moreover a
veto on additional leptons in the event is applied.
To further reduce the background from non-prompt electrons, photon conver-
sions and hadrons decays, electron candidates are also required to be isolated. Both
tracking and calorimeter information are used for the isolation requirement. Two
sets of cuts are applied on ID and calorimeter-based parameters, respectively:
• pT dependent cuts are applied to the scalar sum of the transverse momenta
of other tracks from the primary vertex within a cone around the electron
track (the so called Pt-Cone),
• ET dependent cuts are applied to the scalar sum of the transverse energies,
measured in the calorimeter cells within a cone, called Et-Cone, excluding the
energy associated to the particle itself.
The analysis described in this thesis exploits an efficiency targeted operating point
(called gradient isolation working point): the Pt-Cone and Et-Cone parameters de-
scribed above are used in order to obtain a given isolation efficiency ε. The target
efficiency used in the gradient isolation working point is e = 0.1143 pT [GeV ] +
92.14% (until the plateau is at 100% efficiency) for both the calorimeter-based and
track-based cuts [108].
Typical ε values, obtained combining ID and calorimeter based efficiencies, are 90%
at pT=25 GeV and 99% efficiency at pT=60 GeV [110], but these efficiencies are
quoted based on examination of events without jets (and are thus slightly smaller
for events in this analysis topology).
Moreover a procedure, known as overlap removal, is employed: if a reconstructed
electron is close to another reconstructed object (typically jets), within a cone of
∆R < 0.2, the jets are removed. Both electrons and jets are reconstructed using the
energy deposits in the ATLAS calorimeter system, so the overlap removal prevents
double counting of energy clusters. In addition if there are surviving jets within
a cone of ∆R < 0.4 of electrons, the electrons are discarded in order to suppress
semileptonic b → e decays.
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7.2.2 Muons
Muon candidates are reconstructed from track segments in the Muon Spectrome-
ter and matched with tracks found in the Inner Detector. The final muon candidates
are refitted using the complete track information from both detector systems, and
they are required to satisfy pT > 4 GeV and |η | < 2.5.
The absolute value of a muon’s d0 significance must be less than 3, and the value
of |z0 sin θ | must be less than 0.5 mm.
This analysis exploits two different muon objects: prompt muons (or "isolated
muons" or "hard muons") coming from the W-boson leptonic decay and muons
originating from the b-hadron semileptonic decay (called "soft muons" or SMT-
muons in the following).
Different additional requirements are then applied to select and distinguish prompt
muons and soft muons.
Prompt muons are required to:
1. have pT > 27 GeV
2. satisfy the Medium quality requirements [111]
3. be isolated according to the gradient isolation working point (see Section 7.2.1)
4. be separated by ∆R > 0.4 from the nearest selected jet. However, if this jet
has less than three associated tracks, the muon is kept and the jet is removed
to avoid an inefficiency for high-energy muons undergoing significant energy
loss in the calorimeter.
Muons with pT > 4 GeV not passing the above selection can be selected as soft
muons.
Soft Muons
Soft muons are required to:
1. pass the Tight quality requirements [111]
2. be closer than 0.4 in ∆R within a selected jet
3. have |d0 | < 3 mm
4. have |z0 sinθ | < 3 mm
In case more than one muon passing these criteria is found for a given jet, the
soft muon with the highest pT is chosen. The closest jet to a soft muon is defined
as a "SMT-tagged" jet in the following. Moreover, for soft muons no overlap re-
moval with jets is applied. More details on the soft muon tagging used in Run-2
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analysis are in Chapter 5 and in reference [112], where there is also a dedicated
study to muon performances inside jets showing that the muon reconstruction and
identification efficiencies are compatible for isolated/prompt and non isolated/non
prompt muons.
7.2.3 Jets
Candidate jets are reconstructed using the three-dimensional topological energy
clusters [113] deposited in the calorimeters. Jets reconstruction is performed using
the anti-kT jet algorithm [114] with a radius parameter of 0.4.
Reconstructed jets are required to have pT > 25 GeV and |η | < 2.5. Quality
criteria (also called jet cleaning procedure) are required to identify jets arising from
non-collision sources or detector noise and any event containing at least one such
jet is removed. This procedure causes a negligible loss of efficiency [115].
In order to avoid selecting jets from secondary p p-interactions, an additional re-
quirement is imposed on the Jet Vertex Tagger (JVT)1 [116]. Jets with pT < 60 GeV
and in the central (|η| < 2.4) region of the detector must have JVT> 0.59 to reduce
the effects of pile-up minimum bias interactions. This requirement is applied on
both data and simulation samples.
b-tagging
An algorithm based on multivariate techniques is used to identify jets originat-
ing from the hadronisation of a b quark (b-tagged jets). This algorithm combines
information from the impact parameter of displaced vertex tracks and topological
properties of secondary and tertiary decay vertices reconstructed within the jet.
In this analysis, the b-tagging is performed placing a selection requirement on the
weight of the MV2c10 tagger, which is trained on simulated tt¯ events in order to
discriminate b-jets from light-jets (90%) and c-jets (10%) backgrounds.
The ATLAS Flavour Tagging Group supports several MV2c10 working points at
85, 77, 70, and 60% b-jet efficiency (see Table 17 and Figure 68 for insights). This
analysis approach is to use the recommended working point with 77% efficiency
for b-tagged jets with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 in tt¯ events.
Additional b-tagging is performed using the semi-leptonic muon tagging (SMT), as
defined in Section 5.4.1.
In the b-tagging, several improvements with respect to Run-1 can be noticed: for ex-
ample the additional impact parameter and track information provided by the IBL,
and an improved multivariate training (MV2 versus MV1) used to make the selec-
1 Due to increase in collsion energy in the ATLAS Run-2, a new method called the Jet Vertex Tagger
has been developed to replace the JVF method. JVT identifies and suppresses pile-up jets and it is
fully described in [116]
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tion, for further details on the Multi Variate techniques adopted in ATLAS refer to
Section 5.4.1.Going from Run-1 to Run-2 measurement, there were improvements
also in the SMT definition, as outlined in the next Section.
Run-1 and Run-2 SMT comparison
For the charge asymmetry measurement performed in Run-2, the SMT algorithm
definition changed and a Tight-based algorithm (see Section 5.3 for Tight muon
definition) was implemented, as described in Section 5.4.1.
In Run-2, the baseline selection employed for soft muons is the following:
• pµT > 4 GeV
• |η| < 2.5
• |d0| < 3 mm
• |z0 sin θ| < 3 mm
• Combined Medium muons
On top of this baseline selection, several options were considered in order to
improve the rejection of fake soft muons: the first tested option was tested a cut
on MI, in analogy with the Run-1 SMT, another option is the usage of the Tight
working point for muons. Among the cuts applied to select Tight muons, one is
similar to the aforementioned MI and it is defined as:
MICB =
pIDT − pMET
pCBT
(60)
where CB stands for Combined muons.
Figures 95 and 96 show a comparison of the efficiency of the MI and of the Tight
requirement for muons originated by heavy-flavour hadrons, as estimated on the
tt¯ Montecarlo sample. A Tight-based SMT shows a slightly higher efficiency and
is chosen as soft muon tagging in this analysis. For completeness, the results for
the mistag rate for a MI-based (Run-1) and Tight-based (Run-2) SMT algorithm
are reported in Table 24. The mistag rate for the Tight-based SMT algorithm was
measured on a W+jets MC simulation sample. Both taggers show similar perfor-
mances. Considering that the Tight working point for muons is fully supported
by the ATLAS performance group, the Tight-based SMT was chosen as baseline
option.
The SF for the SMT Mistag rate measured in Run-2, in the inclusive jet pT region
is SF = 1.096± 0.140 quoting both statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 95.: Fraction of combined muons originated by heavy-flavour hadrons passing a
MI < 0.1 cut (black) or the tight requirement (red) as a function of η of the
muon.
Figure 96.: Fraction of combined muons originated by heavy-flavour hadrons passing a
MI < 0.1 cut (black) or the tight requirement (red) as a function of pT of the
muon.
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jet pT [GeV] Mistag rate MI-based SMT [10−3] Mistag rate tight-based SMT [10−3]
25-35 1.01± 0.087 1.10± 0.09
35-45 1.78± 0.19 1.84± 0.20
45-55 2.56± 0.32 2.79± 0.33
55-80 2.55± 0.26 2.38± 0.24
80-110 3.38± 0.36 3.05± 0.34
110-140 5.00± 0.60 4.79± 0.59
140-180 5.65± 0.56 5.50± 0.53
180-220 6.72± 0.73 5.44± 0.91
220-280 8.84± 0.97 8.37± 0.92
280-360 13.5± 1.42 11.2± 1.27
360-460 15.9± 2.03 12.5± 1.92
460-500 10.5± 4.52 9.58± 4.18
500-1000 24.4± 2.25 19.6± 1.93
Table 24.: Mistag rate for a MI-based and Tight-based SMT algorithm.
7.2.4 Missing Transverse Energy and W Transverse Mass
Semileptonic tt¯ events are characterised by the presence of missing energy in the
plane transverse to the beam axis, due to neutrinos. The missing transverse energy
in the event, EmissT , is defined as the magnitude of the negative vector sum pT of all
selected and calibrated physics objects in the event.
Another related parameter is the W transverse mass defined by the formula 61:
mT(W) =
√
2p`TE
miss
T (1− cos∆φ) (61)
where p`T (E
miss
T ) is the transverse momentum (energy) of the muon or the electron
(neutrino) and ∆φ is the azimuthal angle separation between the lepton and the
direction of the missing transverse energy.
The following requirement, called triangular cut, is applied to select events contain-
ing neutrinos:
• EmissT > 30 GeV and E
miss
T + mT(W) > 60 GeV
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7.3 trigger selection
The event selection used in this analysis is seeded by the lowest un-prescaled
single electron and single muon triggers.
For the 2015 data set, this analysis exploits three electron high-level triggers with
different pT thresholds (24, 60 and 120 GeV) with electron identification qualities
set to medium, medium, and loose respectively. For the trigger with the lowest
pT threshold, there is also an isolation requirement from hadronic activity in the
calorimeter, and η-dependent trigger thresholds are applied.
About muons, two triggers with pT thresholds set to 20 GeV and 50 GeV have been
used. For the lowest muon trigger a loose isolation cut is also required.
The trigger menu used in the 2016 data analysis shows several changes, imple-
mented to take into account the increase of the LHC instantaneous luminosity. This
translates in higher pT threshold requirements for electrons and muons. So, the elec-
tron pT thresholds were set to 26, 60 and 140 GeV, respectively. The lowest pT thresh-
old electron trigger applies also a track isolation requirement of p
cone20
T
ET
> 0.12 in
order to reduce the effects of multijet backgrounds.
The muon pT thresholds were set to 26 and 50 GeV thresholds. Tighter identifica-
tion and isolation requirements are also required both for electrons and muons. For
the muon trigger with the lowest pT threshold there is a further isolation require-
ment: p
varcone30
T
pT
< 0.073.
Single electron (muon) triggers are combined with a logical OR to identify electron
(muon) signals.
7.4 event selection
The event selection aims at selecting a sample enriched in tt¯ events and it is
seeded by the lowest un-prescaled single electron or single-muon trigger chains.
Different trigger chains are used for data collected in 2015 and 2016, as summarised
in Section 7.3.
In addition, events are required to have at least one reconstructed vertex: there
must be at least two tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV and they have to be consistent with
the beam-collision region in the x – y plane. If cases with multiple vertices are re-
constructed, the primary vertex is taken as the vertex with the largest sum of the
2 The track isolation pconeT is computed by summing the pT of all Inner Detector tracks within a cone
of dR = 0.X(0.2, 0.3, 0.4) centered around the lepton track.
3 If there are boosted signatures or very busy environments, in which other objects can end up very
close to the lepton direction, a variable-cone size track isolation, called pvarconeT , can be used. For this
variable, the cone size gets smaller for larger transverse momentum of the lepton.
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squared transverse momenta of its associated tracks.
The event pre-selection can be summarised as follows:
• the event has to pass the lowest un-prescaled single-electron or single-muon
trigger selection
• there must be exactly one electron or prompt muon with pT > 27 GeV, matched
to the trigger
• no additional electrons or prompt muons with pT > 25 GeV
• at least four jets.
In addition to this preselection criteria, other additional requirements are ap-
plied:
• EmissT > 30 GeV and E
miss
T + mT(W) > 60 GeV (triangular cut)
• one jet tagged by both the SMT-tagged jet and the MV2c10 algorithms. If
more than one SMT-tagged jet is present in the event, only the one with the
highest-pT muon is considered.
All these requirements identify the analysis signal selection.
7.5 signal composition and t t¯ background
Soft muons in tt events can originate from various sources.
Truth information about the soft muon decay chains are stored in Montecarlo sim-
ulations. It is possible to identify the origin of the soft muon as coming from a
b-quark produced in a t→Wb decay if the B-hadron and the b-quark are spatially
matched within ∆R < 0.1. These events will be classified as signal soft muons.
It might happen that a muon is produced by a B-hadron not coming from the
top decay chain (e.g. coming from a b-quark produced by a ISR/FSR gluon split-
ting), or from a c-hadron associated with a c-quark not coming from the t → b
decay chain (either from gluon splitting, or e.g. from the W → cs decay for the
hadronically decaying W in top pair events). These soft muons will be referred to
as SMT-background.
Moreover, there are reconstructed muons with no associated truth information:
these are typically called SMT-fakes. They are muons coming from the decay of
light hadrons, such as pions or kaons, or from detector background.
This translates into three tt events categories, classified according to the soft muon
origin: tt SMT-signal, tt SMT-background and tt SMT-fakes.
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The following list accounts for all these possibilities and shows the fraction of
events falling in each category, as measured on tt simulated events relative to the
baseline selection described above:
• t t SMT-signal (about 77% of the events):
– t → b, b → B, B → µ: 44.8%
– t → b, b → B, B → c, c → µ: 29.4%
– t → b, b → B, B → τ , τ → µ: 2.1%
– t → b, b → B, B → c, c → τ , τ → µ: 0.7%
• t t SMT-bkg (about 15.5% of the events), where b, c, and τ not coming from
t → b decay chain come from gluon splitting:
– b not coming from t → b decay chain, b → µ: 1.1%
– c not coming from t → b decay chain, c → µ: 11.1%
– τ not coming from t → b decay chain, τ → µ: 0.6%
– W → µ (dilepton t t events): 2.9%
• t t SMT-fakes: 7.5%
For this measurement only t t SMT-signal events are proper signal, containing
full lepton charges information.
7.6 event yields in the optimised selection
The event selection outlined in Section 7.4 is optimised in order to maximise the
signal purity in the final data sample and to reduce the uncertainties on the final re-
sults. This analysis is not expected to be limited by its statistical uncertainty, but by
its systematic uncertainties. This means that EmissT and mT (W ) cuts can be safely
applied to enhance the signal purity without concerns on statistics limitations (as
it was the case for the Run-1 analysis).
The optimal selection aims at maximising the signal significance, defined as S/
√
S + B,
and minimising the background fraction, defined as B/(S + B). S and B denote
the number of signal and background events respectively after a selection is per-
formed.
In order to reduce the SMT-background events, a combinations of the SMT tag-
ger with the MV2c10 tagger is considered. A reconstructed jet is identified as a
b-originated jet if it is tagged by both the SMT tagger and the MV2c10 tagger: this
defines the b-tag double selection, used in the optimised selection.
Tables 25 and 26 show the yields breakdown in the signal and background regions
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in the lepton, electron and muon+jets channels and if the event is tagged with the
SMT method only (labelled as SMT-tag) or if the SMT information is combined
with the MV2c10 tagger (b-tag double). Table 27 shows that the SMT information
combined with the MV2c10 tagger maximises the signal significance while reduc-
ing the background, so this will be considered as the optimised event selection in
the analysis.
≥ 4 jets, EmissT > 30 GeV, EmissT + mT (W ) > 60 GeV, b-tag double
`+jets e+jets µ+jets
t t¯ (SMT-signal) 315 000 ± 562 162 000 ± 402 154 000 ± 392
tt¯ (SMT-background) 22 700 ± 151 11 700 ± 108 11 000 ± 105
tt¯ (SMT-fakes) 15 300 ± 124 7940 ± 89 7320 ± 86
Single top 20 400 ± 143 10 500 ± 154 9890 ± 150
W+jets 25 900 ± 161 12 900 ± 114 13 000 ± 113
Z+jets 7280 ± 85 4140 ± 64 3140 ± 56
Diboson 120 ± 11 66 ± 8 54 ± 7
Multi-jet 8480 ± 92 4560 ± 68 3920 ± 63
Total 415 000 ± 644 213 000 ± 462 202 000 ± 449
∑ Backgrounds 100 000 ± 316 51 900 ± 228 48 300 ± 220
Table 25.: Event yields after the b-tag double selection. The first column shows the overall
yields, while the split in the electron and muon channels is shown in the second
and third columns. The reported uncertainties on the predictions from the differ-
ent processes only include the statistical uncertainties (from the limited number
of simulated events, or, in the case of the multi-jet background, from the Matrix
Method).
7.7 fiducial volume
Since an Unfolding procedure (outlined in Section 10.2) is needed to extract the
charge asymmetry measured by this analysis, it is useful to define a fiducial volume
as close as possible to the nominal event selection.
The fiducial selection requirements are listed below:
1. only one prompt electron OR muon, with a veto on second hard lepton (no
additional electron or prompt muon with pT > 15 GeV)
2. hard lepton pT > 27 GeV
3. lepton |η| < 2.5
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≥ 4 jets, EmissT > 30 GeV, EmissT + mT(W) > 60 GeV, SMT-tag
`+jets e+jets µ+jets
tt¯ (SMT-signal) 385 000 ± 620 197 000 ± 444 187 000 ± 433
tt¯ (SMT-background) 62 900 ± 251 32 600 ± 180 30 300 ± 174
tt¯ (SMT-fakes) 35 600 ± 189 18 600 ± 136 17 000 ± 130
Single top 28 200 ± 168 14 600 ± 180 13 600 ± 175
W+jets 76 100 ± 276 37 800 ± 194 38 300 ± 196
Z+jets 36 700 ± 192 9200 ± 96 27 500 ± 166
Diboson 838 ± 29 383 ± 20 465 ± 21
Multi-jet 15 600 ± 125 8590 ± 93 6960 ± 83
Total 641 000 ± 801 319 000 ± 565 322 000 ± 567
∑ Backgrounds 256 000 ± 506 122 000 ± 349 134 000 ± 366
Table 26.: Event yields after the SMT-tag selection. The first column shows the overall
yields, while the split in the electron and muon channels is shown in the second
and third columns. The reported uncertainties on the predictions from the differ-
ent processes only include the statistical uncertainties (from the limited number
of simulated events, or, in the case of the multi-jet background, from the Matrix
Method).
b-tag double
`+jets e+jets µ+jets
S/
√
S + B 489 350 342
B/(S + B) 0.240 0.240 0.240
SMT-tag
`+jets e+jets µ+jets
S/
√
S + B 481 330 350
B/(S + B) 0.400 0.420 0.380
Table 27.: Signal significance and background in the two b-tagging options considered.
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4. at least 4 reconstructed jets, using the anti-kt algorithm with a cone radius of
∆R = 0.4
5. jet pT > 25 GeV
6. jet |η| < 2.5
7. at least one b-jet with a semileptonic b→ µ decay
8. EmissT > 30 GeV and E
miss
T + mT(W) > 60 GeV
7.8 background estimation
Although a large tt¯ pair production is expected at the LHC (given a centre of
mass energy of 13 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1, ∼ 30 millions of
tt¯ events are expected), it is crucial to distinguish signal from background events.
The signal final state signature is defined by two charged leptons, missing trans-
verse energy and four jets, out of which at least one has to be b-tagged, and this
physics signature can be shared by several other physics processes arising from pp
collisions can fake the signal.
After event selection, the main background processes arise from the production of
single top quarks, as well as W- or Z-boson production in association with jets. A
small contribution comes from diboson (WW, WZ, ZZ) production. Events not con-
taining real prompt leptons also contribute to the selected sample via the misiden-
tification of a jet or a photon as an electron or the presence of non-prompt electrons
or muons passing the prompt isolated lepton selection (multijet contribution).
The crucial feature for this charge asymmetry measurement is to understand if
the final state lepton charges are produced symmetrically or asymmetrically in the
background processes. For example in multijet, Z+jets and diboson backgrounds
leptons are produced charge symmetrically, and the charges of the hard charged-
lepton (from the W-boson decay) and the soft-muon are uncorrelated. The contri-
bution of these backgrounds should be flat in the the charge asymmetries (CA)
distributions. Other backgrounds, such as W+jets and single-top, produce leptons
in the final state whose charges are correlated. These charge asymmetric produc-
tion will contribute with non-flat distributions to the charge asymmetries and must
be estimated carefully.
Figure 97 shows several examples of Feynman diagrams for each background
channel, with short labels to identify production charge (a)symmetries and lepton
charge correlations in each case.
Most of the backgrounds are well-modelled by Montecarlo simulations, but the
W+jets and multijet backgrounds need a data driven estimation and they will be
discussed separately.
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Figure 97.: Examples of Feynman diagrams for each of the primary backgrounds to the tt¯
lepton+jets signal events. Labels indicate the production charge (a)symmetries
and correlations between the charges of the charged final state leptons from the
W-boson decay and the SMT.
7.8.1 Diboson Background
Diboson events (WW, WZ, ZZ), where one of the bosons decays leptonically and
the other one decays hadronically, may satisfy the event selection as they contain
real leptons, missing transverse momentum, and jets with either one real heavy
flavour b-tagged jet or a mistagged light-flavour jet. WW and ZZ diboson events
are produced charge symmetrically, however WZ events are produced charge asym-
metrically because the W+-boson production has a larger cross section compared to
the W−-boson production due to the valence quark content of the colliding protons
(uud).
7.8.2 Single-top Background
Single-top events can satisfy the event selection requirements because they con-
tain a real charged-lepton and missing momentum, if the W-boson decays leptoni-
cally, and a real b-jets from the top-quark decay. Other jets can be detected in coin-
cidence with single-top decays and thus provide the signal signature. At the LHC,
t-channel (∼ 72% of the overall single-top cross section) and s-channel (∼ 4%) sin-
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gle top events are produced asymmetrically, with more top quark events produced
than anti-top quark events, while the Wt channel (∼ 24%) single top events are pro-
duced symmetrically. In the first single-top diagram of Figure 97 they two leptons
will be correlated in charge, if the charged lepton and the SMT muon both origi-
nate from the decay products of the top quark. In the second and third diagram,
the lepton and soft muon charges are uncorrelated and the b-jet could be tagged. In
the Wt diagram the charges are correlated again, assuming both leptons originate
from the decay products of the top quark.
7.8.3 Z+jets Background
Z+jets events can result in leptons (charged or neutral) coincident with heavy or
light flavour jets resulting from gluon splitting, for example. If the Z-boson decays
into two charged leptons (Z → e+e− or Z → µ+µ−) and one of the leptons fails
to be reconstructed (due to detector inefficiencies or fall outside of the selection
acceptance) it may fake the missing transverse momentum in the event. In cases
when the Z decays via two un-charged leptons (Z → νν¯), one of the additional jets
may fake the signature of a real electron in the calorimeters. Finally, Z → τ+τ−
events may fake the signal signature because they may result in a real lepton and
neutrino, if one of the τs undergoes a leptonic decay, and jets if the other τ decays
hadronically. In Z+jets events the SMT muon and the charged prompt lepton are
uncorrelated.
7.8.4 Multijet Background
Multijet events have a huge cross section and contain numerous jets which may
satisfy the imposed b-tagging requirements. Also the SMT tagging requirements
can be passed by one of the jets. If a jet is misidentified as a lepton or if a heavy
flavour jet really contains a lepton, due to a semileptonic decay, it may satisfy
the lepton selection requirements. Missing momentum could be present in multi-
jet events due to misconstruction. Even if the misconstruction probability is small,
the multijet background is significative because its production cross section is very
large.
The isolated charged lepton and SMT charges are uncorrelated in multijet back-
grounds.
To estimate the multijet backgrounds data driven methods are utilised because our
knowledge of QCD processes is not good enough to predict multijet final states.
The analysis presented in this thesis is based on tt¯ semi-leptonic events and the
evaluation of the background due to the mis-identification of the prompt lepton is
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of primary importance.
Also this background estimation, as the W+jets one, is performed using a data-
driven method called Matrix Method [118] because the Montecarlo simulations do
not reproduce data in a good way.
The multijet background consists of two components: events where a jet or a photon
is misidentified as a lepton (referred to as fake lepton) or events containing non-
prompt leptons. The multijet background estimation starts selecting a data sample
enhanced in fake and non-prompt leptons, obtained removing the lepton isolation
requirements and, for electrons, loosening the identification criteria. Then, the ef-
ficiency for these ’loose’ leptons to satisfy the nominal selection (’tight’) criteria is
measured in data, separately for real prompt leptons and for fake or non-prompt
leptons.
Z-boson events where the Z-boson decays leptonically in muon or electron pairs
are utilised to measure the real prompt lepton efficiency, while the efficiency for
fake and non-prompt leptons is measured in a data sample with low missing trans-
verse momentum and low values of the reconstructed leptonic W-boson transverse
mass.
The number of fake or non-prompt leptons satisfying the tight criteria can be cal-
culated by inverting the matrix defined by the system of equations 62.
Nl = Nlr + N
l
f
Nt = εrNlr + εfN
l
f
(62)
where Nl (Nt) is the number of events observed in data passing the loose (tight)
lepton selection, Nlr (Nlf) is the number of events with a real prompt (fake or non-
prompt) lepton in the loose lepton sample, and finally εr (εf) is the efficiency for
these events to pass the tight lepton selection.
The efficiencies εfNlf can be extracted from the equations above and consequently
a weight can be assigned to each event selected in the loose lepton data sample.
Thanks to this procedure it is possible to provide a prediction for both the yields
and the kinematic distribution shapes for the fake and non-prompt lepton back-
ground.
The obtained efficiencies εr and εf are parameterised as a function of the following
event and object variables:
• lepton transverse momentum, plepT
• lepton pseudorapidity, ηlep
• leading jet transverse momentum, pj0T
• number of b-tagged jets
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• azimuthal separation, ∆φ(`, EmissT )
• minimum distance minj∈Jets ∆R(`, j)
The parameterisations are split according to the channel (e+jets and µ+jets) and
by year (2015 and 2016) and for the real and fake efficiency.
7.8.5 W+jets Background
Also to estimate the W+jets background a data-driven method is utilised, as
described in the next section. This is one of the most prevalent background of this
analysis because of its large production cross-section and because of the presence of
real charged-leptons, b-jets and missing momentum in the final state. In particular,
in the Wc production mode there is correlation between the prompt charged lepton
and the soft muon (coming from c→ µ), due to the correlation of the initial charges
of the W-boson and c-quark. In the other cases the charges are uncorrelated.
7.9 data-driven determination of the W +jets
background
7.9.1 W+jets normalisation
Data-driven methods are adopted to estimate the W+jets background because
MC simulations are not reliable: in MC simulations there is significant uncertainty
on the overall normalisation of the W+jets background and on the quark-flavour
composition of the jets.
The W+jets background estimation consists mainly of two components: the W+jets
absolute normalisation and the flavour fractions evaluation (W + cc, W + bb, W + c
and W + l f ).
In pp collisions the W+jets production is charge-asymmetric meaning that there is
a non-unitary ratio of positive to negative W-bosons. This is a consequence of the
parton PDFs composition and the valence quark anti-quark content of the protons
(uud), generating a larger production cross-section for positively charged W bosons,
compared to negatively charged W bosons, as expressed in formula 63.
r =
σ (pp→W+)
σ (pp→W−) =
NMCW+
NMCW−
> 1 (63)
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NMCW± are the number of positive/negative W-boson events in MC simulations.
r is a well known and theoretically understood quantity [117], that can be safely
estimated in MC simulations (rMC).
The other tt¯ backgrounds produce symmetrically positive and negative leptons,
with the exception of single-Top production via s− or t−channel. In the data-driven
determination of the W+jets background, the single-Top contribution, estimated
from MC simulations, is subtracted from the data yields.
The ratio r can be related to the yields from the data samples containing a positive
and a negative high-pT lepton, D+ and D− respectively, through formula 64.
NW+ + NW− =
(
N MCW+ + N
MC
W−
)(
N MCW+ − N MCW−
) (D+ − D−) = ( r MC + 1
r MC − 1
) (
D+ − D−) (64)
A normalisation scale factor for the W+jets process can therefore be measured
as:
S FC A =
( r MC+1r MC−1 )(D
+ − D− )
N MCW+ + N
MC
W−
(65)
This step is performed without any b-tagging requirement.
7.9.2 W+jets flavour composition
Another method is required to estimate the flavour fractions present in the jets
from the W+jets background.
The flavour composition of the W+jets background can be broken down into four
sub-categories: W + cc, W + bb, W + c and W + l f (where l f is the acronymous
for light flavour), and they are fixed with data driven techniques to accurately
predict the number of W+jets events which will satisfy the tagging requirements
used within the analysis.
A set of scaling factors, K i (i = c , c c¯ , b b¯ , l f ), are derived and they are used to alter
the relative flavour fractions in MC simulations in order to provide a data-driven
W+jets estimation. The system has three constraints:
1. the sum of the flavour fractions at pre-tag level that must sum to one
2. the total number of positive charged data events, tagged by the SMT tagger
3. the total number of negatively charged data events, tagged by the SMT tagger
However, four scaling factors are required to fully describe the system. To be able
to solve the system another assumption is necessary: Kbb = Kcc ; this consequently
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leads to the final scale factors for W + bb and W + cc also being set equal to one
another.
A further step is required in order to determine the total number of positively and
negatively charged data events: all non W+jets MC and multijet contributions are
subtracted from the tagged data yields, as described in Equation 66.
DW± = N±Data − N±MC − N±Mul t i j e t (66)
The resulting system of three equations and three unknowns is described by the
linear equation system in matrix 67, where S FC A is the scale factor for the charge
asymmetry, described in equation 65, and N iMC ,W± are the tagged yields for the
W+jets MC for each flavour i.

S FC A ·
(
N bbMC ,W− + N
cc
MC ,W−
)
S FC A · N cMC ,W− S FC A · N l fMC ,W−
( f bb + f cc ) f c f L F
S FC A ·
(
N bbMC ,W+ + N
cc
MC ,W+
)
S FC A · N cMC ,W+ S FC A · N l fMC ,W+
 ·

Kbb ,cc
Kc
KL F
 =

DW−
1.0
DW+

(67)
This linear equation system is solved via matrix inversion and using an iterative
approach.
The complete procedure used to evaluate the W+jets background is the following:
1. the W+jets normalisation is estimated in data at pre-tag level with the charge
asymmetry method, which results in a scale factor S FC A , as in equation 65;
2. the S FC A is applied to the W+jets MC simulations, and the flavour composi-
tion is measured in data for the tagged sample (i.e. events with at least one
jet tagged by MV2c10). Corrections factors K i are calculated for the flavour
fractions of W+jets;
3. the K i factors are applied at pre-tag level, since they modify the S FC A mea-
surement, and points 2 and 3 are iterated until both S FC A and the K i factors
are stable.
The combination of the data-driven methods listed above provides the total esti-
mation for the W+jets background.
The W+jets background evaluation is obtained in a region (1-lepton and 2-jet ex-
clusive bin) with high-statistics with the aim of reducing the uncertainties. The K i
factors calculated in the two jets bin are used also in other multiplicity bins, in
particular for the analysis region of 1-lepton and 4-jets inclusive region. The W+
jets normalisation is instead evaluated in each jet multiplicity bin.
Table 28 shows the W+jets data driven method results in the 1-lepton and 2-jet
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exclusive bin region. The data-driven estimate is recalculated for every systematic
variation affecting the analysis.
SF2jetsCA Kbbcc Kc Kl f
Nominal 1.132 0.988 1.110 0.974
Syst [%] [%] [%] [%]
Data Stat ±0.4 ±2.7 ±2.1 ±0.3
MC Stat ±3.0 ±17.9 ±13.2 ±1.9
luminosity ±2.5 ±0.7 ±1.8 ±0.6
pileup ±1.8 ±6.0 ±7.2 ±1.3
jvt ±0.3 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.0
muon trigger ±1.3 ±0.5 ±1.1 ±0.4
muon ID ±0.9 ±0.3 ±0.8 ±0.3
muon isolation ±0.3 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.1
muon TTVA ±0.1 ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.0
b-tagging SF (b TAG) ±0.6 ±3.9 ±2.8 ±1.3
b-tagging SF (c TAG) ±0.8 ±2.0 ±3.7 ±1.3
b-tagging SF (light TAG) ±2.1 ±11.5 ±9.8 ±4.1
b-tagging extrapolation ±0.0 ±0.1 ±0.3 ±0.1
muon scale ±0.2 ±1.3 ±1.1 ±0.2
MET soft term ±0.5 ±5.9 ±3.8 ±0.5
JER ±7.8 ±23.4 ±6.0 ±1.1
JES ±12.1 ±14.7 ±9.5 ±3.3
tt¯ xsec ±0.8 ±0.5 ±3.8 ±1.0
Z+jets xsec ±1.5 ±0.5 ±6.5 ±1.8
singleTop xsec ±0.1 ±1.8 ±0.0 ±0.2
diboson xsec ±0.0 ±0.0 ±0.2 ±0.0
multijet norm ±3.7 ±1.4 ±16.3 ±4.4
tt¯ modelling ±0.7 ±1.0 ±3.3 ±0.8
singleTop modelling ±0.2 ±4.0 ±1.5 ±0.3
tt¯+singleTop radiation ±0.4 ±1.5 ±1.7 ±0.5
W+jets PDF ±4.5 ±13.7 ±11.2 ±3.9
Total Syst ±16.5 ±39.2 ±31.0 ±8.9
Table 28.: Results for the charge asymmetry SF and for the flavour fractions K factors; the
impact of systematic uncertainties (see Chapter 9) is shown. The systematic uncer-
tainties have been symmetrised here. All these quantities are calculated for events
with exactly two jets. The percentages are calculated as 100 · modi f ied−nominalnominal .
As discussed above, the procedure to correct W+jets is to take the K i factors from
the 2 jets bin, and the S FC A factor from the relative jet multiplicity bin. The final
result to be used for the normalisation of the W + bb and W + cc components in
the signal region is 0.903 ± 24.4%, for the W + c component the result is 1.014 ±
44.7%, and finally for the W + l f component the result is 0.890 ± 31.1%.
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7.10 control plots
This section is dedicated to control plots where data is compared to the sum of
the predicted signal and backgrounds, for different distributions relevant for this
measurement and after the event selection described in the previous sections. In the
data/MC agreement there does not appear to be any discrepancy. The distributions
are shown in the lepton+jets (where lepton means electron or muon) channels. In
all plots, the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see Chapter 9) are shown.
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Figure 98.: The isolated lepton η lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 99.: The isolated lepton pT , lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 100.: Number of jets in the b-tag double selection, lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 101.: Jet pT , lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 102.: Jet energy, lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 103.: Jet η, lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 104.: Missing transverse energy, lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 105.: The transverse mass of the isolated lepton - neutrino pair mT(W), lepton+jets
channel.
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Figure 106.: The soft muon pT , lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 107.: The soft muon η, lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 108.: Angular distance between the soft muon and the jet, lepton+jets channel.
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Figure 109.: Angular distance between the soft muon and the prompt lepton, lepton+jets
channel.
8
K I N E M AT I C L I K E L I H O O D F I T T E R
To accurately reconstruct tt¯ events and find the correct charge-pairings of soft muons
and charged hard lepton from the W- boson decay, it is important to separate events into
two categories. In tt¯ events, if both the leptons originate from the decay products of an
individual top quark (they are on the same side of the decay) they are classified as same top
(ST) events; if the two leptons come from the decay products of two different top quarks they
are classified as different top (DT). In order to determine the ST/DT separation, a kinematic
fitting is employed. The default settings and the optimal configuration of the kinematic
fitting is described below. The best purity achieved is of the order of 90%, with an increase
of ∼ 10% with respect to Run-1 performances. This is a crucial task for the CA asymmetry
analysis because a better performing fitter corresponds to a better accuracy in the systematic
uncertainties which affect the analysis.
8.1 kinematic likelihood fitter
The KLFitter [96] is a kinematic likelihood based fitter which fully reconstructs
the tt¯ system shown in figure 110, for the tt¯ semi-leptonic decay.
Figure 110.: Leading order Feynman diagram for semi-leptonic tt¯ process.
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Since top quarks decay to a W boson and a bottom quark in nearly 100% of all
cases (
∣∣VCKMtb ∣∣ = 1.021± 0.032 [1]), top pair events are characterised by two b-jets
and the W boson decay products in the final state. The signature of tt¯ lepton+jets
events used here is defined by exactly one prompt lepton (electron or muon) and
four jets, out of which two have to satisfy the b-tagging conditions. Naively one can
expect that the original light quarks, coming from the hadronically decay of the W
boson, and the b quarks will result in four particle-level jets, however additional
radiation and pile-up effects can lead to more than four jets, while the acceptance
can reduce the number of reconstructed jets. Moreover also the hadronic decays of
τ leptons can fake a jet in the event selection.
The KLFitter manages all the possible permutations of the identified jets and lep-
tons and picks the most probable configuration according to the tt¯ event topology.
The goal of the fitter is to find the correct matchings between measured objects and
those in the model and to fit the measured properties of the reconstructed objects
and simultaneously correct the event kinematic to improve the agreement with the
expected true values. Within the framework of this analysis, the aim is to obtain
the most likely pairings between reconstructed objects and the final state model
particles (shown in Figure 110) for the tt¯ decay, while fitted parameters are not
exploited.
In principle, four reconstructed jets in four positions opens the possibility for 24
possible permutations, according to the formula 68 which describes the number of
possible permutations if the total number of jets in the event is n.
Pn,k =
n!
(n− k)! (68)
Pn,k is the number of arrangements of a k-element subset of an n-set. k corresponds
to the number of partons in the final state and, for example, it is equal to 4 in tt¯
events shown in Figure 110. However, as none of the functions within the likelihood
are sensitive to an interchange of positions between the two hadronic W-bosons jets,
the reconstruction is simplified to 12 permutations (in general, the reconstruction
is simplified to Pn,k2 ).
8.1.1 Kinematic Likelihood approach
The KLFitter makes use of the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) [119] and the
ROOT [120] class TMinuit [121] in order to find the global minimum of the negative
log likelihood − ln L, when testing each of the four reconstructed jets as placed in
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each of the possible positions within the event topology and it returns refitted
values for the 4-vectors parameters of each object (pT, η, ϕ, E). This means that
among all the possible assignments of jets and leptons the chosen configuration for
each event is the one with the largest value of the likelihood function.
The global maximum (if it exists) of a likelihood function provides the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) for multiple parameters. In statistics, an MLE is known
to be a consistent estimator which satisfies the requirements to be unbiased and
efficient in the limit of infinite events. However, with finite N events there is a
known bias proportional to 1/N.
From a practical point of view, if the likelihood function has multiple constituents,
it is more convenient calculating the maximum of the corresponding log-likelihood
function because this technique provides the advantage of turning the product of
each probability density function (pdf) into a sum of pdfs. The parameter values
which maximise L will also maximise ln L. Moreover, minimising the negative of
the log-likelihood function is equivalent to maximising the positive log-likelihood
and this choice is largely due to a historical convention.
In the context of this analysis, it is possible to build a likelihood function using the
measured jet and lepton properties and several constraints from theory and from
detector resolution.
8.1.2 Constraints
The signature of tt¯ semileptonic decays consists of four measured jets (two b-jets
from top-quark decays, and two light-jets from a W-boson decay), a charged hard
lepton and missing momentum due to a neutrino.
The first constraint is on the invariant mass of two light jets mjj: they are required to
follow a Breit-Wigner (BW) distribution around the W-boson mass MW = 80.4 GeV
of width ΓW = 2.1 GeV. Also, the hard lepton and the neutrino coming from the
leptonically decaying W have to satisfy a similar requirement, as shown below.
Moreover it is possible to introduce further constraints by reconstructing the in-
variant masses of the top quarks on either side of the decay, via mjjj and m`νj, and
requiring these to be within a BW of the top-quark mass Mt = 172.5 GeV with a
width of Γt = 1.5 GeV. The BW distribution, shown in formula 69, provides infor-
mation on how much a measured value of a mass Mx peaks around an expected
central mass M0 and width Γ.
BW (Mx|M0) = 2
pi
ΓM20(
M2x −M20
)2
+ M20Γ2
(69)
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Neutrino transverse momentum can be estimated from the missing transverse en-
ergy (MET) in the event because neutrinos are very unlikely to interact and be de-
tected directly within the detector volume. The x and y components of the neutrino
momentum are identified with the transverse components of the missing energy
(EmissT ), as shown in equation 70 and 71, where ϕMET is the azimuthal angle.
Emissx = E
miss
T · cos (ϕMET) (70)
Emissy = E
miss
T · sin (ϕMET) (71)
A constraint on the W-boson mass provides the indirect measurement of the neu-
trino momentum along the z direction via formula 72.
M2W = (Pν + P`)
2 (72)
where Pν and P` are the four-momenta of the neutrino and of the charged lepton,
respectively. If two solutions exist, the one which gives the maximum likelihood is
chosen, while if no solution exists, the longitudinal momentum pzν is considered as
an additional free parameter in the fit.
8.1.3 Transfer Functions
Transfer functions (TFs) map the response of calibrated reconstructed objects
onto that of the true associated particles. The detector response is simulated by
smearing the particle energies with assumed resolution functions.
Transfer functions relate the input and the output of a given system and they are
defined as the conditional probability of reconstructing a jet with energy E˜i given
that there was a quark with energy Ei in the truth final state.
Transfer functions are derived for all the objects involved in tt¯ events: electrons,
muons, light (u, d, s, c) jets, b-tagged jets and EmissT . These are derived from tt¯ MC
simulations. TFs are parametrised depending on the object type, energy, transverse
momentum, η-region and φ-region and are motivated by detector geometry: indeed
the detector performances are not uniform in the whole ATLAS apparatus.
The pairing of the reconstructed objects to the underlying partons is performed
requiring:
• a matching in ∆R (quark, jet) ≤ 0.3 between the parton and the reconstructed
jet
• a matching in ∆R (truth, reco) ≤ 0.1 for leptons
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If the matching was not unique the event is discarded. Transfer functions for the
energy are parametrised by double-Gaussian functions, as shown in the formula 73.
W(Etruth, Ereco) =
1√
2pi(p2 + p3 p5)
(e
− (∆E−p1)2
2p22 + p3e
− (∆E−p4)2
2p25 ) (73)
where [p1, p2, p3, p4, p5] are parameters depending on the true energy and ∆E =
Etruth−Ereco
Etruth
is not symmetric because the true energy of a particle is generally higher
than the one measured by the detector. The TFs are therefore asymmetric. In this
parametrisation the energy is expressed in GeV.
The transfer functions used in this analysis are extracted from ATLAS Run-2 data
at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV.
8.1.4 Likelihood Function
In tt¯ lepton+jets events, the KLFitter tests all the possible permutations of the
identified jets and leptons and selects the most probable configuration according
to the event topology.
For each possible permutation, a likelihood is calculated with parameters set by
the following parameters:
• four quark energy resolution functions
(
W(E˜i|Ei)
)
• one lepton energy resolution function
(
W(E˜l |El)
)
• neutrino pT resolution function
(
W(Emissx |pνx) · W(Emissy |pνy)
)
• Breit-Wigner functions which provide constraints on the W boson mass (i.e.
BW(mlν|MW)) and optionally on a set of floating values for the Top pole mass
Hence the likelihood is the product all of the above constraints and transfer func-
tions (TFs) and the following represents the likelihood as prescribed in the nominal
usage of the KLFitter:
L =
(
4
∏
i=1
W(E˜i|Ei)
)
· W(E˜l |El) · W(Emissx |pνx) · W(Emissy |pνy) ·
BW(mjj|MW) · BW(mlν|MW) · BW(mjjj|Mt) · BW(mlνj|Mt) (74)
KLFitter does not take into account any b-tagging information, by default. But
to improve measurements b-tagging efficiencies can be used, as discussed in Sec-
tion 8.2.2.
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The lepton information is used in the invariant mass constraints, however it is as-
sumed that there is no uncertainty on the measured direction of the lepton and
hence this angular information does not float during the fit. Also the angles of the
reconstructed particle jets are assumed to be measured with negligible uncertainty.
8.1.5 Likelihood extended
The top quark decays via electroweak interactions, whose V − A structure pro-
vides predictions on the angular distribution of the charged lepton.
In the KLFitter package there is the option to use an extended likelihood fit where
helicity corrections in the decays of the W-bosons are implemented. These correc-
tions are described by the formula 75.
1
ΓW
dΓW
d cos θ∗`blep
=
3
4
F0
(
1− cos θ∗`blep
)2
+
3
8
FL
(
1− cos θ∗`blep
)2
+
3
8
FR
(
1− cos θ∗`blep
)2
(75a)
1
ΓW
dΓW
d cos θ∗qbhad
=
3
4
F0
(
1− cos θ∗2qbhad
)
+
3
8
(FL + FR)
(
1− cos θ∗2qbhad
)
(75b)
where F0,L,R are the measured fractions of longitudinal, left-, and right-handed W-
boson helicity, as detailed in [122].
8.1.6 Fitting Parameters
There are 8 parameters which are used in the fitting procedure and they account
for the transfer functions of the measured objects and the kinematical constraints
on W-boson and Top quark decay vertices. These are listed below:
• energies of the four quarks Eijet (4 parameters);
• energy of the charged lepton E`, electron or muon (1 parameter);
• momentum components of the neutrino (3 parameters).
Each parameter can vary in the kinematic fit within a fixed range. The ranges of
the jet energies, lepton energy and the neutrino momentum components are set
individually around the measured values:
• Eijet ∈
[
E˜ijet − 3σ, E˜ijet + 3σ
]
• Ei` ∈
[
E˜i` − 3σ, E˜i` + 3σ
]
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• pνx,y ∈
[
p˜νx,y − 3σ, p˜νx,y + 3σ
]
• pνz ∈ [−1000., 1000.] GeV
8.2 nominal setup and klfitter optimisa-
tion
The default setup of the KLFitter [96] is outlined below. This setup is designed to
give a good basis from which to build a likelihood, providing good identification
of event topologies.
• b-tagging: MV2c10 set at 77% working point
• Number of b-tagged jets: ≥ 1 b-tagged jet
• kVetoNoFit: no b-tagged jets allowed in light-flavour positions
• Fixed top mass: 172.5 GeV
• Jet selection: only the four jets with the highest pT are selected per event
• Likelihood: basic likelihood in Equation 74 and the permutation which re-
turns the maximum likelihood is taken as the best option
Several configurations were tested in order to maximise the power of the algo-
rithm to discriminate between hard lepton-SMT muon pairs coming from the same
or a different top.
In order to measure and maximise the performance of the KLFitter the purity of
its decisions was studied, the purity is described by the formula 76 for the same
top (ST) case but relevant for the different top (DT) case also
ρKL =
NSTtruth and N
ST
KLF
NSTKLF
= P (TST|KLFST) (76)
where, NSTtruth is the number of true ST events, N
ST
KLF is the number of events iden-
tified by KLF as ST and P (TST|KLFST) is the probability of an event being a truth
ST event given a ST KLFitter decision.
The signal selection was chosen to minimise the the b-tagging systematics, i.e. the
systematic uncertainties on the MV2c10 tagger efficiency and mis-tag rate (espe-
cially from c-jets). The nominal selection, referred to as ’double-tag’ relies on the
presence of at least one jet b-tagged by both the MV2c10 and SMT algorithms, and
the soft muon associated with this jet is used to build the charge asymmetries. The
studies presented here are performed using the double-tag selection.
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The left columns in Table 29 (labeled as Without SLC) shows the KLFitter purity
performances in the lepton, electron and muon channels using the nominal config-
uration and the b-tag double option.
8.2.1 Semi-leptonic corrections
The KLFitter performance increases significantly if semi-leptonic corrections (SLC)
are applied. As the jets in consideration are b-jets decaying semileptonically, part
of the original jet energy and transverse momentum will be removed by the soft
muon and its associated neutrino. The effect of these decays is corrected by finding
muons within ∆R
(
µsoft, jet
)
< 0.5 of the b-tagged jets and adding the energy of
these muons to that of the jet (while taking into account the muon energy loss in
the calorimeter) and derive the corresponding four vector and transverse momen-
tum.
This correction was implemented in the KLFitter tools for these studies and it is
applied as follows:
1. Identify reconstructed soft muons within the radius of the jet cone (∆R
(
µsoft, jet
)
<
0.5)
2. Subtract, from the reconstructed jet, the energy lost by the muon due to ioni-
sation in the detector ELossµ
3. Reconstruct the corrected jet four-momentum as:
pT
η
φ
E

jet
→

pSLCT = f (E
SLC, η)
η
φ
ESLC = E + Eµ − ELossµ

jet
4. No neutrino correction is applied
Table 29 shows the improvement of the KLFitter purity performances when ap-
plying semi-leptonic corrections.
The advantage of semi-leptonic corrections may be seen by comparing the his-
tograms in Figures 111, 112, 113, 114. The improvement in the KLFitter performance
is produced by providing the fitter with reconstructed b-jets closer in properties to
the b-quarks present at parton level in the tt¯ decay.
In order to obtain the correct jet-parton pairings in the event topology, the KLFitter
TFs are required to alter the reconstructed jet pT by a lesser amount during the fit
when applying semi-leptonic corrections. This feature results in a higher likelihood
for the correct jet permutations.
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Without SLC With SLC
Channel Same Top Different Top Same Top Different Top
Statistical ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1
lepton+ jets 72.0 72.1 75.1 76.7
electron+ jets 72.3 72.7 75.5 77.4
muon+ jets 71.7 71.5 74.8 75.9
Table 29.: Purity of the KLFitter selection in the lepton, electron and muon channels using
the b-tag double option, without and with semileptonic corrections applied and
four leading jets. Results are expressed in percentage.
Figure 111.: electron+jets channel, the hadronic side of tt¯ decay is shown. Difference be-
tween reconstructed b-jet pT (with and without SLC correction) and fitted jet
pT returned by the KLFitter. The shift of the mean towards zero in the SLC
corrections indicates a less strenuous fit performed, and leads to a higher per-
mutation likelihood. The muon+jets distribution is similar.
8.2.2 b-tagging
Better KLF performances are achieved if we give priority to the b-tagged jets
when adding particles to the KLFitter. When the KLFitter was implemented, a con-
straint was set: among the permuted jets there must be at least one double b-tagged
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Figure 112.: electron+jets channel, the leptonic side of tt¯ decay is shown. Difference be-
tween reconstructed b-jet pT (with and without SLC correction) and fitted jet
pT returned by the KLFitter. The shift of the mean towards zero in the SLC
corrections indicates a less strenuous fit performed, and leads to a higher per-
mutation likelihood. The muon+jets distribution is similar.
jet. There are cases where the KLFitter identifies as the best permutation a combi-
nation of four jets and the SMT-tagged jet is not among them. In the context of the
analysis presented here it is essential to include the SMT jet in the best permutation.
For this reason, permutations where the SMT jet is excluded are removed from the
KLFitter selection. Moreover, events where there are one or two b-jets but the fitter
discards one of them are also removed. These further constraints force the KLFitter
to include the soft muon originating jet in the selected best permutation.
The CPV analysis exploits the SMT-tagged jets to construct the charge and CP
violation asymmetries so it is reasonable to prioritise the SMT-tagged jets when
feeding the fitter. The following procedure was implemented:
• Require maximum 2 b-tagged jets, if there are more than 2 b-tagged jets in
the event the ones with the lowest pT are considered light jets by the KLFitter.
The detailed prescription follows:
1. Add the SMT+MV2c10 tagged jets first, up to 2 total jets
2. Add the SMT or MV2c10 tagged jets, up to 2 total jets
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Figure 113.: electron+jets channel, the hadronic side of tt¯ decay is shown. Difference be-
tween MC truth b-jet pT (with and without SLC correction) and fitted jet
pT returned by the KLFitter. The shift of the mean towards zero in the SLC
corrections indicates a less strenuous fit performed, and leads to a higher per-
mutation likelihood. The muon+jets distribution is similar.
3. Add remaining light or tagged jets in order of high to low pT
• A tightened kVetoNoFit selection: permutations where the SMT jet is ex-
cluded or where there are one or two b-jets in the event but the fitter discards
one of them are removed. In this mode b-jets are fully trusted.
8.2.3 Jet multiplicity
The event selection of this analysis requires at least 4 jets to pass quality and
momentum cuts. The KLFitter default configuration allows the fitter to permute
only 4 jets, but there are events where the inclusion of the 5th or 6th reconstructed
jet can be beneficial. For example ISR/FSR jets from alternative sources can be
measured with a higher pT than the primary jets and in these events the fitter
could fail in reconstructing the correct event topology because it is permuting the
wrong objects. On the other hand, the inclusion of more jets increases the number
of permutations per event for which a likelihood has to be calculated, leading to
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Figure 114.: electron+jets channel, the leptonic side of tt¯ decay is shown. Difference between
MC b-jet pT (with and without SLC correction) and fitted jet pT returned by the
KLFitter. The shift of the mean towards zero in the SLC corrections indicates
a less strenuous fit performed, and leads to a higher permutation likelihood.
The muon+jets distribution is similar.
an increase in the processing time and computer time required. To test the fitter
performance, up to 6 jets (with SLC applied) were added to the KLFitter.
Table 30 shows that there is an improvement in the fitter performances in the 5
leading jets configuration.
8.2.4 Top mass treatment
In the nominal likelihood calculation there is a constraint on the Top mass, set
to 172.5 GeV for each side of the tt¯ decay. This configuration sets a strong limit
on how far the fitter can modify or smear the jet and lepton energies and angular
distributions within their resolutions.
It is interesting to study the option of permitting free Top mass. Table 31 shows
a drop in the KLF performance in the free Top mass setting versus the nominal
configuration which is, for this reason, preferred from now on.
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Jet multiplicity Same Top Different Top
Statistical ±0.1 ±0.1
lepton+
4 75.1 76.7
5 76.3 77.3
6 73.4 74.1
electron+
4 75.5 77.4
5 76.4 77.9
6 73.7 74.6
µ+
4 74.8 75.9
5 76.1 76.8
6 73.1 73.5
Table 30.: Purity of the KLFitter selection in the lepton, electron and muon channels using
the b-tag double option, in three different configurations: 4, 5, and 6 leading jets.
Results are expressed in percentage.
Top mass treatement Same Top Different Top
Statistical Uncertainty ±0.1 ±0.1
lepton+jets Free 66.3 66.7
172.5 GeV 76.3 77.3
electron+jets Free 66.2 67.0
172.5 GeV 76.4 77.9
muon+jets Free 66.4 66.5
172.5 GeV 76.1 76.8
Table 31.: Purity of the KLFitter selection in the lepton, electron and muon channels using
the b-tag double option, as a function of the Top mass treatment. Results are
expressed in percentage.
8.2.5 Final configuration
Finally, the setup which maximises the purity for this analysis is described below:
• b-tag double selection
• semi-leptonic corrections (SLC) applied if a soft muon is found inside a jet
• b-jet tagging method used to feed the KLF: maximum 2 b-tagged jets are
required, if there are more than 2 b-tagged jets, the ones with the lightest pT
are considered light jets by the KLFitter.
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• Fixed top mass (172.5 GeV)
• Permute the 5 hardest jets (b-jet priority)
• kVetoNoFit (No tagged jets in light-flavour positions); moreover permuta-
tions where the SMT jet is excluded or where there are one or two b-jets
in the events but the fitter discards one of them are removed
• >= 1 jet tagged by MV2c10
The performance of the KLFitter in this configuration is described in Table 32.
Moreover, it is possible to achieve ever better performances (as in Table 32) if
the angular corrections outlined in 8.1.5 are applied because they take into account
the V-A angular structure of tt¯ decays and this further constraint helps in fully
reconstructing the event.
Without AC With AC
Channel Same Top Different Top Same Top Different Top
Statistical ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1
lepton+ jets 76.3 77.3 77.2 78.1
electron+ jets 76.4 77.9 77.3 78.4
muon+ jets 76.1 76.8 77.1 77.8
Table 32.: Purity of the KLFitter selection in the lepton, electron and muon channels using
the b-tag double option, without and with angular corrections applied and five
leading jets. Results are expressed in percentage.
Using this configuration, the performance of the KLFitter is presented in Ta-
bles 33, 34, 35 in the four charge asymmetry bins, only for tt¯ signal events. The
magnitude of the MC statistical uncertainty on all the performance tables in this
section is on the order of 0.001 (0.1%).
Same Top Different Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco N
++
Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
N++Truth 77.4 0 0 22.5 77.4 0 0 22.5
N−−Truth 0 77.9 22.0 0 0 77.9 22.1 0
N+−Truth 0 24.0 76.0 0 0 20.7 79.2 0
N−+Truth 23.8 0 0 76.2 21.3 0 0 78.6
Table 33.: Purity of the KLFitter in tt¯ events for same and different-top like events. Statistical
error: ±0.1, electron+jets channel. Results are expressed in percentage.
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Same Top Different Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco N
++
Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
N++Truth 76.0 0 0 23.9 76.5 0 0 23.4
N−−Truth 0 75.4 24.5 0 0 76.2 23.8 0
N+−Truth 0 24.5 75.5 0 0 23.0 76.9 0
N−+Truth 24.7 0 0 75.3 23.0 0 0 77.4
Table 34.: Purity of the KLFitter in tt¯ events for same and different-top like events. Statistical
error: ±0.1, muon+jets channel. Results are expressed in percentage.
Same Top Different Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco N
++
Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
N++Truth 77.3 0 0 22.6 77.4 0 0 22.6
N−−Truth 0 77.6 22.3 0 0 77.7 22.3 0
N+−Truth 0 24.0 75.9 0 0 21.4 78.9 0
N−+Truth 23.9 0 0 76.1 21.4 0 0 78.5
Table 35.: Purity of the KLFitter in tt¯ events for same and different-top like events. Sta-
tistical error: ±0.1, muon+jets and electron+jets channels combined. Results are
expressed in percentage.
An example of KLFitter likelihood output in the optimised configuration is shown
in Figure 115. Figures 116 and 117 show the pT distributions of the b-jets recon-
structed by the KLFitter in the leptonic side of the tt¯ decay or in the hadronic side
of the tt¯ decay, respectively.
A study of angular separation between hard and soft lepton is presented in the
next Section in order to check an alternative method able to discriminate same-
and different-top events and compare its purity to the KLFitter ones. Moreover,
the possibility of improving the KLFitter purity exploiting the combination of the
KLFitter decision and the angular information is investigated in the next Section.
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Figure 115.: KLFitter likelihood in the lepton+jets channel. Statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties are quoted.
8.3 study of angular separation between
hard and soft lepton
To discriminate same and different top like events we investigated also a suitable
cut on the angular separation between the hard lepton and the soft muon. Several
studies were performed on the ∆R(`, µ) variable, defined below.
∆R (`, µ) =
√
∆η2
(`µ)
+ ∆φ2
(`µ)
(77)
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Figure 116.: pT distribution of the b-jet reconstructed by the KLFitter in the leptonic side of
the tt¯ decay, in the lepton+jets channel. Statistical and systematic uncertainties
are quoted.
Figure 118 shows the angular separation between the hard lepton from the W
boson decay and the soft muon in tt¯ events, classified as same top or different top
events by the truth information. According to the shapes of the same and different
top like distributions in Figure 118, a cut at ∆R(`, µ) = 2. was tested: if the angular
separation between the hard lepton and the soft muon is less than 2 the event is
classified as same top, vice versa the event is classified as different top.
Table 36 shows the ∆R(`, µ) method performance: the purity gets worst by a few
% with respect to the KLF based selection and the angular separation between the
hard lepton and the soft muon is not a suitable method to improve, by itself, the
purity in distinguishing between same- and different-top like events.
Nevertheless, the ∆R(`, µ) variable conveys useful information about the event
topology so it could be beneficial to gather information from both the KLFitter
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Figure 117.: pT distribution of the b-jet reconstructed by the KLFitter in the hadronic side of
the tt¯ decay, in the lepton+jets channel. Statistical and systematic uncertainties
are quoted.
Channel Same Top Different Top
Statistical ±0.1 ±0.1
lepton + jets 72.4 70.2
electron + jets 72.4 71.0
µ+ jets 72.3 69.5
Table 36.: Purity of the ∆R(`, µ) selection in the lepton, electron and muon channels using
the b-tag double option. Results are expressed in percentage.
response and the ∆R(`, µ) method.
The combination of the KLFitter and the angular information provides a sizeable
increase in the purity performance. From the inspection of the ∆R(`, µ) distribution
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Figure 118.: Angular separation between the hard lepton and the soft muon in tt¯ events,
classified as same top (red) or different top (blue) events by the truth informa-
tion.
in cases when the KLFitter classifies the events as same top (see Figure 119) or
different top (see Figure 120), as a function of the truth information, it is possible to
find a ∆R(`, µ)cut point that optimises the discrimination of same top and different
top events.
The optimised configuration is obtained when applying a ∆R(`, µ) cut on top of
the KLF decision (∆R(`, µ)&KLF):
• the event is classified as same top if the KLFitter says the event is same top
and ∆R(`, µ) < 1.7
• the event is classified as different top if the KLFitter says the event is different
top and ∆R(`, µ) ∈ (2.5, 3.5)
• other combinations are rejected because they do not lead to a sizeable im-
provement in the purity results
Table 37 highlights the sizeable purity improvement achieved by the KLFitter&∆R(`, µ)
selection in discriminating same top from different top like events. The KLFitter&∆R(`, µ)
selection guaranties a correct same-top/different-top decision in almost 90% of the
cases. On the other hand, this tighter selection reduces the size of the sample lead-
ing to an increased statistical uncertainty on the measurement.
There is a clear difference in performance between SS and OS bins, which will
discussed in the next Section. There is also a difference in performance between ST
and DT type events, similar to that observed in [96] and it is not deemed to be an
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Figure 119.: Angular separation between the hard lepton and the soft muon in tt¯ events,
classified as same top (red) or different top (blue) events by the truth informa-
tion, in cases when the KLFitter classifies the event as same top.
Figure 120.: Angular separation between the hard lepton and the soft muon in tt¯ events,
classified as same top (red) or different top (blue) events by the truth informa-
tion, in cases when the KLFitter classifies the event as different top.
issue.
This behaviour could be related to the neutrinos alignment in the event (there is
one neutrino coming from the leptonic W decay and one associated with the soft
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KLF&∆R(`, µ) KLF
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco N
++
Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
N++Truth 88.1 0 0 11.8 77.2 0 0 22.8
N−−Truth 0 88.1 11.8 0 0 77.6 22.3 0
N+−Truth 0 12.2 87.8 0 0 23.7 76.3 0
N−+Truth 12.4 0 0 87.5 23.8 0 0 76.2
Table 37.: Purity of the KLF&∆R(`, µ) selection in the lepton+jets channel using the b-tag
double option. Same top and different top channels are combined. Statistical
error: ±0.1
muon). Considering the event topology, the missing momentum from the semi-
leptonic decay (the neutrino associated with the soft muon) will tend to be more
aligned with the MET in the ST events and less aligned with the MET in the DT
events. The measurement of the MET angular information will be worse in DT
events, as the difference in angle is greater. The x− y MET components provided
to the fitter will vary by a larger degree from the truth in the DT case than the ST
case, leading to a worse reconstruction.
8.4 application of klfitter decision
It is important to investigate the event composition, in terms of signal and back-
grounds, and check if any mistake in the KLFitter classification implies an asymme-
try in the measurement. The Montecarlo (MC) provides the information required
to track the full history of every soft muon contained in the truth record for each
event. Each soft muon can be either a signal soft muon or a background soft muon.
Signal soft muons belong to the decay chains:
1. t→ `νb→ `µX (tt¯ eq. 1 in the legend of Figures 121, 122, 123, and 124)
2. t→ `ν (b→ c)→ `µX (tt¯ eq. 2 in the legend of Figures 121, 122, 123, and 124)
3. t→ `ν (b→ τ)→ `µX (tt¯ eq. 3 in the legend of Figures 121, 122, 123, and 124)
4. t → `ν (b→ c→ τ) → `µX (tt¯ eq. 4 in the legend of Figures 121, 122, 123,
and 124)
where, in case of t¯, one has to consider the charge conjugate of the particles listed
above. The KLFitter performances for signal events are shown in Tables 33, 34
and 35.
As shown in Figures 121, 122 for the electron channel and 123, 124 for the muon
channel, the signal tt¯ process is dominated by direct b → µ decays which will
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populate the opposite-sign (OS) bins in same top events and the same-sign (SS)
bins in different top events.
Figure 121.: Same top like events in the e+jets channel. The −−, ++, +− and −+ labels on
the x-axis refer to the number of events where the charges of the hard lepton
and soft muon are −−, ++, +− and −+, respectively.
On the other hand, background soft muons originate from dilepton events, b
quarks not coming from top quarks (such as pileup events (g → bb¯ → µX)) or
additional radiation events (g(q)→ bb¯→ µX), c→ µ events or tt¯ events where the
hadronic decaying W boson goes to a c quark ( t → Wb → csb → bµX). Moreover
there are soft muons which have a τ or light flavour origin, such as pi± → µ±ν or
K± → µ±ν.
Tables 38 and 39 show the yields of the background composition for the nominal
tt¯ MC, split in same top (ST) and different top (DT) like events according to the
KLFitter classification, in the muon+jets channel. Tables 40 and 41 are the corre-
sponding yields in the electron+jets channel. For these tables the KLFitter decision
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Figure 122.: Different top like in the e+jets channel. The −−, ++, +− and −+ labels on
the x-axis refer to the number of events where the charges of the hard lepton
and soft muon are −−, ++, +− and −+, respectively.
has been made using the optimised configuration as described in Section 8.2.5 and
the yields are separated by reconstructed charge-pair bin.
The background distribution is symmetric in its pileup and additional radiation
components ( b → µ, b → c → µ ) between same sign and opposite sign and also
between ST and DT, within the errors.
For the light flavour background distribution, it is observed to be slightly asymmet-
ric between same sign and opposite sign in both muon and electron+jets channels.
However the largest bin deviation is of the order of 10−3 of the total tt¯ events and
it is considered to have a negligible effect on charge and CP asymmetries.
The c → µ background is asymmetric, in favour of opposite sign events, in all
channels. If the soft muon originates from a W-boson hadronic decay, it will be on
the other side of the tt¯ decay with respect to the leptonically decaying W. In this
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Figure 123.: Same top like in the muon+jets channel. The −−, ++, +− and −+ labels on
the x-axis refer to the number of events where the charges of the hard lepton
and soft muon are −−, ++, +− and −+, respectively.
case, the charge pairing between the hard lepton and the soft muon is expected
to be of opposite sign (OS). If the KLFitter correctly identifies this type of event
as DT, it will populate the opposite sign bins. If the KLFitter mistakenly classifies
the event as ST, it will populate the ST OS bins, as shown in Table 38 and 40. The
dilepton background is completely asymmetric because the tagged muon is not a
real SMT muon but is the second charged hard lepton from a W-boson in the event.
By definition these two leptons have opposite charges and should be reconstructed
as a DT-type event. When the KLFitter mistakenly classifies this type of event as
ST, then it will enter the ST OS bins.
These effects are important to be taken into account when evaluating charge asym-
metries because these KLF mistakes can spoil the measurement.
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Figure 124.: Different top like events in the muon+jets channel. The −−, ++, +− and −+
labels on the x-axis refer to the number of events where the charges of the hard
lepton and soft muon are −−, ++, +− and −+, respectively.
8.5 conclusions on klfitter studies
The KLFitter configuration has been customised to meet the purity requirements
necessary for the charge asymmetry analysis. The optimal KLFitter configuration
(i.e. the configuration which provides the highest purity) has been described in Sec-
tion 8.2.5. Other alternative methods have been evaluated to discriminate same- or
different-top events. These methods are based on the angular matching between
the soft muon and the hard lepton by itself or in conjunction with the KLFitter
algorithm. The first scenario does not guarantee the same purity as the KLFitter
method, while the ∆R(`, µ) applied on top of the KLF decision increases the statis-
tical error. For these reasons the KLFitter configuration described in Section 8.2.5 is
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muon+jets Same Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
Total tt¯ 18840± 82 18969± 83 27408± 102 27260± 101
Total tt¯ backgrounds 1422± 24 1458± 24 3126± 36 3102± 35
b→ µ 222± 9 228± 9 229± 9 224± 9
c→ µ 196± 9 186± 9 1199± 24 1165± 23
b→ c→ µ 109± 6 111± 6 113± 6 115± 6
τ → µ 9± 1 10± 2 92± 6 107± 6
Dilepton 0± 0 0± 0 480± 14 453± 12
Light→ µ 886± 19 923± 20 1005± 20 1038± 20
Table 38.: Breakdown of tt¯ background composition of muon+jets same-top like events,
rounded to the nearest integer. The MC statistical uncertainty is quoted.
muon+jets Different Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
Total tt¯ 25155± 96 25118± 96 20825± 86 20747± 87
Total tt¯ backgrounds 1670± 25 1805± 27 4062± 41 4063± 42
b→ µ 240± 9 259± 10 253± 10 253± 10
c→ µ 236± 10 248± 10 1970± 30 1948± 30
b→ c→ µ 129± 6 131± 6 132± 6 125± 6
τ → µ 13± 1 12± 2 87± 6 110± 6
Dilepton 0± 0 0± 0 612± 15 598± 15
Light→ µ 1049± 19 1154± 21 991± 20 1028± 22
Table 39.: Breakdown of tt¯ background composition of muon+jets different-top like events,
rounded to the nearest integer. The MC statistical uncertainty is quoted.
used to produce a response matrix required for the unfolding of the measurement
and described in detail in Chapter 10.
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e+jets Same Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
Total tt¯ 19970± 85 20108± 86 28698± 105 28775± 105
Total tt¯ backgrounds 1558± 25 1622± 26 3286± 37 3365± 38
b→ µ 263± 10 271± 10 246± 10 253± 10
c→ µ 213± 9 221± 10 1215± 23 1223± 24
b→ c→ µ 114± 6 123± 6 119± 6 126± 6
τ → µ 10± 1 17± 2 101± 6 109± 6
Dilepton 2± 1 3± 1 521± 14 492± 14
Light→ µ 1173± 22 1236± 20 1066± 21 1155± 22
Table 40.: Breakdown of tt¯ background composition of e+jets same-top like events, rounded
to the nearest integer. The MC statistical uncertainty is quoted.
e+jets Different Top
N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
Total tt¯ 26976± 101 27057± 101 21827± 89 22070± 89
Total tt¯ backgrounds 1670± 25 1805± 27 4062± 41 4063± 42
b→ µ 272± 9 281± 10 269± 10 270± 10
c→ µ 271± 10 296± 10 2070± 31 2049± 30
b→ c→ µ 134± 6 136± 6 139± 6 140± 6
τ → µ 13± 1 16± 2 115± 7 125± 7
Dilepton 7± 2 3± 1 657± 15 674± 16
Light→ µ 1174± 23 1235± 22 1065± 21 1154± 22
Table 41.: Breakdown of tt¯ background composition of e+jets different-top like events,
rounded to the nearest integer. The MC statistical uncertainty is quoted.
9
S Y S T E M AT I C U N C E RTA I N T I E S
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are included in the analysis. Systematic uncer-
tainties are categorised in experimental and modelling uncertainties.
The impact of each systematic uncertainty on the final measurement is summarised in
Chapter 10 for the method used to measure the charge asymmetries (labelled as CA in the
following).
9.1 experimental uncertainties
Experimental systematic uncertainties affect the measurement of the properties
of physics objects, like leptons, jets and missing transverse energy, used in the anal-
ysis described in this thesis.
All the reconstructed objects, such as the hard lepton, the four jets and the SMT
muon as well as the b-tagging procedure are considered in the systematic uncer-
tainties evaluation.
One of the advantages of the CA formulation outlined in Chapter 2 is related to the
systematic uncertainties evaluation: many systematic uncertainties are mitigated
due to the ratios of events cancelling out these effects to the first order. Since in
pp collisions W+ and W− are produced asymmetrically, this ratio formulation is
also crucial to remove the dependency of the analysis on the different number of
reconstructed prompt leptons from W-bosons.
9.1.1 Luminosity
The uncertainty on the combined 2015 + 2016 integrated luminosity is 2.1%. It
is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [123], from a
preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale using x-y beam-separation scans
performed in August 2015 and May 2016 (Van Der Meer scans). The uncertainties
for the 2015 and 2016 data sets are partially correlated and are considered as fully
correlated between the 2015 and the 2016 data-sets in this analysis.
The uncertainty on the luminosity affects the measurement of the tt¯ cross-section
σtt¯, because luminosity and cross sections are related through formula 78, where
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NData is the number of data events, NBkg is the number of background events, and
eselection is the efficiency of the event selection.
σtt¯ =
NData − NBkg∫ Ldt× eselection × BR (78)
However the up and down luminosity variations lead to an overall shift of the event
yields and it is negligible when measuring CA, as they are expressed as ratios (see
Chapter 2).
9.1.2 Beam Energy
The top pair production cross section is also affected by the uncertainty on the
LHC beam energy . The uncertainty on the measurement of the beam energy at the
LHC for the 13 TeV data set is 1.5% [124]. However, a shift in the overall event yield
does not affect the measured CA.
9.1.3 Pileup and JVT
Pileup levels in MC simulations are re-weighted to match the conditions in data,
and a corresponding uncertainty is considered [125] using pileup up and down
variations. The same principle applies also to the JVT uncertainty: up and down
variations are considered to evaluate the JVT related uncertainty [126].
9.1.4 Reconstructed objects
Leptons
Uncertainties associated with leptons arise from the trigger, reconstruction, iden-
tification, and isolation, as well as the lepton momentum scale and resolution. The
reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies of electrons and muons, as
well as the efficiency of the trigger used to record the events, differ slightly between
data and simulation, which is compensated for by dedicated scale factor (SFs), ac-
cording to the charge of the lepton. Details about electron and muon reconstruction
and identification efficiency in ATLAS are given in Chapter 5.
Efficiency SFs are derived using Z → `+`− (` = e, µ) data and simulated sam-
ples, and are applied to the simulation to correct for differences. The effect of these
uncertainties is propagated as corrections to the event weight. All the leptons SFs
are binned in pT and η ranges. For the high-pT leptons the total uncertainty on
efficiency SFs is estimated to be less than 0.5% for muons across the entire pT spec-
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trum and for electrons with pT > 30 GeV, while it exceeds 1% for low pT elec-
trons [81] [127].
Additional sources of uncertainty originate from the corrections applied to ad-
just the lepton momentum scale and resolution in the simulation to match those in
data. These are measured using reconstructed distributions of the Z → `+`− and
J/ψ→ `+`− masses, as well as the measured E/p in W → eν events, where E and
p are the electron energy and momentum, as measured by the calorimeter and the
tracker respectively [128]. To evaluate the effect of momentum scale uncertainties,
the event selection is re-done with the lepton momentum varied by ±1σ. Concern-
ing the momentum resolution uncertainties, the event selection is re-done with the
lepton momentum smeared.
The soft muon specific uncertainties are measured with dedicated techniques. The
official reconstruction SFs for muons with Tight WP, provided by the ATLAS Muon
Combined Performance (MCP) group, is found to be valid also for muons inside
jets, produced by a heavy-flavour hadron decay. Several studies have been per-
formed together with the MCP ATLAS group to verify that the official reconstruc-
tion SFs for Tight muons inside jets are the same as the ones for isolated muons.
The reconstruction SF is derived from a data/MC simulations comparison in two
distinct energy regimes: for J/ψ→ µ+µ− events with pT < 15 GeV, and from Z →
µ+µ− events with pT > 15 GeV. The uncertainties on the SFs used on soft muon
reconstruction for pT > 15 GeV are taken as fully correlated with those of the high-
pT muons used in the W-lepton selection, since they are consistently measured on
Z → µ+µ− events (the only difference being the quality working point, which is
Medium for the W-muons and Tight for the soft muons). In the pT < 15 GeV region,
the uncertainty on the SFs for soft muon reconstruction ranges from the 2.5% level
for very low pT (4− 5 GeV) to about 1%, and is taken as fully uncorrelated with
that in the pT > 15 GeV region.
As the backgrounds to Z → `+`− and J/ψ→ `+`− (such as W → µν events) are
not charge-symmetric, this leads to small differences between positively and nega-
tively charged lepton scale factors, especially in the electron case. These differences
are small but still relevant for a precision measurement, such as the one presented
in this thesis, which aims at a sensitivity of the order of 10−4.
Lepton Charge Misidentification
Charge misidentification occurs if an isolated prompt lepton is reconstructed
with a wrong charge assignment.
Since the muon mass is about 200 times bigger than the electron mass, muons un-
dergo a low bremsstrahlung probability and hence their charge misidentification
probability is considered negligible in ATLAS.
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On the other hand, electrons are more likely to release energy through bremsstrahlung
and the emitted photon can subsequently convert into electron-positron pairs; to-
gether with the mis-association of one of the conversion tracks with the cluster of
the original electron, this might lead to the electron charge misidentification.
Moreover, high ET electrons have increasingly straight tracks in the detector and
the charge misidentification can be caused by a failure to correctly determine the
curvature of the track associated to the electron, using the rigidity equation in the
Inner Detector. Since muons positive/negative curvature, and hence their charge, is
measured independently by two sub-detectors in ATLAS (the Inner Detector and
the Muon Spectrometer) the probability of charge misidentification for muons is
negligible.
The charge misidentification is estimated both in data and simulation using Z →
e+e− tag-and-probe methods (see reference [129]). The charge misidentification
probability is directly proportional to the amount of traversed material, meaning
that the misidentification probabilities are quite low in the detector central region
but increases up to almost 3% for very high values of pseudorapidity.
Figures 125 and 126 show the electron charge misidentification probability as a
function of ET and |η|, alongside with their SFs. The uncertainty associated with
the charge misidentification is evaluated varying up and down the number of pos-
itively (negatively) misidentified electrons in the signal region.
Jets Energy Scale
Uncertainties associated with jets arise from many sources, among them the most
relevant for this analysis are the jet energy scale (JES) and resolution (JER).
There are a number of effects that can spoil the accuracy of the jet energy mea-
surement, for example the pile-up modelling, additional radiation and detector re-
sponse. Other sources of JES uncertainty depend on the jet clustering of the anti-kT
algorithm, the jet flavour composition (the quarks and gluons composition of the
jet), the gluon in jets energy scale (referred to as jet flavour response uncertainty).
Moreover, η-calibration and mis-modelling due to the punch-through of high-pT sin-
gle hadrons have to be taken into account. All these mis-modelling effects lead to
differences between MC simulations and data. Simulations are corrected using SFs
for each source of JES systematic uncertainty. The JES systematic contribution to
this analysis is evaluated by repeating the CA measurement varying the SFs up
and down by their uncertainties.
A mis-modelling in the jet energy could affect the fiducial volume where the CA
is measured.
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Figure 125.: Charge-misidentification rates in 2016 data and simulated Z → e+e− events as
a function of ET ([129]). This plot shows the impact of applying the BDT re-
quirement to suppress charge misidentification (red squares vs. blue triangles).
Medium identification with BDT vs. Tight identification without BDT is also
explored (black circles vs. blue triangles). The Fix (Tight) isolation requirement
is applied in all cases.
The JES and its uncertainty were derived by combining information from test-
beam data, LHC collision data and simulation [130]. Figure 127 shows that the JES
uncertainty is about 5.5% for jets with pT = 25 GeV and quickly decreasing with
increasing jet pT. It represents one of the leading sources of uncertainty associated
with reconstructed objects, affecting the relative normalisations of signal and the tt¯
backgrounds in the different bins of number of jets.
Figure 128 shows the JES uncertainty as a function of η for jet of pT = 60 GeV: this
uncertainty ranges from 3% to 4%.
Jets Energy Resolution
The jet energy resolution (JER) uncertainty was measured in Run-1 data and
simulation as a function of jet pT and rapidity using di-jet events. Data and MC
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Figure 126.: Charge-misidentification rates in 2016 data and simulated Z → e+e− events as
a function of |η| ([129]). This plot shows the impact of applying the BDT re-
quirement to suppress charge misidentification (red squares vs. blue triangles).
Medium identification with BDT vs. Tight identification without BDT is also
explored (black circles vs. blue triangles). The Fix (Tight) isolation requirement
is applied in all cases.
were found to agree within 10% [131]. Additional uncertainties have been assessed
in the extrapolation from Run-1 to Run-2 conditions [130]. The combined (Run-1
and Run-2) uncertainty is propagated by smearing the jet pT in the simulation [132].
Missing Transverse Energy
The EmissT reconstruction is affected by uncertainties associated with leptons and
jet energy scales and resolutions, which are propagated to EmissT and thus are in-
cluded under the corresponding per-object uncertainty category.
Additional small uncertainties associated with the modelling of the underlying
event, in particular its impact on the pT scale and resolution of unclustered energy,
are taken into account [133].
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Figure 127.: JES uncertainties, estimated for the 2015 data taking period as a function of jet
pT for jets of η = 0. ([130]).
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Figure 128.: JES uncertainties, estimated for the 2015 data taking period as a function of jet
η for jets of pT = 60 GeV. ([130]).
Flavour tagging
Displaced Vertex Based Techniques
B-tagging efficiencies in simulated samples are corrected to match efficiencies in
data. Correction scale factors (SFs) are derived for jets originating from b, c and
light quarks separately in dedicated calibration analyses. For jets originating from
b- and c-quarks SFs are derived as a function of pT whereas the light-jet efficiency
is scaled by pT- and η-dependent factors. Tagging efficiencies exhibit a dependence
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on the hadron pT over jet pT ratio as well as the minimal space angle between the
jet in question and the neighbouring jets. These dependencies are determined by
the parton shower and hadronisation model used in the simulation. To account
for these effects, MC-to-MC correction factors are introduced, that correct the data-
to-MC SFs for the difference in the tagging efficiency of the parton shower and
hadronisation model used in the calibration analysis to that of the sample in ques-
tion. Calibration SFs are provided for fixed (cumulative) WPs, i.e. efficiencies above
and below a given WP are calibrated.
Uncertainties on the data-to-MC SFs are estimated by varying each source of un-
certainty up and down by one standard deviation. These uncertainties are fed into
an eigen-variation (EV) model with a reduction scheme such that only substantial
EVs are treated separately while all small variations are combined into a single
variation. For cumulative working points, a total of 6, 3 and 16 independent EVs
are considered for b-, c- and light-jets respectively. These systematic uncertainties
are taken as uncorrelated between b-jets, c-jets, and light-jets. Furthermore, the ef-
ficiency of tagging the hadronic decays of τ-leptons in simulations is treated in
the same way as the efficiency of tagging c-jets, with an additional uncertainty ac-
counting for the fact that the correction factors derived for c-jets are also used for
hadronic decays of τ-leptons [89].
SMT technique
The Tight-based SMT algorithm adopted in the Run-2 CAs measurement re-
quires a Tight muon inside a jet, with an angular matching ∆R(µ, jet) < 0.5. The
efficiency of this SMT algorithm in tagging heavy flavour originating jets is shown
in Section 7.2.3.
The soft muon component relative to the light hadron decays and to detector back-
ground needs a specific SF. Chapter 6 outlines part of these SFs dedicated studies
in the Run-1 measurement. An analogous procedure was performed also for the
Run-2 analysis, using the W+jets data-driven technique outlined in Section 7.9. The
systematic uncertainty on CAs is derived varying these SFs up and down and cal-
culating the CAs in the two cases.
Background
The data-driven multijet background is affected by statistical uncertainties and
additional uncertainties, deriving from the techniques used in its estimation. Un-
certainties on the CA measurement are obtained by varying up and down each
background cross section by its total uncertainty.
Shape uncertainties are not considered because they do not affect the CA measure-
ment since they are based on simple event counting.
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9.2 signal modeling
The event selection described in Section 7 leaves the selected sample dominated
by tt events. Uncertainties affecting tt, and in particular the ones which modify
the kinematics of the lepton from the W-boson decay and the kinematics of the
B-hadron giving rise to the soft muon, but also the fraction of events from different
soft-muon flavour component (from B-hadrons, C-hadrons, light jets and W-boson),
are labelled as signal modelling uncertainties. The tt inclusive cross-section uncer-
tainty does not affect the measurement at all, since CAs are measured using a ratio
formula 2 .
9.2.1 B-hadron and C-hadron production fractions
The B-hadron production fractions in simulation differ from the world average
measurements. Dedicated SFs are derived and systematic uncertainties are eval-
uated to account for this effect, which is crucial to the measurement. B hadron
production fractions and b → µ branching ratios are re-weighted to the PDG val-
ues and an associated systematic uncertainty is introduced.
The production fractions for weakly decaying B-hadrons are documented in the
PDG [1], and shown in Table 42. This table was produced by the Heavy Fla-
vor Averaging Group (HFAG) [134] using data obtained from the DELPHI [135],
CDF [136, 137, 138, 139] and LHCb [24, 140, 141] experiments. The PDG addition-
ally provides the correlations between the different B-hadrons, which are given by
Equations 79, 80 and 81.
cor(B0s , b− baryon) = −0.254 (79)
cor(B0s , B
± = B0) = −0.143 (80)
cor(b− baryon, B± = B0) = −0.921 (81)
Taking into account these correlations, the maximal variations are shown in Ta-
ble 43.
The production fractions, and scale factors, for weakly decaying B-hadrons ob-
served in Powheg+Pythia8 MC are shown in Table 44, and for Powheg+Herwig7 in
Table 45. Scale factors will be applied to each b-hadron present in a MC event, with
the overall event weight given by the product of all b-hadrons in the event. The
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Hadron PDG ID Production fraction
B0 511 0.404 ± 0.006
B+ 521 0.404 ± 0.006
B0s 531 0.103 ± 0.005
b-baryon 0.088 ± 0.001
Table 42.: The production fractions for weakly decaying b-hadrons at high energy.
uncertainties come entirely from the PDG values and are propagated throughout
the analysis.
Hadron PDG B±,0 up B±,0 down B0s up B0s down b-baryon up b-baryon down
B0 0.404±0.006 0.410 0.398 0.403 0.405 0.398 0.410
B+ 0.404±0.006 0.410 0.398 0.403 0.405 0.398 0.410
B0s 0.103±0.005 0.102 0.108 0.108 0.098 0.102 0.104
b-baryon 0.088±0.012 0.077 0.099 0.085 0.091 0.100 0.076
Table 43.: The production fractions for b-hadrons at high energy shown with systematic
variations that are determined by the correlations
A re-weight of the c-hadron production fractions has been applied as well, given
that the contribution of soft-muons coming from c-hadrons that do not come from
B-hadrons decays is not negligible in the final selection. Similarly to what is done
for B-hadrons, PDG values are used to constrain c-hadron production fractions.
In Table 46 the average of the c-hadron production fractions measurements is re-
ported [1]. Table 47 and Table 48 show the SF to be applied to the tt samples
hadronised with Pythia8 and Herwig7 respectively.
Hadron PDG MC Nominal SF
B0 0.404±0.006 0.429 0.932
B+ 0.404±0.006 0.429 0.932
B0s 0.103±0.005 0.095 1.084
b-baryon 0.088±0.012 0.047 1.872
Table 44.: The production fractions for b-hadrons observed in Powheg+Pythia8 MC.
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Hadron PDG MC Nominal SF
B0 0.404±0.006 0.388 1.041
B+ 0.404±0.006 0.387 1.044
B0s 0.103±0.005 0.077 1.377
b-baryon 0.088±0.011 0.147 0.599
Table 45.: The production fractions for b-hadrons observed in Powheg+Herwig7 MC.
Hadron Production fraction
D0 0.564 ± 0.001
D+ 0.226 ± 0.008
D0s 0.080 ± 0.005
c-baryon 0.109 ± 0.009
Table 46.: The production fractions for weakly decaying c-hadrons at high energy.
Hadron PDG MC Nominal SF
D0 0.564±0.015 0.553 1.020
D+ 0.226±0.008 0.290 0.779
D0s 0.080±0.005 0.093 0.860
c-baryon 0.109±0.009 0.038 2.868
Table 47.: The production fractions for c-hadrons observed in Powheg+Pythia8 MC.
Hadron PDG MC Nominal SF
D0 0.564±0.015 0.582 0.969
D+ 0.226±0.008 0.258 0.876
D0s 0.080±0.005 0.084 0.952
c-baryon 0.109±0.009 0.059 1.847
Table 48.: The production fractions for c-hadrons observed in Powheg+Herwig7 MC.
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PYTHIA8 HERWIG7
Hadron PDG MC Observed SF MC Observed SF
b → µ 0.1095± 0.0027 0.106 1.032 0.104 1.048
b → τ 0.0042 ± 0.0004 0.0064 0.656 0.0063 0.667
b → c → µ 0.0802 ± 0.0019 0.085 0.943 0.079 1.014
b → cc¯ → µ 0.0161 ±0.003 0.018 0.882 0.023 0.684
c → µ 0.082 ± 0.005 0.088 0.932 0.082 0.999
Table 49.: Hadron to µ branching ratios and scale factors for Powheg+Pythia8 and
Powheg+Herwig7.
9.2.2 Hadrons to µ branching ratios
The B- and c-hadron to µ branching ratios in MC simulations are different to
those given by the PDG. Since they strongly depend on the B-hadron production
fractions it is fundamental to have in both samples the same B0, B+, B0s , baryon
admixture. This is achieved by applying the production fraction Scale Factors com-
puted in Section 9.2.1 first and then by computing the BRs Scale Factors. The un-
certainties come entirely from the PDG values and are propagated throughout the
analysis. Table 49 shows the hadron to µ branching ratios and scale factors for
Powheg+Pythia8 and Powheg+Herwig7, if compared to PDG [1] values.
9.2.3 Asymmetry in Single Top Production
In pp collisions at the LHC, single top quarks are produced asymmetrically in the
t-channel and in the s-channel, with more top quark events produced than anti-top
quark events, while the Wt-channel single top events are produced symmetrically.
Figure 129 shows the single top production modes.
These asymmetries occur because proton valence quarks produce more W+-bosons
than W−-bosons in pp collisions, resulting in more W+ → tb vertices than their
charge conjugate.
Table 50 shows the theoretical production cross sections for single top in pp colli-
sions at
√
s = 13 TeV at the LHC.
Since an asymmetry in the single top production can affect the CA measurement,
a dedicated uncertainty is evaluated by varying the theoretical cross-sections for
the t-channel and s-channel within their uncertainties, but preserving the overall
number of events. Shifting up and down the production cross sections for tops
and anti-tops, four systematic variations are considered in the t- and s-channels,
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Figure 129.: Sketch of single top production modes[32].
Process Total cross section pb Top cross section pb (%) AntiTop cross section pb (%)
t channel 216.99+9.04−7.71 136.02 (62.68) 80.95 ( 37.31)
s channel 10.32+0.40−0.36 6.35 (61.53) 3.97 (38.47)
Wt channel 71.7± 3.85 35.85 (50.00) 35.85 (50.00)
Table 50.: Theoretical production cross sections for single top in pp collisions at
√
s =
13 TeV at the LHC. The number in parentheses refer to the expected relative
amount of t and t¯ for each single top channel, according to predictions.
as detailed in Tables 51 and 52, and then summed in quadrature to give the final
uncertainty. CAs are calculated in each case.
9.2.4 Initial State Radiation Uncertainties
An uncertainty on the modelling of initial state radiation is estimated with vari-
ations of scales in the MC simulation nominal tt¯ sample.
CAs are evaluated in samples with additional jets coming from an increased initial
Systematic Total XS (pb) Top XS (pb) AntiTop XS (pb) Top (%) AntiTop (%) Top SF AntiTop SF
Nominal 216.99 136.02 80.95 62.68 37.31 1.00 1.00
Top ↑ 226.30 145.06 80.95 64.18 35.81 1.02 0.95
Top ↓ 209.28 128.31 80.95 61.31 38.68 0.98 1.04
Antitop ↑ 226.03 136.02 89.99 60.18 39.81 0.96 1.06
Antitop ↓ 209.28 136.02 73.24 64.99 35.00 1.04 0.94
Table 51.: Systematic variations on the single-top t-channel production asymmetry,with rel-
ative t and t¯ cross sections determined in MC simulations.
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Systematic Total XS (pb) Top XS (pb) AntiTop XS (pb) Top (%) AntiTop (%) Top SF AntiTop SF
Nominal 10.32 6.35 3.97 61.53 38.47 1.00 1.00
Top ↑ 10.72 6.75 3.97 62.97 37.03 1.02 0.96
Top ↓ 9.96 5.99 3.97 60.14 39.85 0.98 1.04
Antitop ↑ 10.72 6.35 4.37 59.23 40.76 0.96 1.06
Antitop ↓ 9.96 6.35 3.61 63.75 36.24 1.04 0.94
Table 52.: Systematic variations on the single-top t-channel production asymmetry,with rel-
ative t and t¯ cross-sections determined in MC simulations.
state radiation in pp collisions. Similarly, a sample with decreased radiation is ex-
ploited to evaluate the down uncertainty on CAs.
These two additional radiation samples are obtained by varying the value of the
coupling αISRS in simulations.
The presence of additional radiation jets significantly affects the KLFitter perfor-
mances, which degrade if an additional radiation jet is mistakenly considered in
the tt¯ event reconstruction. The additional radiation uncertainty is the dominant
systematic uncertainty on the CA measurement.
Since the Additional Radiation systematic are expected to be the dominant system-
atic uncertainty in Run-2 CAs, a dedicated study was performed on that.
Table 53 shows the impact of the systematic uncertainty coming from the additional
radiation on the CAs evaluation on a tt¯ MC simulation sample, after the KLFitter
decision (the same- different-top discrimination is already performed) and before
any unfolding procedure. Also the MC statistical uncertainty is quoted in the table:
it is the statistical uncertainty on the systematic uncertainty itself and represents
the statistical power of the additional radiation sample used in the studies per-
formed in this thesis. This means that the evaluation of the systematic uncertainty
on the additional radiation is limited by the MC statistical uncertainty.
No improvement is observed in the additional radiation systematic if the ∆R cut
is performed on top of the KLFitter decision to discriminate same- different-top
events, as shown in Table 54. Moreover, if the ∆R cut is applied on top of the KLFit-
ter decision, there is an increase of the statistical error. For this reason the KLFitter
decision was finally chosen to discriminate same- different-top events and evaluate
CAs.
Figures 130 and 131 show the charge asymmetry input bins (N++, N−−, N+−,
N−+) for the nominal tt¯ signal sample together with the two additional radiation
samples (radiation high and radiation low) used. These plots confirm that the nom-
inal and the varied samples agree within the statistical uncertainty.
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(×10−2) ASS AOS
Source Shift up Shift down Shift up Shift down
Statistical +0.17 −0.17 +0.15 −0.15
tt¯ Radiation +0.24 −0.25 +0.17 −0.19
MC Stat +0.67 −0.67 +0.38 −0.38
Table 53.: Modelling systematics at 36.1 fb−1, b-tag double selection and KLFitter is used.
The MC statistical uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty on the systematic un-
certainty itself and represents the statistical power of the additional radiation
sample used in the studies performed in this thesis.(×10−2) ASS AOS
Source Shift up Shift down Shift up Shift down
Statistical +0.24 −0.24 +0.20 −0.20
tt¯ Radiation +0.60 −0.63 +0.19 −0.19
MC Stat +0.67 −0.67 +0.42 −0.42
Table 54.: Modelling systematics at 36.1 fb−1, b-tag double selection and ∆R cut on top of
KLFitter decision is used. The MC statistical uncertainty is the statistical uncer-
tainty on the systematic uncertainty itself and represents the statistical power of
the additional radiation sample used in the studies performed in this thesis.
Moreover, Figures from 132 to 138 show that there are no anomalies observed in
the kinematic variables of interest in the nominal or in the systematic variation
samples. Figures are shown for the N−− and N−+ channels, the distributions for
the N++ and N+− channels are analogous. Figures 139 show that also in the KLFit-
ter output variables, such as the jet index of the b-jet coupled with the hadronically
decaying W-boson, there are no observed anomalies. In all these figures the ratio
panel shows the percentage variation between the nominal and the systematic vari-
ation samples.
A further check (see Figures from 140 to 142) was performed to prove that there
are no discrepancies in the charge asymmetry inputs if studied in the nominal or
in the variated samples, in the different t→Wb→ Xµ decay chains.
Given that no significative variation was observed in the kinematic variables be-
tween the nominal tt¯ and the additional radiation samples, there is no reason to
believe that there are mis-modellings and no further cut is applied. The additional
radiation systematic will be the dominant systematic in Chapter 10 and it will be
quoted together with its MC statistical uncertainty because every attempt to reduce
the additional radiation systematic (i.e. the ∆R cut on top of the KLFitter decision)
is not significative if compared to its statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 130.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the lepton+jets channel, shown for the nominal
tt¯ channel and the additional radiation samples.
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Figure 131.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the electron+jets (letf) and muon+jets (right) chan-
nel, shown for the nominal tt¯ channel and the additional systematic variations.
9.2.5 Next to Leading Order (NLO) Generator Uncertainties
Uncertainties due to the choice of the event generator are estimated by com-
paring a sample generated with our nominal MC sample Powheg+Pythia8 with a
sample generated with MG5_aMC@NLO+Pythia8.
This uncertainty results in a different migration matrix when unfolding the CAs
values.
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Figure 132.: Index of the jet tagged by the SMT algorithm in the N−− (left) and N−+ (right)
signal channel.
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Figure 133.: Soft muon pTin the N−− (left) and N−+ (right) signal channel.
9.2.6 Parton Shower and Hadronisation Uncertainties
Another source of uncertainties for the measurement presented in this thesis
comes from the modelling of final state radiation, from the b-quark.
Two different MC simulation samples (Powheg, interfaced with Pythia8 and Herwig7
separately) are used to describe the parton shower and hadronisation in different
ways, leading to different CA results.
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Figure 134.: Soft muon η in the N−− (left) and N−+ (right) signal channel.
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Figure 135.: Soft muon φ in the N−− (left) and N−+ (right) signal channel.
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Figure 136.: Hard lepton pT in the N−− (left) and N−+ (right) signal channel.
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Figure 137.: Hard lepton η in the N−− (left) N−+ (right) signal channel.
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Figure 138.: Hard lepton φ in the N−− (left) N−+ (right) signal channel.
9.2.7 Parton Distribution Function uncertainties
As described in Section 1.2, the parton distribution function (PDF) describes the
fraction of energy carried by each parton inside of the protons used in the LHC
collisions. Different PDF sets are considered. The default PDF is NNPDF3.0 which
is one of the component PDFs used in PDF4LHC15. As such, the systematic un-
certainty due to PDFs has been evaluated using the PDF4LHC15 error set applied
to the nominal tt¯ MC. PDF uncertainties are now provided using the internal re-
weighting mechanism inside Powheg. The PDF weights used are 30 and the error
set in Powheg is the one defined by the ordered weights numbers 112-141 as rec-
ommended by the Top Working Group [142]. For each of the 30 weights, CAs
are extracted and the total systematic uncertainty due to this effect is the sum in
quadrature of the single variations.
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Figure 139.: Index of the b-jet coupled with the leptonically decaying W-boson by the KL-
Fitter in the N−− (left) and N+− (right) channel.
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Figure 140.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the t → b → µ (left) and t → b → c → µ (right)
decay channel.
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Figure 141.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the t→ b→ τ → µ (left) and t→ b→ c→ τ → µ
(right) decay channel.
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Figure 142.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the fake channel.
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C H A R G E A S Y M M E T R I E S R E S U LT S
The results of the charge asymmetries measurement are presented in this Chapter, using the
definitions and optimisation of the analysis provided in the previous Chapters.
10.1 measurement of charge asymmetries
before unfolding
The measurement of the charge asymmetries (CA) is performed as described in
Section 2.1, using Equations 82.
Ass =
P (b→ `+)− P (b¯→ `−)
P (b→ `+) + P (b¯→ `−) Aos = P (b→ `−)− P
(
b¯→ `+)
P (b→ `−) + P (b¯→ `+) (82a)
Ass =
(
N++
N+
− N
−−
N−
)
(
N++
N+
+
N−−
N−
) Aos =
(
N+−
N+
− N
−+
N−
)
(
N+−
N+
+
N−+
N−
) (82b)
Equations 83 show CAs as calculated with the nominal MC tt¯ simulation sample,
using the same procedure as applied to the data.
Ass = 0.0005± 0.0017 (stat.) (83a)
Aos = −0.0002± 0.0015 (stat.) (83b)
Table 55 shows a breakdown of all the systematic uncertainties affecting the CAs,
before any unfolding procedure is applied. The systematic uncertainty is domi-
nated by the modelling uncertainties and, in particular, by the additional radiation
systematics coming from initial state radiation.
The raw charge asymmetries in Table 55 are found to be compatible with zero,
and in good agreement with the Standard Model expectations.
Figures 143, 144, 145 show the charge asymmetry inputs in the lepton+jets channel
(where the lepton can be an electron or a muon). In Figure 143 all the CAs inputs
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(×10−2) ASSRAW AOSRAW
0.05 −0.02
Source
Statistical ±0.17 ±0.15
Sources of experimental uncertainties
Lepton charge misidentification ±0.0005 ±0.0002
Lepton Energy Resolution ±0.005 ±0.005
Lepton Trigger, Reco ID SF ±0.002 ±0.002
MET uncertainties ±0.015 ±0.015
Jet energy scale ±0.03 ±0.02
Jet energy resolution ±0.00 ±0.00
JVT ±0.001 ±0.001
Pileup ±0.008 ±0.008
SMT Uncert ±0.001 ±0.001
W+Jets Estimate
W+jets klight ±0.001 ±0.018
W+jets kbb/cc ±0.025 ±0.003
W+jets kc ±0.004 ±0.013
SMT fake norm. ±0.001 ±0.001
Fakes norm. (e+jets) ±0.017 ±0.012
Fakes norm. (µ+jets) ±0.016 ±0.012
b-tag ±0.01 ±0.001
c-tag ±0.003 ±0.003
light-tag ±0.02 ±0.01
Sources of modelling uncertainties
B Hadron production
tt¯ b-prod.frac.(B) ±0.002 ±0.002
tt¯ b-prod.frac.(Bs) ±0.001 ±0.001
tt¯ b-prod.frac.(baryons) ±0.001 ±0.001
Total B Hadron production ±0.0025 ±0.0025
SMT Branching ratio ±0.003 ±0.003
Additional Radiation ±0.24 (±0.67) ±0.18 (±0.38)
MC Generator ±0.047 ±0.032
Parton Shower ±0.15 (±0.42) ±0.11 (±0.35)
Parton Distribution Function ±0.067 ±0.050
Single Top production ±0.003 ±0.002
Total experimental uncertainties ±0.05 ±0.04
Total modelling uncertainties ±0.29 ±0.22
Total systematic uncertainty ±0.29 ±0.22
Total uncertainty ±0.34 ±0.28
Table 55.: Systematic uncertainties at 36.1 fb−1 for the raw charge asymmetries, b-tag dou-
ble selection. The MC statistical uncertainty is shown in brackets for the addi-
tional radiation systematic.
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are considered, and for different-top like events the sign of the W-boson lepton
has been reversed in order to consistently represent the charge of the b-quark at
production in both the same- and different-top scenarios. Figures 144, 145 show the
CA inputs for same-top like and different-top like events respectively.
Figure 143.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the lepton+jets channel. All inputs are considered,
including the different-top like events: for these events the sign of the W-boson
lepton has been reversed in order to consistently represent the charge of the
b-quark at production in both the same- and different-top scenarios.
Table 56 shows the yields of SMT muons from tt¯ signal and from all the back-
grounds, as outlined also in Section 7.6. In Table 56 the statistical and systematic
uncertainties are quoted, while in Section 7.6 only the statistical uncertainty was
shown. Moreover, the tt¯ signal in Table 56 is comprehensive also of the tt¯ (SMT-bkg)
outlined in Section 7.6. Data and expectations are in good agreement, well in the
errors.
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Figure 144.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the lepton+jets channel for same-top like events.
10.2 unfolding
High energy physics measurements are subject to distortions, due to detector
effects such as a limited acceptance and a limited resolution of the observed quan-
tities.
Since the observed CAs have to be compared with theoretical predictions, it is
needed to account for these detector effects and a dedicated procedure called un-
folding is applied.
Assume that a certain quantity x and its distribution f (x) are measured in an ideal
detector (infinite acceptance and resolution), their relation with the experimental
quantity y and its distribution f (y) which are the results from a real detector is
given by the folding integral in Equation 84:
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Figure 145.: Charge asymmetry inputs in the lepton+jets channel for different-top like
events.
f (y) =
∫
A (x, y) f (x) dx + b (y) (84)
where the distribution b (y) represents the background contribution to the mea-
sured distribution f (y), A (x, y) is a resolution function which represents the smear-
ing effects on the measurements.
The unfolding problem is the inverse problem and consists in the calculation of
the inverse of the resolution function A (x, y). To get a numerical solution for Equa-
tion 84, discrete quantities x and y can be used and the distributions f (x) and f (y)
can be represented by histograms. This means that Equation 84 can be translated
into Equation 85.
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`+jets
tt¯ (SMT-signal) 331 000 ± 19 800
tt¯ (SMT-fakes) 15 300 ± 339
Single top 20 600 ± 2010
W+jets 23 500 ± 3230
Z+jets 6490 ± 1050
Diboson 122 ± 15.2
Fakes and non-prompt 8830 ± 3230
Total 405 000 ± 21 000
Data 389980
Table 56.: Yields of the analysis in the lepton+jets channel, considering all the charge asym-
metry inputs, including the different-top like events, as in Figure 143.
y = Ax + b (85)
where y (and b) are vectors with n elements, x is a vector with m elements and A
is a n×m matrix. A is generally called response matrix and relates x and y using
information on the acceptance and smearing of the reconstruction process. Some
events generated at truth level in a bin j could be reconstructed in bin i where i 6= j
and this phenomenon is called migration in the response matrix.
10.2.1 Unfolding Formulation for CAs
Regarding the CAs, the complete unfolding formulation is shown in Equation 86.
Nitruth =
1
εi
4
∑
j=1
M−1ij f jacc
(
N jdata − N jbkg
)
(86)
where i, j = N++, N−−, N+−, N−+, the index i runs over the particle-level (MC
truth simulation sample) while the index j runs over the reconstruction-level. The
particle-level is referred to the case where in the measurement are considered final
state objects after decay, parton shower and hadronisation. The CA measurement
was performed at particle-level, in the fiducial phase space defined in Section 7.7.
The
(
N jdata − N jbkg
)
are the number of observed data events minus the estimated
backgrounds. Since there is a limited detector acceptance, not all the events can be
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used to measure a physical quantity and to account for that the acceptance term
f jacc is introduced and it is parametrised in Equation 87, where Nreco is the number
of events at reconstructed level and Nreco∧ f id is the number of events present at both
reconstructed level and in the fiducial volume.
f jacc =
(
Nreco∧ f id
Nreco
)
(87)
This is a bin by bin correction term applied to correct for SMT muons which are
present at reconstructed level but not at the fiducial level (the fiducial volume for
this analysis was defined in Section 7.7). The acceptance terms measured for the
CAs analysis are: f++acc = 0.724± 0.003, f−−acc = 0.726± 0.003, f+−acc = 0.733± 0.003
and f−+acc = 0.732± 0.003.
A finite resolution means that it is impossible to measure a physical quantity with
an infinite accuracy and hence an efficiency term εi is necessary to perform a bin
by bin correction and account for SMT muons which are present at truth level but
not at reconstructed level. εi is defined in Equation 88, where N f id is the number of
events in the fiducial volume.
εi =
(
Nreco∧ f id
N f id
)
(88)
The efficiency terms measured for the CAs analysis are: ε++ = 0.335± 0.002, ε−− =
0.327± 0.002, ε+− = 0.302± 0.001 and ε−+ = 0.302± 0.001.
Finally, M−1ij is a discrete 4× 4 matrix which corrects for migrations between the
four CAs bins which are mainly caused by mistakes in the same-top different-top
classification performed by the KLFitter or they are due to charge mis-identification
of the triggered leptons (these latter effects are very small and of the order of 10−4).
The migration matrix is evaluated only for events at reconstructed level which have
an SMT muon coming from the tt¯ decay chains (as in Section 7.5) and which are
matched with truth level events. The migration matrix in the tt¯ nominal case is
given in Table 57. The unfolding method applied in the analysis described in this
thesis is the Iterative Bayesian method [143] described below.
10.2.2 Iterative Bayesian Unfolding
The bayesian unfolding is an iterative procedure, useful to invert the migration
matrix.
This approach exploits a prior probability pi for finding a given true event in a
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N++Reco N
−−
Reco N
+−
Reco N
−+
Reco
N++Truth 76.2 1.0 1.0 21.8
N−−Truth 0.4 77.8 21.2 0.5
N+−Truth 0.5 22.7 76.1 0.6
N−+Truth 21.7 1.0 1.0 76.2
Table 57.: Migration matrix for the CAs bins in the tt¯ nominal configuration, results are
expressed in percentage. Statistical error: ±0.1.
given reconstructed bin and uses the Bayes theorem [144] to update estimators for
the true bin contents as defined in Equation 89.
µˆi =
1
εi
N
∑
j=1
P (true value in bin i|found in bin j) nj = 1
εi
N
∑
j=1
 Mij piN
∑
k=1
Mik pk
 nj (89)
µˆi is the estimator for the number of events in truth bin i, nj is the number of events
in reconstructed bin j, and finally εi = P (true value in bin i|found in bin j) =
N
∑
j=1
Mij
is the probability to observed an event. This method is applied iteratively 4 times
for the CAs measurement, when a balance between the variance on the estimated
µi and the bias is achieved.
10.3 closure test and bias
A closure test was performed to check the correct functioning of the unfolding
procedure. All the unfolding ingredients such as the acceptance and efficiency fac-
tors and the response matrix are all built using MC simulations tt¯ events and the
same MC simulation events at reconstruction-level are used as the pseudo-data to
unfold. Following this procedure, the unfolded output should reproduce exactly
the MC simulations at the fiducial truth-level: this test was performed in the CAs
analysis and the system fully closed.
The bias on the unfolding procedure was evaluated and Table 58 shows that it is
negligible. The bias is defined as the difference between the unfolded CAs (CAUF)
and their true fiducial values (CAFid). The test was performed injecting fictitious
asymmetries in the fiducial CAs equal to ∼ 1%, ∼ 3% and ∼ 6%.
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Ass
Injected Asymmetry Bias Percentage Bias
0.0660 0.0020 3%
0.0330 0.0010 4%
0.0124 0.0008 6%
Aos
Injected Asymmetry Bias Percentage Bias
−0.0320 0.0010 3%
−0.0158 0.0005 3%
0.061 0.0003 4%
Table 58.: Bias of the unfolding on the truth-level charge asymmetry Ass and Aos (prior to
efficiency factors).
10.4 measurement of charge asymmetries
after the unfolding
Table 59 shows the full breakdown of the statistical and systematic uncertainties
on CAs at 36.1 fb−1, using the b-tag double selection, after unfolding.
The modelling uncertainties are the dominant uncertainties and the additional
radiation uncertainty is the largest one. As shown in Section 9.2.4 the additional
radiation uncertainty estimation is limited by its own statistical uncertainty. The
diagonal values of the response matrices for the modelling uncertainties such as
additional radiation, parton shower and MC generator are shown in Table 60 and
compared with the nominal migration matrix. The differences between these ma-
trices are taken into account when computing the systematic uncertainty on CAs
after unfolding.
The results for the Run-2 charge asymmetry measurement in both the same sign
and opposite sign channels are shown in Equation 90, results are found to be com-
patible with zero and in agreement with the standard model expectations.
ASS = −0.0013± 0.0021 (stat.)+0.0008−0.0008 (expt.)± 0.0046 (model) = −0.0013± 0.0051 (Total)
(90a)
AOS = 0.0007± 0.0014 (stat.)+0.0003−0.0003 (expt.)± 0.0024 (model) = 0.0007± 0.0028 (Total)
(90b)
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(×10−2) ASS AOS
−0.13 0.07
Source
Statistical Uncertainty ±0.21 ±0.14
Sources of experimental uncertainties
Lepton Charge MisID ±0.0005 ±0.0002
Lepton Energy Resolution ±0.011 ±0.005
Lepton Trigger, Reco ID SF ±0.0026 ±0.0012
MUON Uncertainties ±0.017 ±0.007
MET uncertainties ±0.02 ±0.009
Jet energy scale ±0.07 ±0.034
Jet energy resolution ±0.017 ±0.008
JVT ±0.00007 ±0.00003
Pileup ±0.01 ±0.006
SMT Uncert ±0.025 ±0.012
SMT-fakes Estimate ±0.005 ±0.001
W+Jets Estimate ±0.009 ±0.004
Z+Jets Estimate ±0.0006 ±0.0000
b-tag ±0.009 ±0.00045
c-tag ±0.0007 ±0.0003
light-tag ±0.0004 ±0.0002
Total b-tag ±0.0012 ±0.0006
Sources of modelling uncertainties
B Hadron production
tt¯ b-prod.frac.(B) ±0.005 ±0.002
tt¯ b-prod.frac.(Bs) ±0.009 ±0.004
tt¯ b-prod.frac.(baryons) ±0.007 ±0.003
Total B Hadron production ±0.012 ±0.006
SMT Branching ratio
b→ µ ±0.007 ±0.003
b→ τ → µ ±0.00001 ±0.00001
b→ c→Ws ±0.003 ±0.0001
b→ c→ s ±0.005 ±0.002
Total SMT BR ±0.009 ±0.004
Additional Radiation ±0.44 (±0.67) ±0.23 (±0.38)
MC Generator ±0.07 ±0.03
Parton Shower ±0.10 ±0.04
Parton Distribution Function ±0.07 ±0.05
Single Top production ±0.003 ±0.001
Total experimental uncertainties ±0.08 ±0.03
Total modelling uncertainties ±0.46 ±0.24
Total systematic uncertainty ±0.46 ±0.24
Total uncertainty ±0.50 ±0.27
Table 59.: Systematic uncertainties breakdown on CAs at 36.1 fb−1, b-tag double selection,
in units of 10−2. The MC statistical uncertainty is shown in brackets for the
additional radiation systematic
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Sample ++ −− +− −+
Nominal 76.2 77.8 76.1 76.2
Additional Radiation 77.1 78.2 77.3 77.3
Parton Shower 75.2 77.8 76.1 75.5
MC Generator 74.8 76.6 76.1 74.8
Table 60.: Elements on the diagonal of the migration matrix for the CAs bins for the nomi-
nal, the additional radiation, the parton shower and the MC generator simulation
samples; results are expressed in percentage. Statistical error: ±0.1.
The Run-2 results are also in agreement with the Run-1 results [16] in Equation 91
and the overall uncertainty on the Run-2 measurement is halved with respect to the
Run-1 uncertainties.
ASS = −0.0071± 0.0061 (stat.)+0.0022−0.0019 (expt.)± 0.0047 (model) = −0.0071± 0.0081 (Total)
(91a)
AOS = 0.0041± 0.0035 (stat.)+0.0013−0.0011 (expt.)± 0.0027 (model) = 0.0041± 0.0046 (Total)
(91b)
These CA measurement results will be a benchmark for the CP violation asym-
metries results which will be performed using b-hadrons from top quark decays
in ATLAS Run-2. Since, the overall uncertainty on CAs is halved with respect to
the Run-1 result, the measurement of the CP violation asymmetry will also benefit
from a significantly decreased uncertainty with respect to Run-1 [16] and will be
competitive with other collider experiment results.
11
C O N C L U S I O N S
A measurement of charge asymmetries in heavy flavour decays was performed
using inclusive tt¯ events, in the lepton+jets channel. This measurement was based
on data collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC during 2015 and 2016, in pp
collisions at a centre of mass energy of 13 TeV with an integrated luminosity of
36.1 fb−1.
Same-sign and opposite-sign asymmetries were measured, using the charges of the
two leptons in the final state: one prompt lepton from the W-boson in the top-quark
decay and a soft muon from the semi-leptonic decay of a b- or c-hadron.
The calibration of the momentum imbalance based Soft Muon Tagging algorithm
used in the Run-1 measurement was also presented in this thesis. Soft muons were
identified using the fractional difference in absolute momentum, the Momentum
Imbalance (MI), between a muon track measured in the Inner Detector (ID) and
Muon Spectrometer (MS) (extrapolated back to the primary vertex): the MI was
shown to be a powerful variable to discriminate between true soft muons from
heavy-flavour decays and fake leptons. Scale factors were derived for the mistag
rate of the SMT with a precision of 20%.
The Run-2 event selection was outlined and optimised in order to maximise the
signal and reject the backgrounds. Backgrounds were estimated using MC simula-
tions for the Z+jets, diboson and single-top backgrounds, while data-driven meth-
ods were used to estimate the multijet and W+jets backgrounds. The configuration
which maximises the signal purity was found to be the combination of the SMT
and the MV2c10 taggers at a 77% working point. This b-tag double configuration
reduces the contributions from fake SMT muons in tt¯ events (i.e. soft muons com-
ing from c→ µ decays and pile-up events).
The KLFitter set-up and optimisation was performed: this tool was used to recon-
struct the tt¯ system and assign the W-boson lepton and the soft muon to same-
or different-top decay. The KLFitter correctly discriminates between same- and
different-top events in 78% of the cases. Further studies were performed to investi-
gate the possibility to add an angular matching cut on top of the KLFitter decision:
this configuration improves the purity of the same- or different-top decision but
does not reduce the additional radiation systematic uncertainty whilst increasing
the statistical uncertainty on the charge asymmetry measurement.
Same-sign and opposite-sign charge asymmetries were measured after the unfold-
ing procedure and the statistical and systematics uncertainty evaluation leads to a
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total uncertainty on the measurement which significantly improves the sensitivity
with respect to the same measurement performed in Run-1.
11.1 future perspectives
The measurement is dominated by the modelling uncertainty, the additional ra-
diation uncertainty in particular. Any further improvement in these regards is cur-
rently limited by the statistical uncertainty on the additional radiation systematic.
However, increasing the jet pT cut from 25 GeV to 30 GeV reduces the additional
radiation systematic to 0.0019 on Ass and 0.0010 on Aos, but at the same time the
statistical uncertainty on the measurement goes up to 0.0035 on Ass and 0.0020 on
Aos. The caveat is that these variations are embedded in the statistical uncertainty
on the additional radiation systematic, so they can be fluctuations. Larger MC sam-
ples are necessary to fix this issue and be able to perform further studies to improve
the additional radiation systematic uncertainty.
The full Run-2 charge asymmetries measurement will be performed with an in-
tegrated luminosity of 140 fb−1 and the statistical uncertainty is expected to be
0.0012 on Ass and 0.0007 on on Aos. In these configuration, any further cut on the
jet pT could be performed without any concerns about the increase of the statistical
uncertainty.
Finally, CP violation asymmetries will be extracted from CA measurements, follow-
ing the procedure outlined in Section 2.1. Since the overall uncertainty on CAs is
halved with respect to the Run-1 measurement, also the CP violation asymmetries
measurement will have a reduced uncertainty and this will help in the comparison
with the D0 result [36] and the other collider experiments outlined in Section 2.2.
A
S A M P L E L I S T
a.1 l1calo sample list
Tables here present the GRL, the list of samples used in trigger efficiency studies,
and the enhanced minimum bias samples used for the study of trigger rates.
Good Run List
data16_13TeV.periodAllYear_DetStatus-v83pro20-15_DQDefects-00-02-04_PHYS_StandardGRL_All_Good_25ns.xml
Data samples used for trigger efficiency studies
data16_13TeV.00308047.physics_Main.merge.DAOD_L1CALO1.f741_m1677_c1010_m1652
Data samples used for trigger rate studies
data16_13TeV.00302956.physics_EnhancedBias.recon.ESD.r8445_r8540
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a.2 run-2 charge asymmetry analysis sam-
ple list
a.2.1 Simulation samples
process DSID MC generator, parton shower, simulation PDF
tt¯ (PP8) 410501 Powheg+Pythia8, hdamp = 1.5mt , FullSim (AFII for crosschecks) NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (PP8, Radiation Low) 410511 Powheg+Pythia8, A14v3cDo, hdamp = 1.5mt , AFII NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (PP8, Radiation High) 410512 Powheg+Pythia8, A14v3cUp, hdamp = 3mt , AFII NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (PPH7.1) 411168 Powheg+Herwig7.1.3, hdamp = 1.5mt , AFII NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (aMC) 410225 aMC@NLO+Pythia8, AFII NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (PP8) dilepton 410503 Powheg+Pythia8, hdamp = 1.5mt , FullSim (AFII for crosschecks) NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (PPH7.0) dilepton 410527 Powheg+Herwig7.0.4, AFII NNPDF30 NLO
tt¯ (aMC) dilepton 410226 aMC@NLO+Pythia8, AFII NNPDF30 NLO
single top t-channel 410011-12 Powheg+Pythia6, FullSim CT10
single top s-channel 410025-26 Powheg+Pythia6, FullSim CT10
single top Wt channel 410013-14 Powheg+Pythia6, FullSim CT10
W+jets 364156-364197 Sherpa 2.2.1, FullSim NNPDF30 NLO
Z+jets 364100-364141 and 364204-364215 Sherpa 2.2.1, FullSim NNPDF30 NLO
Diboson WW, WZ, ZZ 361063-361097 Sherpa, FullSim CT10
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a.2.2 Data samples
2015 Data samples
data15_13TeV.periodD.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp15_v01_p2950
data15_13TeV.periodE.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp15_v01_p2950
data15_13TeV.periodF.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp15_v01_p2950
data15_13TeV.periodG.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp15_v01_p2950
data15_13TeV.periodH.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp15_v01_p2950
data15_13TeV.periodJ.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp15_v01_p2950
2016 Data samples
data16_13TeV.periodA.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodB.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodC.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodD.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodE.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodF.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodG.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodI.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodK.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
data16_13TeV.periodL.physics_Main.PhysCont.DAOD_TOPQ1.grp16_v01_p2950
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